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From:
To:
Cc:

Subject: Re: SynBio under CBD - Zika epidemic and GM mosquitos in Latin America
Date: 05-02-2016 11:34

Dear All,

Thanks for your feedback.

In response to ‘s question “what next?”: this week several colleagues on
this email list happened to attend a meeting about risk assessment under the CPB
in which that same question was.

The general sense was in order to have a meaningful impact on this process, it is
— as underlined — essential that we attend the COP, MOP and SBSTTA, and
preferably in good numbers of like-minded countries and organisations who can
support each other. Yet, having said that, it is also important to provide input in
the form of submissions and participation in the on-line fora, simply because with
that those views are ‘on the record’ (anti biotech NGOs are very aware of this,
hnce their active participation).

A second aspect is to keep providing examples of the potential of this technology
to contribute to human weli-being. ‘s comments about the potential of using
synbio in the fight against the Zika virus, e.g. by developing — as part of a
broader strategy - bio-repellants from bio materials through synbio.

A third aspect is to keep providing examples of how inadequate regulations - or
inadequate implementation can hamper finding solutions for stressing
problems.

Finally, an observation about defining synbio. T noted that some of you proposed
not to have a definition of syn bio, but T assume that with that they meant is not
having a regulatory type of definition, but that we all agree that if there is a
discussion on Syn Bio in SBSTTA and COP about Synbio that we need some
description as to what we are talking about. The debate gets very confusing if
someone refers to SynBio in cases of synthethised DNA, while others refer to Bt
corn as SynBio.

Rega rds!
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what is happening in Zika-affected areas of the world from a regulatory point of
view.

On Thu, Feb 4, 2016 at 10:16 AM,
< fitesm.mx> wrote:

Dear all,

Thanks also to and for their messages. As you all know, we in Latin America and
the Caribbean are getting more and more concerned about the Zika, Dengue and
Chingunguya epidemics, but especially Zika that may affect a wider population fitis also
sexually transmitted. Regardless of the last alarm, we need to act quickly and GM
mosquitos can provide solutions. The regulatory aspects are complex, but we must work on
them now.

_____

we are greatly interested in any new information you can give us.’’ and
1 have already started a conversation.

Let’s keep the conversation /information flowing.

Departamento de Biotecnologia y Bioingenieria
TECN0LIGIC0 DE MONTERREY
CAMPUS GUADALAJARA
Espiritu emprendedor con sentido humano

@itesm.mx
www.gda.itesm.

El contenido de este mensaje de datos no se considera oferta, propuesta o acuerdo, sino hasta que sea confirmado en documento por
escrito que contenga la firma autôgrafa del apoderado legal del ITESM. EI contenido de este mensaje de datos es confidencial y se
entiende dirigido y para uso exclusivo del destinatario, por lo que no podrâ distribuirse yfo difundirse por ningin medio sin la previa
autorizaciôn del emisor original. Si usted no es ei destinatario, se le prohibe su utilizaciön total o parcial para cualquier fin.

The content of this data transmission must not be considered an offer, proposal, understanding or agreement unless it is confirmed ina

Regards to all.

(writing from Mexico)

Enlace intercampus:
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document signed by a legal representative of ITESM. The content of this data transmission is confidential and is intended to be delivered
only to the addressees. Therefore, t shali not be distributed and/or disciosed through any means without the authorization of the original
sender. 1f you are not the addressee, you are forbidden from using t, either totally or partially, for any purpose.

Subject: Re: SynBio under CBD - reminders, updates and request for feedback

Thanks forthis summary. It helped me get current on the deliberations concerning Synthetic
Biology, which as 1 indicated when we last spoke, 1 am becoming more and more involved in
through the Danforth Center interest in gene drives, particularly with respect to transgenic
mosquitoes.

From: [mailto: danforthcenter.org]

Sent: Thursday, February 4, 2016 9:04 AM
To:

Cc:

1 ,.
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Vt buiten reikwijdte verzoek

______

;:4

On Fri, Jan 29, 2016 at 7:18 AM,
> wrote:

Dear All,

With my very best wishes for 2016, 1 follow up on our communications
about the Synthetic Biology discussions under the CBD.

Below some reminders, updates and requests for your feedback.

Background: COP 12 (October 2014) decided on a process of preparation
for an in depth discussion on SynBio in COP13 (December 2016):

- submission of information by governments and organisations

- a series of on-line discussions

- a discussion in the AHTEG

- Feedback on the synthesis of submissions and AHTEG report

- Peer-review in SBSTTA

SYNTHESIS OF THE SUBMISSIONS

The synthesis of the submissions can be found tire.

ON LINE DISCUSSIONS (April — July 2015)

The result of the online discussions can be found her

AHTEG SYNBIO (21-25 September 2015)

The report of the AHTEG can be found ]ir.

FEEDBACK ON THE SYNTHESIS AND AHTEG REPORT (deadline 31
January 2016)
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See the invitation sent by the CBD Sec in December to peer review the outcomes of the
process for consideration by the SBSTTA. The reports for peer review are available
at http://bch.cbd.intlsynbio/peer-review

Submissions must be sent to the Secretariat via e-mail to synbiocbd.int no later than 31
January 2016.

As those of you who participated in the AHTEG have already mentioned, the
report is found to be fairly balanced in that it reflects the various views on
the key topics.

As regards the synthesis report, as some of you said, rather than being a
‘synthesis’ it gives the impression of a patchwork of cherry picked bits and
pieces that does not reflect what was submitt:ed.

In particular the relationship between SynBio and Biodiversity, gives an
unbalanced and a very negative impression. Attached is an example by

on how certain views are presented.

It would be good to ask the CBD how the process of synthesis was done,
and what the criteria were for inciuding or excluding views.

SBSTTA 25 to 30 April 2016

As discussed, given the key role of the Subsidiary Body on Scientific,
Technical and Technological Advice in preparing documents for the COP,
participation in the SBSTTA is important.

(SBSTTA 20) will be held from 25 to 30 April 2016, and the first meeting of
the Subsidiary Body on Implementation (SBI 1) will be held from 2 to 6
May 2016, in Montreal, Canada. The documentation for these meetings will
be made available on: https: //www.cbd . int/doc/?meeting =SBSTTA
2 and https ://www.cbd . int/doc/?meeting =SBI-0 1.

Designation of participants should be submitted to the CBD Executive
Secretary through an official letter sent as a scanned e-mail attachment
to: secretariatcbd.int or by fax at +1 514-288-6588, preferably by 20
March 2016.

lt buiten reikwijdte verzoek
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COP13 (4— 17 December)

The latest information we received is that the MOP8 (Biosafety Protocol),
COP13 (CBD) and COP2 (Access and benetit Sharing) will be held sort of
less simultaneously in the period 4 to 17 December.

and 1 are working on the idea of getting students and some
young scientists who are participating in the iGEM to COP13, to participate
in the negotiations and to present their synbio work in a side event. We will
keep you posted on this.

Looking forward to hearing from you



Some observations on  
 UNEP/CBD/SYNBIO/AHTEG/2015/1/2 

 

 
 UPDATED REPORT AND SYNTHESIS OF VIEWS IN RESPONSE TOPARAGRAPH 7(b) 

OFDECISION XII/24ON NEW AND EMERGING ISSUES: SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY 

 

 

 
II.RELATIONSHIP BETWEENSYNTHETIC BIOLOGY AND BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY 

 

Paragraph 14 last phrases…. 

“The risks and potential impacts of the relationship should be assessed prior to any introduction to the 

environment, taking also into account risks to human health, small scale farming systems and their contribution to 

biological diversity and ecosystem function, food security, livelihoods and related socioeconomic considerations, 

indigenous peoples and local communities, including cultural aspects. 

 

OBs. They’re trying to make as onerous and time consuming as possible…. and e.g. socio economics is not a 

should but a “may”…. 

 

 
Paragraph 15. “With regard to the third objective of the CBD, it was noted in the online forum that the fair and 

equitable sharing of benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic resources must be considered in the light of 

the development of the many components of synthetic biology, their applications and possible effects on 

biodiversity. It was noted that the objective of fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising from the use of genetic 

resources may lose its purpose, as use of components, organisms and products from synthetic biology may replace 

the need for and use of natural genetic resources. A participant in the online forum also noted that a profit-driven 

approach to synthetic biology does not necessarily support the fair sharing of costs and benefits between 

developed and developing countries, and that this situation has been exacerbated by control over the techniques of 

synthetic biology by a limited number of stakeholders, most of whom are driven primarily by a profit motive 

rather than by ecological perspective. 

 

OBS. -  

- It’s also aiming to make it more accessible for people to develop their own solutions to their needs. 

- There’re plenty of public research aiming to solve challenges is not limited to profit driven…. 

- You still start based on existing “natural” organisms 

 

 
Paragraph 17  
17. It was also noted that a lack of scientific underpinning to ecological and social impacts in the application of 

synthetic biology processes poses a key issue in the discussion on the relationship between synthetic biology and 

biodiversity. An increase in the complexity and range of synthetic biology tools and techniques may also lead to 

an increase in the uncertainty and unpredictability of their outcomes, making it harder to predict their effects on 

biodiversity, leading tithe need for stricter measures to prevent damage to biodiversity. 

 

Paragraph 21 
.  
21. There were also participants who noted that it is premature to discuss the relationship between synthetic 

biology and biodiversity since an agreement has not been reached on whether or not synthetic biology is a new 

and emerging issue for conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity. Furthermore, some participants also 

noted that since no one fully understands the risks posed by synthetic organisms to the environment, there are 

challenges as to what kinds of information is needed to support rigorous risk assessments, or who should collect 

such data. 

Doc 1.1



” 

 

OBS. – one of the aims of SynBio is to decrease complexity…. 

- I didn’t read again the comments online, but I bet we (I mean at least someone on our like minded) 

posted something like that RA&M science will advance as the technology does… and that for the 

current or near applications it’s well covered by existing RA&M under annex III 

 

Parts that actually have to do with RA&M also come on the next topic: III. SIMILARITIES AND 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LIVING MODIFIED ORGANISMS (AS DEFINED IN THE CARTAGENA 

PROTOCOL) AND … OF SYNTHETIC BIOLOGY TECHNIQUES. In addition to paragraph 38 with a 

huge list examples in part V (this is about 1 page and it’s a terror…. 

 

All these have in common that there’s  lack of understanding on the RA&M process prior to release or ignores its 

existence, etc. In addition, some of these should be in  part VI.BEST PRACTICES REGARDINGRISK 

ASSESSMENT AND MONITORING REGIMES CURRENTLY USED…  

 

eg. Paragraph 26  

 
(a) The differences between an LMO and an organism developed through synthetic biology lie mainly on the 

higher level of complexity of the latter. Such complexity may result from the combination of several techniques 

of genetic engineering to produce an organism combined with other techniques that rely on the standardization 

and abstraction of modular biological components. Furthermore, LMOs are organisms developed by incorporating 

a single or a few gene(s) of interest, whereas organisms constructed by means of synthetic biology techniques are 

likely to have larger segments of modified DNA or even complete novel genomes; 

 

obs. It’s not true 

 
(c) The production of living organisms through modern biotechnology and synthetic biology is similar but the 

genes and nucleic acid molecules transferred into the recipient organisms differ in that nucleic acids transferred 

through modern biotechnology exist in nature but not those transferred through  

 

it makes no difference whether the DNA was taken from an organism or synthesized…..  

Doc 1.1
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From:
To:
Cc:

Subject: Retry: SynBio under CBD - Zika epidemic and GM mosquitos in Latin America
Date: 05-02-2016 11:35

Dear , dear all,

Sorry for my earlier message, that went wrong somehow.
Again: 1 would be very interested to be kept updated on all yyour activities concerning gene drives.
We (in the Netherlands) have identitied gene drive as an important issue from a perspective of risk
assessment, that probably calls for other data to perform the risk assessment in an adequate way.
We already alerted our Ministry on this subject and 1 know of more colleagues who did the same.

In Europe there are plans to discuss gene drive at the international level.

Thanks for keeping me in hte loop.

Met vriendelijke groet,

GMO Office
RIVM/VSP
P0 Box 1 3720 BA Bilthoven
The Netherlands

Phone number: +31 or +31
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From:

1
Subject: Re: SynBio under CBD - Zika epidemic and GM mosquitos in Latin America
Date: 05-02-2016 11:35

Dear and all,
In terms of Brazil, CTNBio (commission that makes the risk assessment of GMO5)
approved the transgenic mosquito from Oxitec (Aedes aegypti the same mosquito
that transmits Dengue, Zika, Chigungunya....) for commercial release in 2014. But
to enter the market it stili needs the 0K from ANVISA which is Brazilian health
surveillance agency.

With the rapid increase and spread of Zika cases and newborns with microcephalie
there has been new controlled releases in Piracicaba (this time southeast of
Brazil). The results are again good, reduction of the mosquitoes population is
slightly more than 80%. You have to keep introducing the GM mosquitoes to
lower the population (no gene drive in this case).

Fm also very interested in gene drive.
Best regards,
Sent from my iPhone

On 05.02.2016, at 00:08, danforthcenter.org>
wrote:

and 1 are also in contact. 1 attended a meeting that he organized
earlier this month on the topic of gene drives, with a focus on
mosquitoes. T will be happy to keep sharing what T can on this topic,
and likewise am interested to know what is happening in Zika-affected
areas of the world from a regulatory point of view.
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It was a sheer pleasure working with you last week at the ERA meeting in DC, and
T thank once more for coming up with the idea and for carrying it forward.

As discussed, It is very important that we keep providing input on the draft AHTEG
guidance in all the stages: on-line discussions, AHTEG and finally MOP.

As T mentioned in our meting, PRRI has been facilitating for the last couple of
years various informal, ‘like-minded’ groups on CPB and CBD topics such as ERA,
Socio-Economic Considerations, Liability, Synthetic Biology, Public Information.

These groups are entirely informal and the main aim is to inform each other of
relevant developments. We used to do that in conference calls, but these groups
have now become so large that we do most via email.

To give you a flavour of how we operate, T paste an email that 1 have sent this
morning to the informal group on ERA, of which 1 about half of you have been a
participant for a few years.

As said, the other participants of our DC meeting are warmly to have their email
added to the list, 1f they wish so. Just send me an email.

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

1
Follow up last weeks ERA meeting in DC
09-02-2016 23:27

Dear All,

Cheers

alt buiten reikwijdte verzoek
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++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Email to the informal group on CPB ERA

Dear All,

T follow up on our communications about the development of guidance for risk
assessment under the CPB.

Over the last couple of weeks, many of us have met in various meetings on risk
assessment where we also had an opportunity to discuss guidance for risk
assessment under the CPB, and my overall sense is that many — if not all — of us
are of the view that the current version is not very helpful, to put it mildly, and
that it is important to keep providing input in the discussions.

There are various opportunities to provide input: the online discussions, for some
of us through the AHTEG, and then of course in the MP itself.

Hereby a quick update on past and current activities and developments.

AHTEG ON RA/RM

The report of the AHTEG that was held from 16 to 20 November 2015 in Brasilia,
Brazil, is avauilable

UPDATED VERSION OF THE DRAFT GUIDANCE

An updated version of the current draft guidance is available bte.

NEW ON LINE DEBATE

Currently there is an online discussion on RA going on, which started at 1
February and will continue to 15 February 2016. You can access the discussion
here.

This particular round has the objective of gathering views, relevant guidance and
sources of information 0fl:

1) “LMOs introduced in centres of origin and genetic diversity” and “LMOs
intended for introduction into unmanaged ecosystems” (the two topics will be
addressed together);
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2) “LMOs created through use of dsRNA techniques, engineered to produce dsRNA
or dsRNA” and “LMOs containing RNAi” (the two topics will be addressed
together);

3) “Integrating human health into the environmental risk assessment” taking into
account the topics “Nutritionally altered living modified plants” and “LMOs that
produce pharmaceutical products”, as appropriate;

4) “Synergistic impacts of different herbicides that are part of the technology
package that accompanies certain LMOs”.

The purpose of this discussion is to brainstorm on the above mentioned topics,
which, as agreed by the AHTEG, will be incorporated into the “Roadmap for Risk
Assessment of LMOs” by, for example, adding information boxes or additional
txt.

From a quick scan, T think that from this email list sofar only has
participated in the current discussions. From talking with some of you last week, 1
know that people are tired of the online discussions and that there is a sense that
it doesn’t have much impact. While 1 share the sense of getting tired with these
discussions, and while it is true that the input in the onhine discussions doesn’t
have much direct impact, please remember that participation in the onhine
discussions is important, because then it is “on the record”, which is important
because then we can refer back to that in the AHTEG and in the MOP. In short:
please participate.

T will participate tonight, and despite that the moderator has asked not to debate
on whether or not the topic is relevant to be further considered, 1 intend to
address some general concerns: 1) starting to incorporate new topics in the
guidance is not helpful as lonq as there is still no overall agreement on the
guidance, 2) supporting ‘s point addressing food safety issues such as
nutritional value should be done under Codex and not under the CPB, and 3)
supporting ‘s point that assessment of pesticides should be done
under the pesticides regimes, and not under the CPB.

As regards whether it is an appropriate moment to include new guidance: is many
Parties expressed at the last MOP, it is better to first thoroughly test and finalise
the guidance and th roadmap before adding even more topics.

In addition T draw your attention to some new txt that the AHTEG added to the
introduction of the Guidance, starting at line 162: “The Roadmap introduces basic
concepts of risk assessment rather than providing detailed guidance for individual
case-specific risk assessments. In particular, the “elements for consideration”
listed in Roadmap may need to be complemented by further information during
an actual risk assessment.”

Observations: 1) The notion that the roadmap would introduce new basic
concepts is disconcerting, because the general principles are already laid down in
Annex III of the CBP, and it is not up to an AHTEG to add to that, 2) the idea
that this guidance is not intended to be used for individual cases seems to divert
from the very reason why it was feit necèssary to develop practical guidance.

VARIOUS OTHER INITIATIVES
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In addition to providing input in the actual discussions, there are various other
initiatives ongoing:

Testing the guidance

Several groups have been - and some still are — testing the guidance for practical
use in specific cases. It is expected that the results of those activities will come
available in the next couple of weeks. 1f anyone of you has any information on
such activities, please share with this group

Alternative guidance documents

There are several groups preparinq quidance documents unrelated to the CPB
guidance, such as the group of , which is preparing a guide in
Spanish for Latin America. 1 have seen translated drafts of that guide, which in its
draft form was already far more useful than the current draft CPB guidance.

can you give us an update on the status of your guide?

1f anyone of you has any information on similar activities, please share with this
group

ERA table - Flow chart

During the previous AHTEG, we developed a simple table / flow chart of the steps
of the ERA, with the main aims to 1) show the logical structure and flow of an
ERA, 2) to illustrate that in those steps some points to consider are typically
addressed T most cases (e.g. selective advantage /weediness) while other points
are only addressed in specific cases, depending on the gene, etc. Ins hort, as

once called it “the roadmap as it was intended to be”.

Over the last couple of months T have worked with a number of colleagues to fine
tune and expand that table, to incorporate a section that shows that he basic
concepts for RA stem form many decades of RA under the WHO/FAO, to
incorporate a similar table for food/feed safety assessment (FFFSA), and to show
the commonalities and differences between ERA and FFSA. T the course of the
next two weeks 1 will send you an update of that table. The plan is to turn the
table into a paper, and whoever is interested in contributing is more than
welcome.

Best regards!
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Cc:

-1

sabjent: ve: t& rewo no sene vut
Date: 27-03-lt lv]?

Dear All,

Ratuming to daily life: thanks to “ for alerting us to tha Dutch atatamant on Gana Drives. What ia also vary usaful is that thay put out a EAQ°. For
thosa of you who raad Garman: a statemant has also baan put out by the Garman Biosafaty Board (Unk),which axplains a casa-by-casa approach for
the risk assessmant, and labwork on garta drive systams is as risk level 2.

Thanks to for offaring help with a page on gana drivas on the PRRI wabsita, which we will placa on http;JJwww,prrLnetL5clartlLic-topicsJ.
and 1 will have a calI about that naxt waak. For now the page ‘gana drivas’ is under construction, and only accessible as a password protactad ‘mambar
area’.

.r,1t!T]h jdte v&zoek

A faw more obsarvations:

1) sant this amail to a group discussing SynBio undar the COR Yat, 1 wondar whathar gana drivas should ba considarad a form of SynBio. Looking
forward to your thoughts.

2) In order not to combina tno many topics in amail strings, we could hava a saparata list of paopla intarastad in gana drivas. Who would ba intarastad
in joining such a list?

Wishing evaryona a rastful holiday braak!

On 19 Fabruary 2016 at 15:34, t” lEirlvm,rl!> wrota:
Dear er

Thasks for your qaest:ve
what we conclude in our repsrt :5 that the correct )nsk) asseusment methnd for csntoined usa vi de EU is inadequaln, sinve the assessment land concurrent csstainmant level) is enly
based en petentiel tevicity for hamans

Sv the higher the tevicily of a gm erganism. the higher the csntainment levet
This n,ethvdvlogy cvi readily appticable fv srgaeims (eg ïesects) with gave dhvev.
t-lvwever, we do set vonctude that the eevirsnmeefal risk assavamast after intentiveal release in the envirvnmest is ivadeqaate. t-tswever, we real that casa-bp-casa other data and other
eoperlise is neaded lv perfvnn as adequate risk assessment. Th:v hao te dv wilh the petential quick and irreversible spread of a new tras In complete pvpvtal:vns, espciatly for inseus

t-type this helpa
Met wiesdel)ke groet,

vnO-vin’>tr.cn:,:
pumnv

l5.vu.20ls 15 no

Subiecl ve 5L wren en gene dwe

Tltanks for this,

1 would ba intarastad to know mora datails if thay are availabla, ragarding tha raasoning bahind tha conclusion that tha currant risk assassmant
mathod is inadaquata.

1 think wa should start compiling a list of similar dacisions ba ragulatory agancias, so if anyona alsa on this list is awara of similar dacisions, plaasa
appand to this thraad.

1 think these would ba a goud start to have on the PRRI password accassibla sita.

On En, Fab 19, 2016at8:45AM,I1fl cj ctrivm,nl> wrota:
Dear all,

Just to infyrrn you that recentty our DM0 Off:ce puhl:shed a pslicy rapurt on gana drive and its psss:ble consequencas for risk sssnvsment.
Atthsugh this rapurt is wr:tten for the European sltuation and for consaised os of OMOs, is might stiti be of interest for you.

Tha report is avaitabla in Engtish and is atsached to this mal.

You can also follow the link to our website:
authorisabun for vsnu driva_soohcdbovs



Kind regards,

RIVMNSP
P0 Bo, 1 372000 Blilhoven
The l4BIine,lands

POon. nUnnber

Doc 8.
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Ha
Ja, is gaat over de risk assmsment snor coetaleed one actiolties. Dit geldt niet per definitie snor de Eng.
tk sta graag op (eis’s mailing lijst dle gaat one geste drives.

Met vriendelijke groet,

dIrK —-27-10-2015 1O-35:2344J,thollvogegg.

l,tnn5>,
foto er-stress lt55
nat0ot. es skermt0050005ver

buy ngnov,

ynt toon FAQ gisos the itepr015ios ttsst liie E5A is isodoqoolo

The ouesst opproovlr is risk ovsossseel doos md take iets avoosel de spovids etfsoto of o geen deivo”

Plosse msk vlas dooi this ei for oosloosod soe

grodo Pool 1

Os IS Fohmon 21116ot1534, nijl’ mvi> stom
Dearfl
Thanks Wpoor qsessee.
Whot we cotedsde loost report is that the csrtent (risk) sssessment method for ceetaloesi one lede EU is lsadeqsate, sinoe the assessment (and concurrent centainmest level) is solp
hased en potential tooielty for homaes.

Pa the hlgher the toolcity of a grn organiste, the higher the costainmest losS.
This melhodahsgp eet readily appflcable to orgasims (eg. Irsete) with geen driees.
isewnoer, mede nat corrcisde that the enulreemeetal rIsk assessmeet after leleetiseal release In the essireemeet is Isadposate. isoweser, we feel that case-by-case other data and othet
expettise S needed to perfesn an adequate risk assnssment. This hoe code wllh the pateetial qslck and lrrnverslhle spreod of anno tralt In cemplete populatloes, espclally for insectn.

Hepe this helpa.
0Met vriendelijke groet,
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From:
To
Cc

Subject: RE: Synthetic Biology visions of the future SYNENERGENE Forum 24-25th June 2016 Amsterdam
Date: 02-05-2016 21:01

Dear all,

1 agree that all these technologies - both established and new - (Oxitec GM mosquitoes VS. gene drive mosquitoes) are essential to face the many
challenges that we have, especially in tropical regions, inciuding agrieultural pests and human inSect vectors such as the Zika vector.

Risk analystS, regulators and trainers of reulators need to keep u hnological developments and the nuances between them, such as
synbio, gene drives vs. gene editing, vs, conventional biotech”.’ gave me a very cl . xplanation on moSquitoeS developed by

gene drives vs. Oxitecmosquitoes and their ecological implications, injust a rew minutes (thanks ‘‘ ), sol can now pass it on to my students
and other who need this information.

As and say, this is the right time to talk about these technologies, and maybe move away from the heat of the “GM Maize in
Mexico- Mayan cosmology-Monsanto-industrial agriculture” issues that have stalled these technologies for decades. 1 propose we change the
tune ... and use human emotions, like the “other side” does.

Mexico is host to the COP-MOPs in December and Zika has reached epidemic proportions in our region. Maybe many delegates will be worried
about being bitten by mosquitoes with Zika, Dengue and Chikungunya (all “natural and organic” hahaha!), and may have a more open mmd to
the use of these technologies? So may the athletes and spectators going to the Olympics in Rio?

Does anybody know what the status of discussions of genome editing and gene drives is in the Synthetic Biology ARTEG 7 Should these
technologies be discussed in that group? There svill be split opinion on this loo.

Synthetic biology is one of the topics of discussion in the Risk Assessment AHTEG, but gene editing, gene drives and NBTs have not been
mentioned yet. Maybe they will be discussed at the Mexico City meeting in July 2016, when the guidance is reviewed?

To change the tune, we want to take a group of young seientists to the COP-MOP (iGEM intemational and Mexican students) to state their
position as the future generation of biotechnologists/synthetic biologists and also as the future parents of babies threatened by Zika. Some of
these students studying biotechnology come from indigenous communities in Panama, Guatemala Mexico, Bolivia, Peru, etc. This generation is
inheriting both huge challenges and powerful technologies. We owe it to them not to tie their hands, for one more generation, with exeessive

regulation.

Best regards to all,

o ‘is y Bioingenieria
TECNOLOGICO DE MON4ERREY
CAMPIJS GIJADALAJARA
Espiritu emprendedor con sentido humano

Enlace intercampus. 80 432 2536
El contenido de este mensaje de datos no se considera oferta, propuesta o acuerdo, sino hasta que sea confirmado en docurnento por escrito que
contenga la firma autégrafa del apoderado legal dcl ITESM. El contenido de este mensaje de datos es confidencial y se entiende dingido y para
uso exelusivo del destinatario, por lo que no podrâ distribuirse y/o difundirse por ningén medio sin la previa autorizacién dcl emisor original. Si
usted no es eI destinatario, se le prohibe su utilizacién total o pareial para cuatquier tin.

The content of this data transmission must not be considered an offer, proposal, understanding or agreement unless it is contirmed ina document
signed by a legal representative of ITESM. The content of this data transmission is confidential and is intended to be delivered only to the
addressees. Therefore, it shall not be distributed and/or disclosed through any means vithout the authorization of the original sender. 1f you are
not the addressee, you are forbidden from using it, either totally or partially, for any purpose.

Orirsinal Messaire

t:e:425th
June 20)6

@ufpe.br]

Rucdavis.edu>
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1

Assunto: RE: Synihetic Biology E visions of the future SYNENERGENE Forum 24-25th June 2016 Amsterdam

Hi,

Gene Drives need is so obvious now with successful use in Brazil for Zika virus with 90% decrease in targeted mosquitoes and now release in
US. It is important to say that the gene drjves target a very specific species rather than many insects like pesticides, the alternative that is used,
not to mention the effects on environment and humans. BTW, California bas been effectively usinggene drives for controlling leaf hoppers for
virus in plants and pink boil worm in cotton, such that we need very linie control using BT. lrontcally, we use less OM as a result. This bas been
done by releasing sterile insects by irradiation of males.

Arguing against this is selfish and egotistical.

A no-brainer.

best,

Subject: Re: Synthetic Biology visions of the future SYNENERGENE Forum 24-25th Juné 2016 Amsterdam

Thanks to all for this thread

It’s important to be communicate that manv believe that gene drives are not part of synbio. It is equally important to explain to the media, CBD,
and NGOs where exactly gene drives do “belong”?

Best wishes,

rDm:
Sunday, May 1,2016 at 1:08 AM

ilrivm.nl»

,,ithetic Biology - visions of the future SYNENERGENE Forum 24-25th June 2016 Amsterdam

Hi
or the alert - we have added it to the page on SynBio on the PRRI site.

1 take this opportunity to ask those who attended SBSTTA what the ftnal outcome was on the discussion on SynBio. We heard that the
diseussions were quite heated at one point.
1 also take this opportunity to respond to a question 1 received what the feedback was on whether or not people censider gene drives as a form of



Synbio. We received 7 responses, all saying that they did not consider gene drives as a form of Synl3io.
Wishing you all a great remainder of the Sunday!

0n28 April 2016 at 13:55, @rivm.nl<mailto: @rivmnl» wrote:

regards,

RIVM!VSP
P0 Box 1 3720 BA Bilthoven
The Netherlands

Phone number:

Proclaimer RIVM http://www.rivm.nl/Proclaimer<http://www.rivm.nl/Proclaimer>

Doc 11.
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Re: Synthetic Biology visions of the future SYNENERGENE Forum 24-25th June 2016 Amsterdam
04-05-2016 20:31
LOFSTEDT-SCHLAG - Risk-risk tr,depffs 16.pdf

In respons eto you question: perhaps the authors of the attached paper “Risk-risk
trade offs: what should we do in Europe?”

All, T warmly recommend to read this paper.

On 3 May 2016 at 18:48,jJ I evolva.com> wrote:
Thanks

Now we just need a show of courage and clarity on this “no-brainer” from
somebody other than the industry or the scientific community.

Indeed, we need somebody from the middle weighing in on this
debate—somebody whose views on synbio cannot (so easily) be disparaged by
NGOs without transparent self-incrimination. Somebody whose views cannot
be written off by the Secretariat, either.

1O.2.e
12.e

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Dear *

Regards!
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From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Dear

Re: Synthetic biology discussion starting within the RA AHTEG
07-05-2016 23:44

W2.g en 11.1

The on-line forum within the RA AHTEG on synthetic biology starts tomorrow
Sunday for two weeks. The on-line discussion on the risk assessment guide

which finishes tomorrow, is not reaching consensus as opinions are polarized. It
will be interesting to see what the summary reports.

Surprisinqly T have been asked to moderate it with a mixed group: Japan, India
and are also in the group (like-minded) while the rest are
precautionary types like from China and (?) from New
Zealand.

At least some of us are in, so let’s make the most of it for damage mitigation. As
1 said, T am very surprised they asked us to participate.

Best regards,

Sent from my iPhone

OnQ7/05/2016, at 14:28,
agricultura.gov.br> wrote:

Dear DJ’

So it was exactly what happened in the SBSTTA, Brazil said very clearly
that was not time for a SynBio guidance although our understanding
was that an interaction between the outcome from SynBio AHTEG and
PA AHTEG was necessary considering that It could be the case for
future work.

In the Secretariat recomendation was written

“Invites the Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the
Partjes to the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety to address synthetic
biology in a coordinated manner, particularly by tapping into existing
processes, such as the Ad Hoc Technical Expert Group on Risk
Assessment and Risk Management for the development of guidance
dedicated to risk assessment regarding living modified organisms
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developed through synthetic biology and the Ad Hoc Technical Expert
Group on Socio-economic Considerations under the Cartagena
Protocol, as appropriate.

And the final recommendation was:

“We/comes the recommendation of the Conference of the Parties serving as

the meeting of the Parties to the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety, in its

decision BS-VIl/12, on a coordinated approach on the issue of synthetic

biology, inciuding its work on risk assessment and risk management [as well

as socio-economic considerations, as appropriate], and invites the Conference

of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to the Cartagena Protocol

on Biosafety to take into account in its future deliberations relevant

information resulting from the processes under the Convention;”

1

Sincerely

FiscaI Federal Agropecuério

Ministério da Agricultura, Pecuria e Abastecimento
Unidade Técnica Regional Agropecuria em Viçosa
Tel.: Vila Gianetti, Casa 38 Campus da UFV 1 Viçosa MG BRASIL 1
36.570-900

De: itesm.mx>

Enviado: sexta-feira, 6 de malo de 2016 18:12
Para:

Cc:

Assunto: RE: Synthetic biology discussion starting within the RA AHTEG

Dear
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Thanks for your message for clarification. icenI:i

Most of the time (It seems to me), we discuss and agree on something, and the
summaries and reports reflect something different.

1 am copying below, a message received from , inviting me to
moderate the synbio on-line forum and lead the development of an outline.
Please read below and teli me if this is not consistent with what was agreed during
SBSTTA last week. According to’s message, the “green light” was given.
Please advice.

Warm regards,

2,ë wrote:

“As you know, the SBSTTA meeting happened last week. In its recommendations, t
emphasized the need for coordination with processes under the Cartagena
Protocol and in particular the AHTEG on risk assessment. It also recognized that
risk assessment methodologies may need to be adapted for current and future
applications.

1f you recali our meeting in Brasilia, the development of an outline for guidance on
risk assessment of living organisms developed through synthetic biology was
pending the outcomes of the SBSTTA meeting. Given that the SBSTTA has given

the green light, t is now time for the AHTEG on risk assessment to develop the
outline.

In Brasilia, you volunteered to take part in the team drafting the outline. 1 would
like to ask if you would be available to take the lead in this task and also to
moderate the upcoming discussion of the online forum starting this
Sunday/Monday. The discussion will last 2 weeks with the objective of gathering
views, similar to a brainstorming session. The drafting of the outline will follow
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the online discussion and the other volunteers would work together with you.

1 realize it is a bit of a short notice but the online discussion is not very demanding
and 1 would be happy to send you a draft for the opening message which you can
adapt as needed.

Please let me know what you think at your earliest convenience. 1 hope you can
accept the invitation and look forward to hearing from you.

Departamento de Biotecnologia y Boingenieria
TECNOLÔGICO DE MONTERREY
CAMPUS GUADALAJARA
Espiritu emprendedor con sentido humano

h1 @itesm.mx
www.gda.itesm.mx

(+52)F
Eniace intercampus: *

Ei contenido de este mensaje de datos no se considera oferta, propuesta o acuerdo, sino hasta que sea confirmado en
documento por escrito que contenga la firma autögrafa del apoderado iegai del ITESM. El contenido de este mensaje de
datos es confidencial y se entiende dirigido y para uso exclusivo de! destinatario, por In que no podr distribuirse y/o
difundirse por ningûn medio sin la previa autorizaciôn de! emisor originai. S! usted no es ei destinatario, se ie prohibe su
utilizaciôn total o parcial para cuaiquierfin.

The content of this data transmission must not be considered an offer, proposal, understanding or agreement uniess it is
confirmed ina document signed by a legal representative of 1TESM. The content of this data transmission is confidential and
is intended to be delivered oniy to the addressees. Therefore, t shat not be distributed and/or disciosed through any means
without the authorization of the original sender. if you are not the addressee, you are forbidden from using ii, either totaliy or
partiaty, for any purpose.

From:

Sent: Friday, May 6, 2016 3:58 PM
To:

1 agricultura.gov.br]

a ph is. usda . gov>;

(lrivm.nl>

— (itesm.mx>;
jcvi.org>;iQ2e

102e

[ ,..,... ,,_
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Subject: Re: Synthetic biology discussion starting within the RA AHIEG

Dear

1 would like to say that I’m very happy with the opportunity to have someone

with experience to start writing something useful but l’m also confused: 1 was

in the SBSTTA 20 last week and in the Recommendation 8 the paragraph

about RA AHTEG elaborating a guidance for SynBio was substitute with the

paragraph bellow:

1. Welcomesthe recommendation of the Conference of the Parties

serving as the meeting of the Partjes to the Cartagena Protocol on

Biosafety, in its decision BS-Vll/12, on a coordinated approach on the

issue of synthetic biology, including its work on risk assessment and risk

management [as well as socio-economic considerations, as

appropriate], and invites the Conference of the Parties serving as the

meeting of the Parties to the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety to take

into account in its future deliberations relevant information resulting

from the processes under the Convention;

We (in the brazilian delegation) presented the point that we didn’t think it was

a needed for a specific guidance at this point. There was not a technical

justification (nobody tested a synbio organism with the RoadMap to show

which points are not covered) and the AHTEG report conciuded that currently

all the synbio organisms can be considered LMOs (for which the RoadMap

a P Pl es).

After the deletion of the paragraph about the Guidance in the Secretariat

recommendation for SBSTTA we understood that at this time the Guidance

will not be elaborated.

Could you please clarify how is the AHTEG interpretation about this

recommendation without a dear demand from Parties for a Guidance at this

moment?
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(even the SynBio definition ended up in brackets in the final
recommendation...)

Thanks.

Sincerely,

Fiscal Federal Agropecurio

Ministério da Agricultura, Pecuria e Abastecimento
Unidade Técnica Regional Agropecuria em Viçosa
Tel.: Vila Gianetti, Casa 38 Campus da UFV 1 Viçosa MG BRASIL 1 36.570-900

De: (itesm.mx>

Enviado: sexta-feira, 6 de maio de 2016 16:45
Para:

Cc: 1

Assunto: Synthetic biology discussion starting within the RA AHTEG

Dear all,

The on-line forum on Synbio within the Risk Assessment (RA) AGTEG starts this
Sunday for two weeks. A face-to face RA AHTEG will take place in Mexico City in

July 2016, and guidelines on “special topics” such as LMO trees, LMO fish RNAi,
and synthetic biology need to be ready. Since Zika is on everybody’s agenda in

Mexico and the region, gene drives for mosquitoes will be discussed.
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1 have been invited to moderate the two-week on-line forum on synthetic biology
and take the lead on drafting an outline within the Risk Assessment AHTEG, after 1
(timidly and worriedly) raised my hand during the RA AHTEG meeting in Brasilia,
when the chair asked for volunteers.

Inviting — or rather accepting - someone with my background and views is rare for
the Secretariat and the subgroup leading the draft of the RA guidance, so 1 will
accept.

Just want to let you know that 1 think we may have a small and rare opportunity
here to steer things in the right direction, before the July meeting in Mexico city
and before the COP8-MOP13 in Cancun in December.

The current discussion on gene drives is extremely timely and relevant — especially
for regions with Zika. 1 hope we can come to some consensus from this specialist
group, before the on-lineforum on risk assessment on synthetic biology starts
and wild opinions start flying from all quarters.

Warm regards to all

1O.2.e
Departamento de Biotecnologia y Bioingenieria
TECNOLOGICO DE MONTERREY
CAMPUS GUADALAJARA
Espiritu emprendedor con sentido humano

IDJ@itesmmx
www.gda.itesm.mx

(+52)Ï1!
Enlace intercampus: W.2e
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H i,

1 agree with and others. 1 offer that any directed selection (all plant and
animal breeding (and associated microbiota)) is literally a gene drive. Plant
breeding has three steps. Create genetic diversity, Select for desirable alleles
(gene drive) and fix it in a variety to reproduce (gene drive). It seems like the
groups of people and regulators have just discovered a new word and decided that
is a bad thing. t is important that we keep It simple and not fali into a trap of
accepting this ‘new’ bad word and defending with fine details of what is in or out
when there is nothing new here in the first place...with 100 years and 10,000 of
breeding examples of safe use. Same for Synbio. Keep it simple and Iets think of
the big picture.

best,

From:
Sent: Thursday, May 5, 2016 9:49 AM
To:
Cc: ii -

aphis.usda.aov]

Subject: RE: Synthetic Biology — visions of the future SYNENERGENE Forum 24-25th
June 2016 Amsterdam

Hi

Thanks very much for the link to the review and your concise description of what
synthetic biology is. 1, too, was surprised to hear that the seven respondents did
not think gene drives were an example of synthetic biology. With the exception of
the naturally occurring gene drives, the human-directed gene drives certainly seem

to fit the definition of synthetic biology that inciudes a “large basket” of genetic
manipulation techniques.
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1 will be keeping your concise paragraphs close at hand when trying to convey to

non-specialists information about gene drives and where they fit in the large

basket of techniques within synthetic biology.

And Iastly, let me offer another word of thanks for the free flow of ideas and

information among this group over the past months. It’s greatly appreciated.

Biotechnology Regulatory Services

USDA-APH IS

TEL:

MOBILE:

EMAIL: Japhis.usda.eov

From: (icvi.ore]

Sent: Thursday, May 05, 2016 12:25 PM

To: ;B

(rivm.nl>

Cc:

zzz
- - -_zz- - - - --

ZJ
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Subject: RE: Synthetic Biology—visions of the future SYNENERGENE Forum 24-25th
June 2016 Amsterdam

Hi all—

Just a quick response to the query whether gene drives are a form of synbio. 1 was
surprised to read that all seven responders replied “no”. 1 guess that is technically
correct, but perhaps misleading. Hints of the “process vs product” debate here...

In my view, synthetic biology is a process: a group of methods that can be used to
genetically modify an organism. An organism with a gene drive is the product.
The drive is a trait that can be engineered into an organism (and, in fact, is
sometimes found in nature).

Decades of prior gene drive research did not use what we now cail synthetic
biology techniques. (Nor were they particularly successful.) But in my view, the
recent burst of activity to add a desired gene with the ability to drive through a
population (using CRISPR or other modern systems) has relied on the synthetic
biology techniques. A good review of the different types of gene drive systems is
here: http://www.nature.com/nre/iournal/v17/n3/abs/nrg2015.34.html

Champer, Buchman, and Akbari, “Cheating evolution: gene drives to manipulate
the fate of wild populations” Nature Reviews Genetics.



J. Craig Venter Institute

4120 Capricorn Lane, La Jolla, CA 92037

phone:

ceil phone: )
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Subject:
Date:

Dear

RE: Synthetic biology discussion starting within the RA AHTEG
08-05-2016 06:32

1 was also at SBSTTA and agree with Apart from the paragraphs in the final document

referring to a ‘coordinated approach’ between the AHTEGs, 1 do not recali an agreement about

that AHTEG developing guidance/’outline’ for guidance. The Secretariat did explain that the RA

AHTEG has a mandate to work on synthetic biology, and that SBSTTA cannot directly request

that AHTEG to do anything because t is a body under another treaty, but there is a ‘line of

communication’ between them, and that AHTEG is waiting for the go-ahead from SBSTTA. The

Secretariat also pushed for inclusion of the ‘coordinated approach’ language.

Kind regards,

lBAvR Science For A Better Life

Crop Science Division
Bayer CropScience Pty Ltd

From:
To:

Cc:

Tel:
Fax:
Mobile:
E-mail:
Web:

@baver corn
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fl 0.2 dear all,

Tonight at 7 pm we will open the on-line forum on synthetic biology within the RA
AHTEG, and very likely, embark on an equally frustrating and futile clash of opinions, similar to

all other past discussions of this kind.

The precautionary side wants to block application of products of synthetic biology by developing
even more complex and convoluted RA guidelines that what already exists for LMOs, or worse,
by developing completely separate RA guidelines for SB designed to block application. The
emphasis here will be to define SB accordingly and regulate the process. This will very likely
include gene drives and genome editing.

Maybe “we” (the like-minded group) have made progress from past times, in that opposing
opinions to the precautionary ones can no longer be blatantly disregarded in official reports. As
moderator of the discussion about to start, 1 will be rigorous in that all views will be reflected
for the Partjes to consider at MOP 8.

As humans, we must all acknowledge that we have agendas (regardless of good or bad ones)
whether they are commercial, political, environmental, social, agricultural, educational (mme)
or other, and try to put ourselves in the others shoes, to understand where they are coming
from. Not at all easy to do, but essential if we are to go forward with the process before
December in Cancun.

1 invite those of you who would like to contribute to coach the next generation of
biotechnologists/synthetic biologists to jam our parallel “student on-line forum” for our young
people. We are planning to take a group of international iGEM students and a group of host
Mexican students to the COP13-MOP8. Those interested, please contact me directly at this
email, 50 1 can send you information of how to register in the student forum to coach the kids.

Warm regards,

I102e

1O2e

(as there are severalijI in the on-line forum)

Departamento de Biotecnologia y Bioingenieria
TECNOLÔGICO DE MONTERREY
CAMPUS GUADALAJARA

From:
To:
Cc:

Subject: [Spam] On-line forum on SB within the Risk Assessment AHTEG begins tonoight
Date: 08-05-2016 17:41

Dear
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CBD demonize Synbio and other technologies.

As stressed by most of you, a critical point in regulating “new technologies” is the
loss of focus on the product: many scientists,regulators and — as expected — the
biotech opposition, insist in discussing and embedding the technology in the
regulatory framework. Moreover, once the right focus is regained, we stili have to
keep dear in our minds that regulations should be rooted on risk assessment (not
on risk perception). A fundamental paper has just been published in Nature
Botechnology:

Conko G, Kershen DL, Miller H, Parrott WA, 2016. A risk-based approach to the
regulation of genetically engineered organisms. Nature Biotechnology 34: 493—

503 doi:l0.lO38Inbt.3568

http:Ilwww. nature.comlnbtljournallv34ln5lfull/nbt.3568 html

1 suggest you should take some time to read it. 1f you don’t have access to the full
paper, just send a note ( @ufpe.br).

Kindly

Department of Genetics/ Federal University of Pernambuco RECIFE Brazil

Mensagem original
@bayer.com>
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Hi all,

1 have been reading your messages and would like to weigh in on the gene drive and related
gene/genome editing discussion. 1 am coming from the perspective of someone who
has long battled with the very difficult, complex, unpredictable, long and enormously costly
process of global regulatory clearance for the commercialisation of biotech crops. Very generally
speaking, this process is based on the risk assessment framework
set out by the Cartagena Protocol

). This process has become so difficult it affects decisions about funding new biotech
projects.

The SB discussions under the Convention on Biological Diversity have been driven by certain
interest groups — they have pushed SB as a ‘new and emerging’ issue and they are

seeking the development of a new international regulatory framework for SB that would filI all
the ‘gaps’ that they believe exist in the current framework. According to them, these gaps
include gene drives and gene/genome editing.

In regard to gene/genome editing, we (green biotech industry) have long followed the new
breeding technique (NBT) discussion globally, and there have been many opinions published
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that some applications of gene/genome editing, including CRISPR, do not result in GMOs/LMOs
and should not be regulated at all — this is often based on the resulting organism being the same
as that which could be created using conventional breeding techniques.
Often people claim gene/genome editing is SB based on its inclusion in the ‘opinion’ documents
of the three European scientific committees.

In our view,

Kind regards,

1-85AB6E1A5E2692F

Crop Science Division Tel: +61
Bayer CropScience Pty Ltd Fax: +61

Mobile: +61
E-mail:

rbayer.com
Web:
www.baver.com.au

From:

Sent: Friday, 6 May 2016 4:57 PM
To:
Cc:

Subject: Re: Synthetic Biology — visions of the future SYNENERGENE Forum 24-25th June 2016
Amsterdam

Dear All,

First of all my thanks to for sharing his observations with the whole group, and for the
thoughtful feedback from the others.

FYI: After the last updates 1 sent out, 1 received feedback from varlous colleagues,
sometimes copied to few people on this list, and yesterday 1 realised that this

resulted in 10 very interesting exchanges in small groups that would probably benefit the
entire group. 1 will try highlight those discussions in this and next emails.
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Here my two cents contribution to this exchange on GD and SB.

Whether GD falls under SB depends 011 what we mean by GD and on the definition of SB.

Like
“

, 1 dread the idea on yet another exhausting discussion 011 definitions, but given
that ‘falling under SB’ may have policy and perhaps even regulatory implications,

t think that we are well advised to give It a try, just to be prepared. Although we may not
have to aim for a water tight regulatory definition, 1 believe that it will be important to
identify the main characteristic(s) of SB.

NB: remember the debate 011 rDNA/GMO. From Asilomar 1975 to the Blue book in 1986
scientists managed to come to substantial consensus on the safety aspects, without

having to resort to detailed discussions on definitions. However, when as of the mid-80s
rDNA/GMO became regulated in more and more countries, definitions 011 rDNA/GMO
did become necessary. The current discussion about the status of organisms developed
through
genome editing shows us that we would have benefited tremendously today 1f- in addition
to the definitions -we would have some authoritative statements on the main
characteristics of rDNA/GMO to help us figure out in which cases genome editing resuits
in

rDNA/GMO. For me, that main characteristic is the question whether the resulting
organism possesses a novel genetic combination that goes overcomes natural
physiological reproductive or recombination barriers (see the defrnition of the Cartagena
Protocol).

Turniiig to the main characteristic(s) of SynBio: 1 very much share the observation of
that we should first get dear

how SB is different from for example genetically engineering.

As far as 1 have distilled from the earlier discussions, what sets SB apart are in any case
the - interrelated - terms: “design” and “new systems/pathways”. In this sense, introducing

a Bt gene in corn would not be SB, while designing and implementing a pathway for the
production of certain compounds in plants would be.

Looking with that perspective at GD: as said, a GD as such is not much more than a
transgene that is inherited dominantly. Yet on the other hand GD can also be used to
engineer entirely

new systems (see her example), in which case it could faIl under SB.

In short, i believe that it depends on the case at hand whether GD fails under SB.

Finally, there were several refererices to natura! gene-drives: please send me some
examples, preferably with documents or links, so that we can include that on the

PRRI website.

Wishing everyone a great weekend!

On 5 May 2016 at 20:44, @danforthcenter.org> wrote:
1 would like to understand this more fully myself, and the recent responses have
prompted me to weigh in to try to gain that understanding from the group on this
email thread. As 1 have mentioned

previously in past conference calls, T struggie to see that what we are doing under
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the activities we now calI Synthetic Biology is qualitatively any different from what
we were doing when we were genetically engineering things. We now have more
sophisticated

and powerful tools, but to use an analogy, whether we are using a hand saw and
hammer or a power saw and nail gun, we would be still doing carpentry. And 1f
we say we are using engineering principles, what do we mean exactly, and are
we saying we were not

doing so when were doing genetic engineering? What type of thinking were we
not doing then that we are doing now? So with respect to gene drive, those
constructs that drive through a population seem to me to be just newer
implementations of the knowledge

and capabilities that have been developed in the fields of molecular biology and
genetics, which have underpinned genetic engineering from the beginning.
Whether transgene insertions that drive through a population (a characteristic of
the gene combinations

inserted into a genome through genetic engineering techniques) are or are not a
part of Synthetic Biology depends on what we agree Synthetic Biology is or even
if it is an area of scientific endeavor that deserves a new name at all. Right now,
T am reminded

of the fable about the blind men and the elephant.

S

On Thu, May 5, 2016 at 1:37 PM, (TGAC) )tgac.ac.uk>
wrote:

T loathe to get into the defining Synthetic Biology argument and T very much fear that 1 might regret
the contribution,
but the lack of dear definition is clearly problematic in this conversation. The question of whether
gene drives are synthetic biology does not have a simple answer - a synthetic gene drive is a tool
that is a product of synthetic biology. It’s like many

tools that are the product of an engineering process: it can be used to engineer a new system or it
can simply be used.

The logic behind this answer is that synthetic biology is defined as the application of engineering
principles (e.g. standardisation, modularisation, modelling, predictive design and abstraction
hierarchies etc.) to biology and biotechnology. Synthetic biology

is not limited to making changes to genomes since you can apply engineering principles to building
with biological materials

in vitro as well as in a cell. The insertion into, or modification of DNA in living cells is, however, where
most of the community is working at present. Since we are not yet advanced to a stage where we
can consider ourselves as true engineers, synthetic

biology practitioners are mainly aiming to advance the science and technologies to enable the
engineering of biology to be as predictable (and as easy/cheap/reliable/repeatable etc.) as possible.

While the successful invention of synthetic gene drive systems (and many other new biotechnolgies)
may have required the application of engineering principles, it does not mean that the use of these
tools in any other process is synthetic biology by default:

Synthetic gene drives can be used in, for example, classical biology experiments ‘to observe what
might happen. In most cases being discussed in this group, the aim is to use them to use them to
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engineer a biological system as predictably as possible with
predictive modelling done in advance to make a specific, desired outcome as certain possible. It’s
very hard to argue that this does not fail into the above definition of synthetic biology.

—

The Genome Analysis Centre

Norwich Science Park

Norfolk, NR4 7UH, UK

1’ L
@tgac.ac.Lik
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From: @bayer.com]

Sent: Sunday, May 8, 2016 4:23 AM

To: @itesm.mx>; bayer.com>;

@agricu ltura.gov.br>;
@aphisusda.gov>; @jcvLorg>;

@rivm.nl>
Cc:

Subject: RE: Synthetic biology discussion starting within the RA AHTEG

Dear

In the AHTEG in Brazilia they had already decided that the RA AHTEG would write an outline for SB
guidance, 1 said that we should wait for the outcome of SBSTTA and they accepted to postpone t til! then

It will
be finally up to the Parties at COP-MOP to decide if they want a guidance developed

1 urge all to contribute to the brainstorming online session on SB

Best regards / Cordialement / Saludos cordiales

Science For A Better Life

Crop Science Division Tel +32
Bayer CropScience SA-NV Mobile +32

Fax +32
E-rnail: )baver corn
Web htto Ilwww bayer be

From: itesm.mx]
Sent: Sunday, May 08, 2016 6:50 AM
To:

Cc:
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Subject: RE: Synthetic biology discussion starting within the RA AHTEG

Dear

1 agree with what you say. 1 agreed to
moderate the synthetic biology on-line forum within the risk assessment AHTEG, because if say no,
they will appoint somebody else and continue anyway.

Maybe those able to participate in the Synbio on-line forum starting tomorrow can state so strongly and
we (the moderating group) will make sure your opinions are recorded on the outline document.

Regards,

Departamento de Botecnologia y Bioingenieria
TECNOLÔGICO DE MONTERREY
CAMPUS GUADALAJARA
Espititu emprendedor con sentido humano

©itesm,mx
wwwgda.itesm.mx

(+52)
Enlace ntercampus: 80 432 2536
El contenido de este mensaie de datos no se considera oferta, propuesta o acuerdo, sino hasta que sea confirniado en documento por escrito que contenga
la firma aijtôgrafa del apoderado legal del ITESM. El contenido de este mensaje de datos es confidencial y se entiende dirigido y para uso exclusivo del
destinatario, per 10 que no podrâ distribuirse y/o difundirse per ningûn medio sin la previa autorizaciôn del emisor original, Si usted no es ei destinatario, se
le prohibe su utilizaciôn total o parcial para cualquier fin.

The content of this data transmission must not be considered an offer, proposal, understanding or agreement unless it is confirmed in a document signed by
a legal representalive of ITESM. The content of this data transmission is confidenfial and is intended to be delivered only to the addressees. Therefore, ii
shali not be disthbuted and/er disclosed lhrough any means without the authodzation of the original sender. 1f you are not the addressee, you are forbidden
from using it, either tolally er partially, for any purpose.

From:[iO2e
Sent: Saturday, May 7, 2016 11:31 PM
To:

(itesm.mx>;
(icvi.ore>;

Cc:

tWrivm.nI>

tbayer.com]

agricultura.gov.br>;

_______

aphis.usda.eov>;jj

4

Subject: RE: Synthetic biology discussion starting within the RA AHTEG

Dear

iQ.2e

1 was also at SBSTTA and agree with[PE. Apart from the paragraphs in the final document referring
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to a ‘coordinated approach’ between the AHTEGs, 1 do not recali an agreement about that AHTEG

developing guidance/’outline’ for guidance. The Secretariat did explain that the RA AHTEG has a

mandate to work on synthetic biology, and that SBSTTA cannot directly request that AHTEG to do

anything because it is a body under another treaty, but there is a ‘line of communication’ between

them, and that AHIEG is waiting for the go-ahead from SBSTTA. The Secretariat also pushed for

inclusion of the ‘coordinated approach’ language.

Kind regards,

1.Q,2e

Science For A Better Life

1
Crop Science Division

r Cr0 pScience Pty Ltd
Lj

Tel: +61
Fax:
Mobile: +61
E-mail: ti1 bpyer.com
Web: wwwbayercomau

1
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From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

1P.2e

1 echo ‘s words and gently invite everyone to participate. We have 4 days left. So far
there is almost unanimous agreement, except for one intervention, of what the RA & RM
AHTEG should do (or not do) regarding synthetic biology.

The outline we need to prepare needs to reflect the opinion of experts. You are those experts.

Kind regards to all,

Departamento de Biotecnologia y Bioingenieria
TECNOLcGICO DE MONTERREY
CAMPUS GUADALAJARA
Espiritu emprendedor con sentido humano

@itesm.mx
www.gda.itesm.mx

iø2ef__(+52)
Enlace intercampus: 80 432 2536
El contenido de este mensaje de datos no se considera oferta, propuesta o acuerdo, sino hasta que sea confirmado en documento por escrito que
contenga la firma autôgrafa del apoderado legal del ITESM. El contenido de este mensaje de datos es confidencial y se entiende dirigido y para
uso exciusivo dei destinatario, por lo que no podrâ distribuirse ylo difundirse por ningûn medio sin la previa autorizaci6n de! emisor original. Si
usted no es ei destinatario, se ie prohibe su utilizacién total o parcial para cuaiquier tin.

The content of this data transmission must not be considered an offer, proposal, understanding or agreement uniess t is confirmed ina document
signed by a legal representative of ITESM. The content of this data transmission is confidential and is intended to be delivered only to the
addressees. Therefore, it shail not be distributed and/or disciosed through any means without the authorization of the original sender. 1f you are
not the addressee, you are forbidden from using it, either totally or partially, for any purpose.

From: 10.1e
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2016 10:00 PM

@bayer.com]

RE: Synthetic Biology - current onhine discussion
18-05-2016 15:41

1O2e
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Subject: Synthetic Biology - current online discussion

Dear and all,

1 would just like to repeat ‘s encouragement to everyone in this group to participate in the
current online forum in the Risk Assessment and Risk Management Forum (not the Synthetic
Biology Forum — make sense?!).

The discussion will end this weekend and the thread can be found here:

http://bch.cbd.int/onlineconferences/onlineconferences/forumra/discussion.shtml?
forumid=17465&threadidr7834#786O

Even if you are not a registered participant yourself, you may have a colleague that is. This list is

here: http://bch.cbd.int/onlineconferences/participantsra.shtml

As noted in ‘s first message (as moderator), the AHTEG on Risk Assessment and Risk
Management intends to develop an “outline for guidance” on “risk assessment of organisms
produced through synthetic biology”. The ultimate intention is to develop SB-specific “guidance”
that will form part of the “Guidance on Risk Assessment of LMOs” (also known as the
“Roadmap”). [This Guidance was the subject of the online discussion held immediately prior to
the current one on synthetic biology and you can find the latest version of it attached to that

discussion (“Feedback on the Proposed Revisions to the Guidance”

http://bch.cbd.int/onlineconferences/onlineconferences/forumra/discussion.shtml)]

There have been some good posts in the discussion so far, especially from Brazil (#7861) and the

UK (#7866). In particular, the UK provided an example of a risk assessment that was conducted
for an [MC that some assessors considered to be SB, and their existing approaches to risk

assessment were adequate.
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Bayer: Science for a Better Life

Crop Science Division

Bayer CropScience Pty Ltd

Your privacy is important to us. For full details of Bayer’s privacy policy visit www.baver.com.au

From: [i
— :: Thursday, 12 May 2016 10:19 PM

Subject: Re: Synthetic Biology — visions of the future SYNENERGENE Fôrum 24-25th
Amsterdam

Dear All,

Going through all these emails on Synthetic Biology, 1 realise again how fortunate it is to
have such a variety of experts exchanging insights and articles.

1 concur with ‘s observation that the SB discussions under the CBD have been
driven by certain interest groups that have pushed SB as a ‘new and emerging’ (i.e.
‘threatening’) issue and that they are seeking the development of a new international
regulatory framework for SB that would fl11 the ‘gaps’. 1 believe that for the foreseeable
future SB applications make at one stage or another use of GMOs, and that consequently
the current national biosafety systems and the Biosafety Protocol are sufficient to assess
case by case whether there are risk concerns.

Kind Regards,

1O.2e

Tel: +61

Fax: +61
1:Q.Z&
IQ 2 e

Mobile:

Email:

Web:

+61

bayer.com

htto://www.baver.com

Change of address from 3rd June 2016:

1 could therefore not agree more with’s cali that we best take care in the language
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we use, since this can unintentionally have the effect of separating these
technologies/applications from what the existing framework covers.

We can in this respect learn important lessons from the current discussions about NBTs in
relation to the definitions of LMOs, GMOs, GEOs, etc, which is being discussed in quite
a number of articles.

My thanks to for alerting us to the article of Conko et al “A risk-based approach to
the regulation of genetically engineered organisms”, which also touches on many of the
questions in relation to NBT and GMO.

Thinking aboutTi’s cail to be precise with language, 1 take this opportunity to
summarise some general thoughts that 1 shared in a similar discussion about the EU
regulations for GMOs:

1) It is very important distinguish between what is taken into consideration in risk
assessment and what is taken into consideration for the ‘regulatory trigger’ (i.e. which
organisms fall under the regulations and therefore require prior risk assessment), because
those are two very different notions.

2) As to the regulatory trigger, it is very important to distinguish between the regulatory
trigger of the current regulations and what future regulations might ideally look like.

The current regulatory triggers vary from system to system, but in most cases focus
on organisms with inheritable novel traits, whereby in many cases the focus is on novel
genetic combinations that overcome natural physiological reproductive or recombination
barriers.

The way in which the definition of LMO in the Biosafety Protocol is designed means that
the technique is a ‘trigger’ to check whether novel genetic combinations are obtained, yet
the use of the technique in itselfdoes not necessarily lead to an LMO.

1 interpret the EU regulatory trigger in the sarne way, and am very pleased that an
increasing number of authorities is following a similar interpretation, which means for
example that some uses of ZFN or CRISPR would result in GMOs and other uses would
not.

With regard to the question what future regulations might ideally look like, it is
encouraging that many governments are reviewing and evaluating their regulatory
approaches, as it seems that the original objectives of the regulations are not being
fulfilled (in general, the objectives inciude using the technology in a safe manner while
fostering innovation). For me, key questions in preparing amendmerits or new regulations
are: the scope and regulatory trigger, the regulatory mechanism (e.g. with our without
authorisation systems), mechanisms for simplified procedures and exemptions.

After this 1 will go through the exchanges about the current online Forum on RA of Synbio
organisms, which is being moderated byil!. T very much hope that everybody will find
time to contribute to that debate
(http://bch.cbd . int/on 1 ineconferences/onlineconferences/forurn_ra/discussion.shtrn 1?

forum id 1 7465&thread id7834#7860).

NB: Please note that this is an online debate in the context of Risk Assessment under the
Cartagena protocol.

Regards to all!
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The information contained in this e-mail is for the exclusive use of the intended recipient(s) and may be confidential, proprieta,y,
andJor legally privileged. Inadvertent disciosure of this message does not constitute a waiver of any privilege. 1f you receive this
message in error, please do not directly or indirectly use, print, copy, fo,ward, or disciose any part of this message. Please also
delete this e-mail and all copies and notify the sender. Thank you.

For altemate languages please go to http//bayerdiscla,mer baverweb corn
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From:
To: 1

Subject: Discussions on SynBio and RA under CBD and CPB
Date: 07-07-2016 21:05

Attachments: bsrarm-ahteo-2016-01-01-pddl-en.doc

Dear All,

T follow up on our earlier communications on the Synthetic Biology (SB) and risk
assessment (RA) discussions under the CBD and CPB.

As you will see, in the meantime several more people have been added to this
email-list. In fact, given that recent discussions were both about RA and SB, 1
have combined the two email lists this time.

Interestingly, what started as a general discussion among the people on this list
two months ago, gradually developed into many parallel subdiscussions in smaller
groups. At any one moment, there were at least 3 discussion threads in small
groups on a whole range of topics.

Given that much of what was shared in those discussions may be of use in
preparing for the COP and the MOP, T have tried to briefly summarise those
comments below.

iFor an effective participation in the CBD and CPB process, it is best to
participate in the intersessional activities as well as in the MOPs and COPS.

2) Despite an understandable fatigue about the on line discussions and AHTEGs,
continued participation remains important, because that way the
contributions are ‘on the record’, and one gets a taste of the type of discussions
at COP and MOP.

3) The last rounds of on line discussions on RA and SB

+ Great appreciation that agreed to moderate despite her busy schedule
and for the way she moderated, which helped clarify some procedural issues.

+ There was a division between those who advocate additional guidance for RA of
SB and those who believe that a decision on additional guidance is best taken on
the basis of concrete examples of releases of organisms developed through SB.
The arguments of those who advocate additional guidance for RA of SB are
mostly related to aspects that are not specific to SB (e.g. comparators).

+ Interesting was that sometimes it seemed that the discussion had shifted from
the need for additional guidance based on Annex III to modifying Annex III
itself. Some parts of the Secretariat’s background document “Doc 1 Secretariat
Synbio RARM”, give a similar impression, e.g.: “that risk assessment
methodologies may need to be updated and adapted for LMOs developed
through synthetic biology”.
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+ As in earlier on-line discussions, comments were made related to a particular
interpretation of the definition of LMO. For example, reference was made to
difficulties to detect single nucleotide changes obtained through genome editing.
Apart from technically incorrect (as nicely illustrated), the
underlying assumption of the comment is that such organisms fali under the
definition of LMO. Several of us discussed that this incorrect, because a single
nucleotide change is not a novel combination of genetic material that “overcomes
natural physiological reproductive or recombination barriers”. In short, the mere
use of a certain technique in itself does not per se result in a LMO/GMO. This
issue relates to the broader discussion on NBTs that is ongoing in many
countries. It is not unlikely that this topic also comes up in MOP and/or COP.

+ These last also showed again that there is stili confusion about the procedures
of on-line discussions and AHTEG. For example, while on the one hand the
AHTEG is a ‘Party driven process’, meaning that in the case of voting only the
representatives of Parties can vote, while on the other hand participants
participate in the ‘personal capacity’. A new procedural aspect that came up was
the question whether in the online discussions the participants actually ‘vote’, for
example on whether or not additional guidance is needed. As some of us
discussed, voting is not consistent with the nature of online discussions which are
supposed to be an ‘innovative way of collecting data and views’.

4) The AHTEG on Risk Assessment and Risk Management, 25 - 29 July
2016 - Mexico City, Mexico.

Attached is the annotated provisional agenda. Some key elements:

Introduction:

COP7 invited Partjes, other Governments etc to test or use, as appropriate, the Guidance

in actual cases of risk assessment, and a mechanism for revising and improving the
Guidance on the basis of the testing, and to produce an improved version at
COP8.

- Further, COP7 instructed that an attempt should be made to take into account the topics

prioritized by the AHTEG for the development of further guidance.

Substantive issues to be addressed by the July AHTEG

a) Review draft changes in response to the outstanding issues and remaining
comments provided through the testing and the Online Forum.

b) Development of an outline on RA of LM fish

c) Development of an outline on RA of LMOs produced through SB.

Note: despite that the majority of contributions in the on-line discussions suggested that

developing additional guidance for SB was premature, this document refers to the
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development of an outline on RA of [MOs produced through SB, as 1f the conciusion was
already drawn that additional guidance is needed, which is a conclusion that can only be
drawn by the MOP.

5) MOP8, COP13, MOP2, - 4 to 17 December 2016.

It is time to start looking ahead to the upcoming meetings: MOP8 (Biosafety
Protocol on Biosafety), COP13 (Biodiversity Convention), MOP2 (ABS Protocol),
which will be held in parallel from 4 to 17 December 2016, in Cancun.

The fact that these meetings are held in parallel for 2 weeks draws heavily on
travel budgets and the ability to get people to participate that long, but it also
offers opportunit:y to connect the dots between these three, related processes.

PRRI is preparing for its members an ‘extended annotated agenda’, which gives
for the substantive agenda items some background and history, key elements of
discussion, and where relevant, linkages with similar topics under the other two
fora.

In collaborating with like mined organisations, PRRI will organise a preparatory
meeting the weekend before the three meetings, probably on the Saturday.

1 is the driving force behind the initiative to bring young scientists and
students (e.g. iGem participants) to the COP and MOPs.

Hoping that this summary of discussions is helpful, T wish you all a good end of
the week and a good weekend!
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From:
To:
Subject: Re: COP NOP 8 and position of other partjes
Date: 19-10-2016 19:37

Thanks —

Yes, please send the Council conciusions so that T can have a look at those before
the KL workshop.

FYI T attach a PRRI MOP8 background that give some context and background to
the CPB, MOPs and MOP8 agenda items. Not for distribution.

This first version aims to help PRRI members to find their way around in the
topics and documents. The next version will have more detail and positions on
each of the topics.

Cheers

On 19 October 2016 at 17:59, rivm.nl> wrote:
Dear

Great, thanks for the information! We would really appreciate feed back from the regional
meetings.

For the EU the main discussion sofar was on a) the endorsing and b) on further guidance.
1 made an inventory among the experts and t seems that

1 will send you the Council conclusion, which were adopted last Monday. 1 assume they are public.

Met vriendelijke groet,

schreef:

Aan: (rivm.nI>
Van: -

Datum: 10/19/20 16 05:24PM
cc:

Onderwerp: Re: co MOP 8 and position of other partjes

Hi

Thanks — very reassuring to know you are in the lead of the EU position on RA.
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You can probably guess the PRRI position on endorsing the guidance and attached is the GIC
position on RA. 1 am not certain whether you can distribute this version, but 1 trust GIC is f9en
with you having this.

As regards positions of Parties, in the next three weeks there will be 4 regional prep meetings,
after which we should be able to tel! you more:

- 24-26 Oct: Asia (see attached programme)

- 26-27 Oct: Africa

- 7-10 Nov: CEE / Central Asia

- 10-11 Nov: Grulac

1 will attend the one in Asia and the one in CEE/Central Asia, jL will attend the one in Africa
and 1 hope that will attend the one in Costa Rica. T can send you an update from KL.

What do you expect the EU position to be on a) endorsing, b) more guidance, c) the suggestion
of the CBD Sec to become some soft of capacity building agency?

Cheers

On 19 October 2016 at 15:44, [IJ’: (arivm.nI> wrote:
Dear all,

T hope you are all doing fine!

T have a question to all of you, hope you help me out.
As you know T am the ‘lead’ for the EU position on risk assessment and risk
management for COP MOP 8. My co-leads from UK and:

from Sweden.
As usual, the EU and its member states are quite divided when it comes to this
topic, especially about the endorsement of the guidance and on further guidance
on organisms obtained by synbio.

Therefore we (lead and co-leads) like to get an indication of the positions of the
other parties in order to come to a realistic position of the EU.

1 know that I already discus so this info T already have.

Since you are all involved in testing and working with other Parties on risk
assessment, you are the ones who are best informed and are most experienced in

So our question is if you already have an indication of positions from other Parties
on the two main topics (endorsement of guidance and further guidance on synbio)

1f not, can you advice me on which parties to contact to get a good view of other

Phone number: I)P4: oriL!

this area.

to be discussed?

positions?
Any suggestions are welcome!

Thansk a lot,

Kind regards,

GMO Office
RIVM/VSP
P0 Box 1 3720 BA Blithoven
The Netherlands
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject: Re: COP MOP 8 and position of other partjes
Date: 20-10-2016 10:00

Thank you,
This is really helpful.
Let’s keep in touch.

T am part of the Netherlands-Slowakia-Malta trio rresidency,
meaninci 1 can onlv facilitate the irocess.

Having
positions of other parties, based on good reasons, helps a lot.

Met vriendelijke groet,

- ---19-10-2016 19:34:15---Hi (and ), Good
to hear from you!!

From: @umn.edu>
To: @rivm.nI>,
Cc:

@estelconsult.com>
Date: 19-10-2016 19:34
Subject: Re: COP MOP 8 and position of other parbes

Hi (and ),

Good to hear from you!!

At the moment, Brazil is one ‘party’ that 1 know has been working on these
questions. Although l’m not exactly sure what their ‘official’ positions will
be, 1 think they are generally opposed to the guidance and definitely
opposed to further guidance on synbio. I’ve had a couple messages from

who was with us at the February meeting
in DC, and 1 know she is working on these issues in Brazil. 1 encourage
you to get in touch with her, if you haven’t already been. email:

@agi’ic1 ltLIra.gov.br.

1 think It might also be good to check in with in Mexico,
although 1 am sure Mexico has mixed opinions about the guidance similar
to the EU. email: @conacyt.mx

1f you want to explore the situation in India, you could also try
who was at our meeting. is a good person to give you an

informal update. 1 think she will know what is going on there.
@n ic. in

1 want to say it would also be good to know Japan’s position, but I’m not
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sure who you could talk to. 1f you recail, W presented for Japan at
our meeting. Maybe knows someone you could talk to there, at
least to get a feel.

1 am curious for updates from all of these places as well.

As mentioned, 1 will be attending the Africa regional meeting.
(Keeping a low profile, but 1 will be there.) 1 do not know where Africa as
a group is going to fall on these issues. 1 arn hopeful that they will concede
that it is not useful pr practical and should not be endorsed, but there are
mixed feelings there as well, for sure. It would be HUGE ifthey would
reject it, but 1 am not holding my breath.

At the last RA&RM AHTEG meeting in July in Mexico City, there were a
number of AHTEG ‘party’ members, including from South Africa, Kenya,
India, and Croatia, who expressed the opinion to me personally that they do
not like the guidance and do not intend to use it, but they are tired of
working on it and think it should just be endorsed and move on. 1 was sad
to hear this. 1 belive the gentleman from Japan is opposed, but he is
painfully quiet.

Among those is favor, F from Finland and from Mexico and
from Maldova and from China are all staunch supporters of

the guidance, and these were the people in the subgroup which led the
process for revisions. But these people’s opinions are not necessarily the
opinion of their party (as you know). strongly influenced the
revision process, as the de facto ‘leader’ of that subgroup.

No surprise, my own opinion is that the guidance should absolutely NOT be
endorsed. 1 think if it is endorsed by the MOP, it will become a serious
‘roadblock’ for parties who do not have experience, rather than a ‘roadmap’.
This will be an utter shame. 1 am 50000 hoping that the EU will somehow
decide not to endorse it. It would make all the difference.

1 have been working on an ‘opinion’ about this, which 1 will share (for what
it is worth) with all of the participants from the February meeting sometime
soon.

You might have noticed that 1 still have not produced any sort of
publication from our meeting... yet. The real reason is that 1 just haven’t
had time. But 1 do stil! intend to, and if the guidance DOES get endorsed
(and 1 have a terrible feeling that it might), then 1 think a publication
describing its deficiencies might be more important than ever.

More coming soon.
Cheers,
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From:
To:

_______

Cc:
Subject: Re: COP MOP 8 and position of other parties
Date: 21-10-2016 08:26

Hi JøW’

True - question is indeed how to get those messages across.

In fact, it is largely for that purpose that we organise the regional MOP
preparatory meetings, Le. to have time to alert people to what is actually in the
MOP documents (e.g. the Guidance) and what the draft decisions (e.g. endorsing
the Guidance) would imply.

As regards what is actually in the guidance: as mentioned, T believe we should get
some quotes of the guidance to illustrate how it sends (novel) risk assessors in
endless circles, and quotes that are simply entirely unclear. T am working on that
but love to get the input of you three on that. In addition, T very much hope that
you can stili before the KL meeting get to me the key flaws we identified in our
DC meeting in January.

As to the proposed endorsement, we should discuss what this means in legal
terms but above all what it will mean in reality:

- the to be expected push to incorporate this guidance in national guidance or
regulations,

- the endorsement making it inevitable that there will be even more guidance, and

- as said, the troubling notion of this Guidance being used by the
Secretariat in training and capacity building.

As we have seen with MOP7, if we discuss this well in the MOP prep meetings,
this certainly has a positive effect on the discussions in MOP itself.

Cheers

On 20 October 2016 at 15:24, ILW’ umn.edu> wrote:
What . said here is what T absolutely think:

there seems indeed be with some folks a fatigue and a wish to simply get
rid of this. What we need to explain is that by endorsing we are not
getting rid of it, on the contrary. What we also need to explain what
endorsing would mean in practice: i.e. governments being pressured to
incorporate it in their legislation.

Just don’t know how to get this message across.

On Thu, Oct 20, 2016 at 2:00 AM,

Hi

1O2e:.
wrote:
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Regret that you cannot be in person in the Costa Rica meeting, but good that
you can at least participate via video. We hope that will be able to
pa rticipate.

The Council conclusion is indeed depressing, and there seems indeed be with
some folks a fatigue and a wish to simply get rid of this. What we need to
explain is that by endorsing we are not getting rid of it, on the contrary. What
we also need to explain what endorsing would mean in practice: i.e.
governments being pressured to incorporate it in their legislation.

Cheers

On 20 October 2016 at 08:49,
estelconsult.com> wrote:

Dear

Yes, 1 will be participating in the Costa Rica meeting by videoconference. 1 am a bit
concerned that this time round some countries appear to be tired and we will end up
with endorsement of the guidance. However, there are still many countries that are very
concerned about the impact that an endorsement may have on their regulatory system,
these are mainly Japan, Brazil, Colombia, Honduras, Philippines, Paraguay and India. 1
believe these countries will oppose endorsement, but they have not yet finalised their
country positions. 1 can put you in contact with representatives in these countries 1f you
wish to Ilaise directly with them.

1 was quite concerned when 1 saw the council decision on this, It looks like you have a
difficult task ahead. 1 am happy to help you wherever you think 1 can.

Best regards

IIQ24

Estel Consult Ltd

Tel: LI]

Mobile:

Skype:

www. Estelconsult.com
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From: 4

na

Dear WW,
Thanks you for your anwer 1 IO.2.g en 11.’

1 understand the message and try to get it along in the position paper that 1 am writing.

Met vriendelijke groet,

Dubbel met eerder document

To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Re: COP FlOP 8 and position of other parties
21-10-2016 08:41
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From:
To:
Subject: RES: COPMOP8
Date: 01-11-2016 08:04

Dear I[W1
Thanks a lot for you opinion and the reasoning behind it. And 1 understand this may not be the final
Brasil position.

For me, this is very useful for the discussion with the EU member states.

Next Friday we will have our first discussion on the position paper on risk assessment, and T can
indicate to them (without naming Parties) that there are a number of Parties who are not ready to
endorse the Guidance and -more important- why this is the case.

Yesterday 1 heard form that also the African and Asian countries (at their recent
their regional meetings) were not happy at all with the Guidance. They thought the word
‘Guidance’was actually too strong.

Thanks again!

Met vriendelijke groet,

©agricultura.gov.br> schreef:
Aan: 1 @rivm.nl>
Van: ©agricultura.gov.br>
Datum: 10/31/2016 08:44PM
Onderwerp: RES: COPMOP8

Dear

Thank you for your message.

1 can imagine how difflcult it is to find a common position with so many member states. Here in
Brasil we are already having problems only dealing with different ministries.

1 can telI you our position as Ministry of Agriculture but not as Brasil because we will have our
preparatory meetings with other ministries on November. For us at M0A:

- we do not agree with the endorsement of the RA/RM Guidance: mainly because we think the RA
AHTEG concentrated their activities in adding other topics (boxes) in the Guidance and proposing
other guidances (fish and SynBio) instead of fixing the RoadMap. We basically have the same
document we had two years ago, ‘improved’ with boxes, this is the feeling of some here. We
think the mandate was dear that the main RA AHTEG task was to review the RoadMap and this
was not done accordingly. Also the review process was not really shared with the on line forum as
it should be. The on line forum is the opportunity of more experts from more countries to
colaborate with the document and only 2 rounds were dedicate to the Guidance revision and not in
the most productive way.

- we do not agree with SynBio Guidance at this moment: there is not one technical justification for
this Guidance, for example the RoadMap was never tested with a SynBio organism to show that is
not applicable. The decision about SynBio Guidance was taken by the RA AHTEG before the Parties
answer the Secretariat notificiation about new topics and that is contrary to the last COP-MOP
decision. The coordinate approach between RA and SynBio AHTEG (as written in the SBSTTA
Recommendation) is not happening as the SynBio draft guidance was made entirely by the RA
AHTEG. The opinions in the on line forum about the lack of necessity of a SynBio Guidance and
the topics in the draft doc were completely disconsidered at the RA AHTEG face-to-face meeting.

At the end 1 think at M0A our feeling is that the lack of transparence and the decisions taken by a
small group are jeopardizing the entire process for too long.

When T have our final Brasil decision T will let you know.
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Sincerely,

Auditora Fiscal Federal Agropecuria
Unidade Técnica Regional Agropecuria em Viçosa - UTRA-VIÇOSA/SFA-MG
Ministério da Aciricultura, Pecuria e Abastecimento - MAPA
Tel.: iQ,2,

De: @rivm.nl]
Enviado: uinta-feira, 27 de outubro de 2016 10:04
Para: *

Assunto: COPMOP8

Dear i[I1

1 hope you are well!
T would like to bother you with a question, if you don’t mmd.

As you may know, 1 am -as the ‘lead’- responsible for drafting the EU position on agenda item 11,
risk assessment and risk management. As you may also know, the member states of the EU are
quite divided on the topic of RA/RM.

—

About our position: it seems that

The EU is very divided on further guidance on synthetic biology

To come to a final EU position, It is important to know the position of other Parties and the
underlying reason why they came to this position.

My question is: can you give an indication of the position of Brazil on endorsement of the guidance
RA/RM and on further guidance on synthetic biology?

This would help me a lot.

Thanks in advance and hope to see you in Cancun.

Kind regards

GMO Office
RIVM/VSP
P0 Box 1 3720 BA Bilthoven
The Netherlands

Phone number: LW4: orjA

DENK AAN HET MILIEU VOORDAT U DIT BERICHT PRINT
Dit bericht kan informatie bevatten die niet voor u is bestemd. Indien u niet de geadresseerde bent
of dit bericht abusievelijk aan u is verzonden, wordt u verzocht dat aan de afzender te melden en
het bericht te verwijderen. Het RIVM aanvaardt geen aansprakelijkheid voor schade, van welke
aard ook, die verband houdt met risico’s verbonden aan het elektronisch verzenden van berichten.

www.rivm.nl<http://www.rivm.nI/> De zorg voor morgen begint vandaag

PLEASE CONSIDER THE ENVIRONMENT BEFORE PRINTING
This message may contain information that is not intended for you. 1f you are not the addressee or
if this message was sent to you by mistake, you are requested to inform the sender and delete the

0
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From:
To:
Subject: Re: Risk assessmerit and management COPM0P8
Date: 06-11-2016 16:06

Dear
T am very grateful for your extensive answer which includes very good arguments not to endorse the
Guidance.

Last Friday we had an EU coordination meeting and for sure the EU will go for endorsement. Even
though 1 inciuded in our draft position paper the very valid reasons of other Partjes not to endorse.

As you know we have our own Guidance of EFSA, 50
we do not have to use the Guidance.

As T indicated before, reasons for endorsing are that we want to give a ‘positive’ signal, it has been
‘much work’, and we have to ‘move on’, t is a living document and some member states think the
guidance is improved. We are stili collecting arguments why we are so positive :).

1 will not use your information about Mexico, but it is good to know to put things into context. T am in
contact with from Mexico, and with from Brazil and receive information from them
directly.

T also will arrive December 2 and looking forward to meet you there.
Also good for you to know that T am in regular (informal) contact with

Thanks again and have a good weekend

Met vriendelijke groet,

GMO Office
RIVM/VSP
P0 Box 1 3720 BA Bilthoven
The Netherlands

Phone number: or +

schreef:
Aan: @rivm.nI>
Van:
Datum: 11/04/2016 03:42PM
Onderwerp: Re: Risk assessment and management COPMOP8

Dear

T understand totally about being swamped by meetings and many
commitments. Let’s try then to communicate by email. Here are some
points you may want to consider, to understand the Latin American
context:

1. We are aware about split positions in the EU regarding endorsing
the guidance, that mirrors what is happening in countries with
economies in transition like Mexico and Brazil. Heads of delegations
of Brazil and Mexico will be diplomats that will try to keep a
“middie road” and everyone happy (scientists and experiences risk
assessors and environmental advocates).
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2. As delegates from a small developing country (Honduras) we are
aware of the need for countries that need to adopt new and more
sustainable technologies, to have coherent biosafety systems. For
countries that have littie expertise in biotech/synbio risk assessment
and biosafety in general, the Guidance in its current state is “not
useful or practical” and very dense to understand and implement by
inexperienced risk assessors. This will be even more so when the
guidance gets translated into Spanish and terms like “risk”are
translated as “danger” (as it has been in official documents in the
past)

3. Adopting the Guidance for countries that are still developing their
biosafety systems and have never approved an LMQ, will achieve the
important purpose of “advancing” with an issue, and it will give
parties the impression (on paper) that they are moving forward. Thus
politically, t is important to show “progress” and parties will
likely follow the lead from the Secretariat to endorse the Guidance. 1
fear most countries will vote in favor of endorsing the Guidance.

4. However, in real situations of having to assess a risk assessment
dossier, adopting the methodology of the Guidance will be difficult
and cumbersome for inexperienced regulators, because the risk
assessment approach used by the developers in preparing the dossier,
and that used by regulators to assess it, will be different.

Regulators (afraid to make mistakes) will probably stop applications
if they don’t find a coherent and fluid way to evaluate risk

assessment dossiers presented by industry or small companies that will
follow a different approach. This is what we found during the
“testing of the guidance” in Honduras. The end result will be that
useful technologies (like adopting GM maize for managing drought or
insect pests in tropical areas) will be stopped at the stage of
evaluating the risk assessment dossiers.

5. Countries like Mexico that may endorse the Guidance will never have
to use it, as they have more robust methods to assess risk already in
place, that follow international standards and are similar to
approaches used by the developers who present dossiers to the
Government.

Please note that 1 currently live in Mexico and 1 am very familiar
with the Mexican biosafety system, as 1 participate actively in
several groups and committees. Mexico, like the EU is also split
between scientists and experienced regulators who reject the
Secretariat;s Guidance and those from environmental agencies who
promote t ( , ) Mexico is host to
the COP-MOP and being “politically correct” will probably have to
endorse the Guidance to maintain a good “green image”. Many other
countries will follow Mexico’s lead, without having robust alternative
systems in place.

6. The Guidance may become part of many small countries biosafety
legislation in the future, and will have to be implemented by the
successors (next generation officials) of those who voted to adopt it
in the first place in 2016. In other words, taking decisions is easy;
living with the consequences of bad decisions is hard.

Please keep this comments about Mexico to yourself, as they are a
little volatile and the reason T would have preferred to make comments
verbally on the phone.

When do you arrive in Cancun? T am helping and the PRRI
delegation with logistical aspects and will be in Cancun on Dec. 2. We
will have a preparatory wrokshop for PRRI and ISAAA delegates on
Saturday 3 that will also be attended by the student group (about 20)
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1 am organizing.

1 hope this gives you some idea where we are.

Best regards,

(P.S.I am not using my institutional university address for now, as 1
am on sabbatical to concentrate on other issues like the COP-MOP)

On Fri, Nov 4, 2016 at 12:57 AM, @rivm.nl> wrote:
> Dear , Thanks a lot! 1 hope 1 have not spammed you with email, because
> 1 received an error message when sendinfg my mail to you regular email
> adress.
> 1 am sorry to say that 1 do not have time to cali, because today there is an
> EU coordination meeting, saturday is fully booked and next week 1 am in
> Parma for an EESA meeting.
> Maybe we find some time the week after that., than 1 also have some more
> info about the position of the EU and other Parties, since 1 am contacting a
> number of them?
>

> Thanks again,
> Kind regards,

r

>

> Delivered to you by RIVM Mobile environment.
>

>

__________________________________

> From: ‘
> Sent: 4 nov. 2016 06:35
> To: ©rivm.nl>
> Subject: Re: Risk assessment and management COPMOP8
>

> Dear
>

> Thanks for your message. 1 have been busy all day, so apologies for not
> replying earlier.
>

> May 1 suggest we have a conference call and speak this over the phone? 1
> travel to IICA’s preparatory meeting for Latin America on Tuesday 8 , 50 1
> wonder if you are free tomorrow or Saturday.
>

> Honduras position is not to endorse the guidance, as we feel is stili very
> deficient for inexperienced risk assessors and the testing of the guidance
> we did a few years ago showed this. Furthermore, there are other ERA guides
> available that we find more useful than the one developed by the AHTEG.
> Honduras has been invited to lead some of the sessions on this topic during
> the IICA meeting next week and share our position with other Latin American
> countries.
>

> Risk assessors in Honduras have been trained by USDA and other experts from
> Argentina, Brazil and Mexico and not by Genok like other regulators
> frommany countries have, thus, we have different views on what we look for
> in an ERA.
>

> My sènse is that Mexico may endorse the Guidance as they are hosts for this
> MOP and expected to do so. The Mexican delegation is also split on the
> decision and “political correctness” other than technical sense or
> scientific rigour may prevail.
>

> Please let me know if you are available to speak tomorrow.
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> My phone is . We can also skype.
>

> Best regards,
>

>

>

>

>

>

>

> OnThu, Nov 3, 2016at4:16AM, ©rivm.nl> wrote:
»
» Dear
»
» 1 was suggested to contact you by , who 1 know very
» well.
» 1 hope you don’t mmd if 1 bother you with a question?
»
» 1 do not think 1 introduced myslef to you before: T work as a senior risk
» assessor and governmental expert in the GMO Office at a governmental
» institute in the Netherlands. was my former colleague.
» T am also active at the European and international level with respect to
» GM plants and their environmental risk assessment.
» At the moment 1 am -as the lead- responsible for drafting the EU
» position on agenda item 11, risk assessment and risk management. As you may
» also know, the member states of the EU are quite divided on the topic of
» RNRM.
»
»
» About our position:

» The EU is very divided on further guidance on synthetic biology
»
» To come to a final EU position, it is important to know the position of
» other Parties and the underlying reason why they came to this position.
» My question is: can you give an indication of the position of Honduras on
» endorsement of the guidance RA/RM and on further guidance on synthetic
» biology?
» This would help me a lot.
»
» Thanks in advance and hope to see you in Cancun!
»
»
» Met vriendelijke groet,
»
»
»

_____________________

»
» GMO Office
» RIVM/VSP
» P0 Box 1 3720 BA Bilthoven
» The Netherlands
»
» Phone number: +31 or +31

» DENK AAN HET MILIEU VOORDAT U DiT BERICHT PRINT
» Dit bericht kan informatie bevatten die niet voor u is bestemd. Indien u
» niet de geadresseerde bent of dit bericht abusievelijk aan u is verzonden,
» wordt u verzocht dat aan de afzender te melden en het bericht te
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From:

__________

To:
Subject: EU experts die naar Cancun gaan
Date: 06-11-2016 16:17

Ha

In antwoord op je vorige vraag: de experts waarvan ik weet dat ze gaan voor RA/RM, zijn:

(Oostenrijk)
(Slovenie)

(Finland)
(Verenigd Koningrijk)

(Frankrijk)
(Belgie) niet zeker

(Bulgarije)
(Zweden)

Verder weet ik het niet zeker, ik heb wel namen van experts, maar ik weet nog niet of ze zelf gaan of
dat een ander gaat in hun plaats.

Laat maar weten als je meer info nodig hebt.

Met vriendelijke groet,

LI

GMO Office
RIVM/VSP
P0 Box 1 3720 GA Bilthoven
The Netherlands

IG.2.e

öe
schreef:

Van:
Datum: iifuq/2016 12:14PM
Onderwerp: Re: wanneer reis je af naar Brussel? vanavond of morgen vroeg?

Dit is de openbare versie

On 4 November 2016 at 11:00,

Dank

Delivered to you by RIVM Mobile environment.

From:

Sent: 4 nov. 2016 08:12

1O.2,e Jrivm.nl>

Subject: Re: wanneer reisje af naar Brussel? vanavond of morgen vroeg?

P5: er waren in Asie en africa twee lijnen van discussie:

1) niet endorsen

-Ikzelf

Phone number:

Aan:

orIEI)4:

@rivm.nl>

(rivm.nl> wrote:

To:

2) andere titel, i.e. “roadmap’ or “reference document” (see also under Objectives)



60- (Spam) Re- Upcoeaeq CBS meeflag
15-11-2016 09-04

From:
To:
Cct

Dear all,

Thunks for shuring lhis letler. Xl is from a German uctiviul
group? is some food for thuught for oor oide eventu, and for
our student coaching efforts, as we will ho greally outnumhered by 7
anli geur—drive, uynbio and gene ediling side eventu, vs, only 3 from
es.

Best,

1 am taking lhe liberty of udding 3 of oor student group roordinutors
to lhis mosuage, so we diurouu lhiu fuuoe further os the student
no-line forum. 1 also iovilo all of you scientisla and enperienced
regulatoru to contribute to the ooaohing of uur young people and to
join uur on—line diaoouuicn. The atodentu will be attonding many of
the sido—oventu and nood to ho well informed nu teohnical iuuoeu.

Real—life oase —otudy:

To put the type of uctiviun of the Oormun letter in perupective for
you in the Dl, who are relutively free from u lot of the
Ideological currentu on policy imposed by uctiviutu groupu from
Evrope in our dovelopiog rountriou, 1 will share a ourreot tank of

S am currootly advisiog the Uodorueoretary of Agricultore from a
Andeun oouotry (uhe is an agrooomist and was my student al lamuraoo)
who needu to rebato a colteugue from the Miniolry of Envirocment no
policy for OM rrops in her country this week, before thsy report to
the President, en the “teohoical deciuion” they were auked to
utudy.

This country has heen discusaing 0140 policy for more than two
derades and they have a prohibiticn in their Coostitution. The teun is
yousg and now in government. They ure all loaroiog and decidiog if
they koop or ohange the old pelicy. There is a ruther uninformed
official at the Mioistry of Environmont, t who iu citiog as urticte 00

the lack of bonetitu of lii cropu published on a European oewupaper
that miurepurta the findiogs of the Nutisrul Academy of Science
repsrt on Of crops. Toe colleague is now ‘citing “ the MAO repert au
atating thut OM cops friog no increaseu in yield end no benefita. The
article cluima Europe trance and Oermany) is doing very well without
0)4 cropu usd bus, the world doos not nood this lechnolugy. The
official frcm the Ministry of Environmeot echoes the seotimeota of the
Europeus journalist, who is uhaplng her vlewu er. OMDu. Ihe feela her
country unould not lift the bas on 011 cropu and is kees ro roll her
President uo.

The Undoruecretury of Agriculture on the other hand, wunted to know
if whur the article ututed about the MAO report was truc or not, aa
uhe had no time to road the long MAO repert and was not aware thero
was a friet ‘1 uent her the link lust night) . Sho is bniog a
eonuciontiouu policy maker and trying to verify sources of
information and csnuulling speeiuliuta. Mest policy mukors door have
the time er the intereut to do the same and have to tenor their
adviueru and technical peoplo. President —door Tromp in rhe OS may
ho is that same category new no aaya my krericun huoband))

Allow me u provocative utatement in this cloued group and for the
benefit of atarring a diseussion wlth the student group

‘what is the cout of inaction and the risk of maintainiog the aruba
geo and not ouing geur drivea for 014 muugeltoes7” Not much for the
Gernanu.. . but much is at uteke for os in tropicul develuping
ceunt roes.

1f the Oermana und other Europeans like the tiniuh opr Norwegians
that populate the CAO and the Curtagene Protoccl had to have their

homes regulerly sprayed with chemicul Insecticidea to ‘eradicare”
vectoru of Malaria, Dengue, like and Chingurgunye, er had to take
rheir childrse and Peru away from their homeu for a whole day ard
return home in the evesiog only to see lesu mooguorneu, bot also no
fireflies or other inueetu, aod their nuturul ecouyutem tkreutemed,
rhey muy think diftecestly. And thiu is the sentiment frem uomeoce who
hun not euperieneed mularia er the other diueuueu escept dengoe whieh
is miserable), Mulurie killu milllona. 0 have yet te ueo a huhy wikh
mkcrcephaly fecuuso of lkku. S hope that day oever comes... bot 0
think it will unleoa we intervene now. -

___________

cv 14, 0016 al 6:41 104,
-
5j ’

@danforbheeoter.urg> wrste:

S

5 1 um also happy to know you will atteod. As you might have norieed, the
S lunferrh Center aide eveot 00 gene driveu is on Mosday tecomher 1, and om
S hopisg you will all etlend, as 0 om aure Ihere will ho people there from the

To:
Subjost:
Doet:
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Thanks for the info,!

Met vriendelijke groet,

V ---14-11-2016 21:23:57—Dear all, Thanks for sharing this letter. It is from a German activist

-‘oWr

Dure 14-11-2016 21:23
Sobjocl- [Spum) Re: Uptoming CBo meeting
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> opposiog side. T am especially happy te know you will he focusiog os CBD
iasues, eince the majority ot peuple 1 am in contact with are fucusing en

> Cartagena, and 1 am concerced that a mmve to propose a ban me gene drive
> research night sorface al the CEl level, foreehadowed by this lelter:
> httpo://ww.testbiotech.org/siteo/default/files/Offaoer%2GBriefi2OCEll2OCOP%2l13.pdf
> (translation helow)

Open letter to the Biodiveraity Conference (CPn CIE 13) and the danger of
> Oase Irives

> tadiee and Gentlemen,

> In December 2016, the l3th meeting of the Staten Partjes te the Ceevention
> en the Siodivereity (CEl). With this letter we would like to ach you to
3 visit the Conference en meseures te comhat the uncentrolled spread of
> genetically medified organismo. This topic will be discussed al the COP13
> conference, both onder the item Synthetic Siolcgy, as well as within the Eth
> Meeting of the Centracting States of the Cartagena Protocol, in which, among
> ether thiega, to the report of as eepert group os the opportonities eed
> risks aasociated with organinmo produced by syethatic biology.

3 Already teday, variooa eoamples of occontrollad propagatien are genetic
3 modified plants in the environment: cotton in Meoico, rape in Nurth Aeierica,
3 Japan, Aostralia and Iwitearland as well as grasses in the USA. In addition,
3 were repeated Transgenes foocd in regiooal or original varietieo, soch as in
> Meoioan Maice and nee from China.

> This developmect givea particolar caooe for concern regardiog planeed
reteasee of genetically altered trees, fioh and insects as well as the new

> challenges posed by the Synthetic biology and so—called gene editing. Ii is
> likely that in the close future nany of these organisms are to ho released.
3 This also increases the probability of oncontrolied spread of genetioetly
> modified orgsoioms ie the environmeet.
3
> Our concern is given the utmost orgeocy by disoossing the 05e of cm — catled
3 Gene Drives. These change not osly the geeetic information, bot also the
3 freqoency of the genetic information heredity, so that the INA ineorporated
> in the laberatory sigeificantly factor in affacted popolations than would be
> the oase. The usa of Gene Drives ourrently. for the porpese of genetio
> modifioatioo of naturel popolations er of the eradication of oertain
3 spaoiae. A euffioiently effertive control over these releases thare is not
3 any.

> Whila hitherto erop plamts er farm animals have heen at the mentor of
> ganetir engineering appiioatioos are now about to ohango naturel populationo
3 genetieelly. Releaaea Genetically modified organisma, which leed to their
3 games baing eepressed in natural populations csnomt be held rasponsible. 0f
> we allow and even strive to make geneticalty msdified organismo their
3 gemene material in natural popolatiems is simitar to as intarventios in the
> “germline” of hiological diversity, whcse Impact oo all future genaratinos
> and their ecosystems.
>
> Even onder emisting iawa, aoch releases are aatremety high problamatio:
> Spatiai and temporal control of the spread of geneticalty modified
> organisme ie en indispennable prereqoiaite for aoy oarioos risk assassment:
> in is not peosible, reliable statemento om the conseqoesces of the release
> of geneticalty modified organisms when thay spread in the envirenmeot and
> beceme more evolotiomary pr000ssas.
> The premautiesary prinoipte ram only be implemented if gematically
> modified orgamisms man also be ramoved from the environment in an emergenry.
> Bot this is often impossibie, as amen as the organisme are e.g. In natural
> populations.
> By signing the Cartagaoa Protocoi, Germany bas oommitted itseif to
> the Biological diversity bafore a transoatiooal, unmontrmtled spread of
> genatically modified ergasiems. The in000asing nomher of cases oscontrollad
> spread of genetically modified orgaoiomo inoraases the risk of transboundary
> spread.

3 In order to eneore a sufficient level of protection for man and the
> emvironment, we demasd In particalar a bas om the release, import and
> commercial coltivatioe of genetimatly modified orgaoisms wheo these are
3 aalected in natorat populatioos and spread.
>
> Ladies and gentLeman, we are very ooncerned about the isccineot loss of
> control over the spresd of genetically modified organisme and the emerging
> challenges. We therefore empect you to be os the Conference of the Itates
> Parties to the Convestion for the apptication of genetic engineering with
> regard te the possible uncontrolied spread of ganatirally modified organisms
> dear limits. We hope that you support and ask for oor demaods Too for an
3 early opinion.

> We are alae avaitable for an interview with you and your employeea

> T arrive en December 2, aroond 1 pm. 1 assome the prop meeting you are
> referring to is en Satorday December 3, not December 27 2f es 1 will
3 definitely atteod, and would like to bring atong a few cmlleagues ae well.

> In Som, Nov 13, 2016 at 10:33 EM,

____________

>3 Daar - , dear all,
>3 -

- you must have reed my mmd, as 1 was wondaring what you ware
» doing and planned to write to you to es000rage you to come to Canoos.

ighted to haar that you will participate. Great mmve by
to invite pou as a spaakar.

1- whem are you pianing to arrive in Canoun 7

—uwr’r and 1 wilt ho in Cancun for the dcration of the COR-MOE ( 2 — 17
» December) . 1f you have acy fleeibility it would be amoellant if you
» could aleo atteod the preparatory session we are planning for the
» PREI, ISAAA dalagatas, student bioteoh/synbio/iGEM group and
» like—minded dolagations en Satorday 2 from 1—5 pm, fellowed by a
» secial event te netwerk with the party dalegatas and to meet everyome.
>3
» S aa aware you would have to sacrifice your weekend, bot it would ho
3> wcrth it. Everybody ropied in this massage is walcema to attand oor
3> social avemt. Meetiag all of you wilt ho aspecially osefot for the
» studente. The etodenta (about 20 eo far from the PREI group) will
» also ho able to attand the oide evenls and intaract with party
>3 dalagatea,

if you have a credential as part of an obearver group delegation
» (say Croptifa), yae, you would ba abla to attend the tachnical
» eeeeions. 1 wilt koop yoo posted om dates for the key sessions om
» eobstantiva issoes of the MOE (risk assessnamt goidanca) and
>3 transvarsaly iseoas of the CIE (synhio) . The first week will ho
» devoted to starting segotiations, so thay are important.
>3



did alert us en the 7 other side events on synbio, gene
» drives, etc organized by 5 activist groups working coordinately. Our
» side eventa are only 3 by comparison.
»
» 0. good thing for this COP-MOP, unlike previous ones, is that we will
5> have a greater crticat maas ot scientiats and biotech students
» attending the side events and meeting party delegatea, especially
» those from their owo countries. 2 am also happy to report that more
» parties, at least in Latin America, are becoming less precautionary
» than what they have been ie the past, especiatly with the issues of
5) aynthetcc biology, which we agree, should come onder the umbrella of
>5 biotechnology if synbio passes free the COP to the NOP.

» Let’s all keep in touch to coordinate efforts in the nest couple of
>5 weeks. It will be great to nee you all in Cancun.
»
» Best regarda,
»
»w
>5 —
5>
»
5>
5>
»
>5
»
»
» 0fl Sun, Nov 13, 2516 at 7:50 EM, Sncvi.org>
» wrote
» S 0).
S> >
» 5
» S
» > 2 hope all is well with both of you. 1 have a few questiono for you,
>5 > given
» S your prior enperience attending these meetings.
5> >
S> S
» S
» > 2f you have not looked at the side events devoted to synthetic biology,
>5 > pieaae Late a bek. ETC Group, Third World Network, and Frienda of the
>5 > Earth dominote, with a session by Crcp Life International CLI) and
S> > anothec
S> > by htorth Carolina State. Rather one—stded line—up.
>5 >
>5 5

* (d has invited me to speak at the CLI, thus 1 plan to do
» > 50. S
» > loot forward to seeinq both of you in Cancun.
>5 S
>5 S
>5 S
» S 1 have a guestion about which sessions observers can attend. The
5> S proposed
5> > organizatioo of work haLs the synthetic biology discussion Tuesday
>5 S morning,
» > Dec. 6. Working group II.) Om 1 albowed to observe that discussion er
>5 S is
» S that for delegates only?
» >
» >
» S
>5 S ETC has a side event Tuesdsy afternoon, as well, thus 1 am thinking
>5 > about
» > flying Mondsy to obaerve the discussion and the perhaps be able to
» > respond

> > to the miniofortostion by ETC grsup. The CLI session is Thursday and S
» S would
» > probably fly back to San Diego Friday.
>5 >
» >
5> >
S> > BUL other than the Thursday CLI session, my schedule is flexible. Does
» > the
S> > trip as S propoaed make sense? , if are attending that week, 2
>5 > would enjoy meeting you in persc ‘And , if you will be there that
S> S week, lets plan to get together at oone during those days.
>5 >
>5 >
» S
S> > Regards,
>5 >
» >
» S
>5 S
>5 >

___________________

» S
>5 >

_______________________

» > ‘*‘.K- ‘*‘:“E’:’l
» S
>5 > 3. Craig Venter Institute
>5 S
>5 > 4120 Capricorn Lane, La JolLa, CA 92037
>5 >

_____________

>5 > phone:

___________

» > ceil phooe;

>5 S
S
S

1W2,e
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DENK AAN HET MILIEU VOORDAT U DIT BERICHT PRINT
Dit bericht ho,, reformatie beoatten die niet voor u is bestemd. tvdierr o niet de geadresneerde beet 0f dit bericht abusievelijk aan u is verzonden, wordt u verzocht dat aan
de afzender te melden en het berrcht te verwijderen. Het RIVM aanvaardt geen aansprakelijkheid voor schade, aas welke aard ook, die verband houdt met risico’s
verbonden aan het e)ektmnrsch verzenden van henchtes.

www.rjvni.nl De zorg voor morgen begiot vandaag

PLEASE CONSIDER THE ENVIRONMENT BEFORE PRINTtNG
This message may contain information that is not rntevded for yoa. 1f you are not the addressee or if this massage was nest to you by sostake, yen are ,eguested te
infarm the oender and delete the rnessage. R1VM accepts no liability for daanage of avy kind resohing from the risks ivberent in the elertroeic transeirssion nf messages

www.rivm.nI/en Comnnitted to health and su5tornabrhty
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From:
To:

Cc:

Subject: Student group and social even Cancun
Date: 18-11-2016 20:38

Dear all,

Greetings from Mexico. There are many things pending on many fronts in
preparation for the COP—MOP and we have less than two weeks before
Cancun.

To all in this email message: 1f you are in Cancun on Saturday 3, you
are invited to our pool—side /beach networking social event at the
Carisa and Palma building (near the Cancun convention center) from 6
pm onwards after the PRRI workshop (1—5 pm(

All our students and PPPR and ISAAA delegates are invited. 1 will
also invite like—minded party delegations and ‘undecided” parties from
GRULAC to the social event. 1f you have contacts from Africari and
Asian delegations, please let me know.

This relaxed 10w—key social event (“with the kids”) has three main
objectives:

1). Give the “Biotech at the UN” student group the chance to interact
with the scientists, party and non—party delegates and observers from
industry. The students come from many countries and will enjoy meeting
their country delegates.

2( Give the chance to party delegates to interact with scientists
and students and feel they are being mentors and coaches to the new
generation. Moet adults like that and show their generous side. We
are academics and students and don’t have a political agenda like
governments or a commercial agenda like the industry. This is a
powerful message to spread.

3. Have fun! The COP—MOP sessions will be dense and intense and we
will have a grueling schedule, so let’s have some enjoyable time
together and become friends, before we start the COP—MOP.

The students and scientists can use this time do their work in
sharing the science perspective on many issues with country delegates:
the AHTEG NA guide, GM crops (the Zamorano studente know a lot about
this(, synbio(the IGEM studente are very knowledgeable(, gene drives
for Zika and malaria, genome editing, GM crops, etc. There are also
many PPRI members who are very well vesrsed on CBD, CPB issues.

My studente are preparing short informative ppt ppt on gene drivee,
CRISPR CAS9, GM crops, etc, to share with delegates (0fl their cell
phones from facebook pages and other social media( who are not
familiar with these technical issues. This is training for studente in
science coommunication and an important skill to learn and practice
(“learning by doing”(

1 believe this social event will be as effective (and much longer and
relaxed( and can complement other side evente that will be competing
for time and people with the technical CON and MOP sessions and the
many other side evente. It will also ba a great experience for the
students. Please give us a hand and come and support us

1Valt Duiten feikwiJdteveaQek

-

Good weekend to all,



iQ.2,e ç

1,

______

Re: GRULAC position on guidance??
19-11-2016 01:06

Dear, dear all,

--

asked me if the there is a position from GRULAC for the ANTEG
PA guidence.

1 can only offer my very personal opinion on how 1 saw the country
dynamics (or rather individuele representing countries) during the
IICA meeting in Coste Rica organized by Pedro. IICA may give a
different perspective to mir.e. 1 speak from my rather unencumbered
piatform as en acadamic.

The short answer is : There is no common GRULAC position on the
guidance or other substantive issues, or even e common Central
American, Andean or “Cono Sur” positiori.

However, here is my personal perspective of the “geoolitical
dvnamics” in the region. Please note this is similar to a poiitical
analys: predicting who was going to win the US elections and why —— 1
could ba wrong

!, Like — minded 000—parties and parties (science—based approach):
Canada, USA, Argentina, Honduras, Paraguay and possibly now Ecuador

2. Parties with orecautionary and sciance—based official
represantativas: Brazil, Mexico, Colombia

3. Precautionary parties )official representativas) : Peru )and Bolivia
)frcm the distance)

4. “Silent” parties: Chile, Uruguay, Antigua, Dominican Republic,
Panama, Costa Rica, Guatamala

5. Abseot partias from IICA meeting: Bolivia (very precautionary),
Venezuela, Nicaragua, El Salvador, Belize, moet Caribbean countries
(mostly silent)

Ragerding the guidance, we discussed the verh “endorse” and how this
may be interpreted by different audiences. The general consensus was
that “endorse” is not e good word for the official taxt. Monica gave a
great presentation on the deficiericies of the AHTEG guidance.

A better term that may be a good compromise between endorsing and
rejecting the guidance meybe “ We Welcome the AHTEG PA guidance as
another PA document, or, We Take Nota that there is the AHTEG RA
document as another resource for ERA

and 1 are trying )against the dook) to finish the second
edition in English to the ERA Guida for Ganatically Modified
Organisms” whio will include en introductory section )in the praface)
on the currant discussions on synthetic biology, gene drives, genome
editing, NBT5 etc and stress that it is no different from modern
biotechnology and that the basic principles of PA also apply.

On Synthatic biology )which somehow groups - ous like
gene drives, ganome editing, CRISPR CAS), gave e
superb summary on where the CBD is and how --- handle
this. It would be very useful to get input from other groups like
PPRI, the US, Canada, etc for a good strategy for the like—minded
part ies.

1 feal the dialogue on synbio in GRULAC is vary immature still, as
party delegates still grapple with the complex technicalities of
molecular biology and genetic engineering terms and processes and
dont feel they can give en opinion.

1 am asking the student group “)Biotech students at the UN”) to help
prepare technical information for the science cornrnunication efforts
for COP—MOP with party delegates. 1f we don’t do this ourselves with
side.evants and other activities, the activist NGOs will te the only
sourca of information for these party delegates. The NGO efforts
will surely influence “undecided or silent” party opinion and later
policy for those countries. The countries Oost at risk are small leest
developed countries in Latin America and the Caribbean, Africa and
South East Asia.

Hete is rny humble opinion of the dangers of whet will te decided at CDP—t4OP:

Streng ir.dustrialized perties like the EU or ec000mies in transition
like Mexico or Brazil won’t te that effected by endorsin.g or
rejecting the guidance or deciding what to do witt synbio, es they
airea.dy have different epproaches to PA and syr.bïo in plaza, and will
disregard what the CBD end the CBP says if it doesnt suit theo in the
end.

Snali developing countries, on the other hand, will have nothing
in. piece and will adopt wha:ever they sea coming from the CBD and CPB
by default. These may become part of their legislation in the
future. This could halt science and innovation in their countries and
the adoption of usaful technology. We have seen ampia examples of this
with GM crops in countries that adopted the precautionary direction

dictated by the CPB. Ecuador for example, has a prohibition for
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From: Ii:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:



Stakrnan Borlaug Center for Sustainable Plant Health
tJniversi ota, St. Paul, MM 55108
Mobile:
S-mail:
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‘transgér.icos” in their constitution and Peru a moratorium. Activis:s
are askir.a for a sirrilar moratorium on gene drives.

1 feel much is at stake for this COP—M0P . Again, these are only
personal opinions. Feel free to disregerd them or indeed chailenge
them 1f you also attended the IICA meeting last week.

Best regards,

18, 2016 at 2:36 PM, @umn.edu> wrote:

look for your reply later.

2:25 PM, L
@gmeil.com> wrote:

» Hi,

» 1 am rushing but will answer your questions later with some details of
» ry reading cf things geouolitics) in GRULAC, after the meeting in
» IICA.
»
» More later.

» 5 PM, .@umn.edu> wrote:

»>
» > 1 hope this messege finds you well!
» >
» > Would you be able to teli me whether there is a position for the GRULAC
» > region the Guidance Document — endorse or not endorse??
» >
» > How about Honduras?
» >
» > 1 haard from a colleague in Brazil that Brazil is planning to ‘take
» > note
» > of’ the Guidance, not endorse. I’m sure that they will endorse or not
» > endorse based on what others say.
» >
» > Mexico will endorse.
» >
» > 1 was at a MD? prep meeting for the African Group a couple weeks ego,
» > end
» > they are actually leening toward ‘not endorsina’, but ‘welcoming’ It as
» > reference document rather than a guidance, to just be done with it.
» > can’t
» > say for sure thet they will stick with this position, but this is what
» > they
» > were discussing. They will be swayed by the pcsiticn of others es well.
» >
» > A colleague from the EU was asking me if 1 know ahcut other ‘regionel’
» > positions, like GRULAC. The RU is likely to endorse, but my collaagua
» > is
» > still hoping to chsnge this.
» >
» > Any info you have will be good to haar.
» >

» >

» >
» >
» >
» >
>
>
>
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From:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Date:

Hi

10.2e
102e
10.2.e-

[Spam] Re: Upcoming CBD meeting
19-11-2016 09:45

Thanks for your note and apologies for this belated reply; am a bit swamped with
preparations of PRRI’s participation in MOP8 and COP13.

We are having many ongoing discussions on the topics of the agendas of MOP
and COP. Update to the wider group like-minded group will follow soon.

Am pleased to report that, as a result of ‘s tieless work, over 35 students
(many of whom Synbio students), will participate under the wings of PRRI in
MOP8 and COP13. The total PRRI delegation will probably be between 45 and 50.

Below is a quick response to your email and the follow up from others, but T urge
everyone on this email not to react to the below, but to hold your
substantive reactions in reply to my update this weekend to the larger
like-minded group, just to avoid too many parallel discussions.

1), T am delighted that you will atl:end COP/MOP and 1 look forward to finally
meeting you. 1 will be there from 2 — 17 December. Hope that you have already
registered and booked a hotel, or will do so soon, because apparently Cancun is
running Out of affordable accommodation. T recommend that you register as
Clvi, so that we have one more voice bringing the same message, but if you
prefer T can also register you as PRRI. Make sure you register for all three
meetings, i. .e MOP8, COP!3 and MOP2. See:

______

http ://www. prri . net/meetings/upcoming-meetings/. As [I1 said, some
discussions may move from one forum to the other.

2) Anyone can participate as an observer in any session of the plenary and
working groups, as well as in contact groups, if the chair allows. To what extent
observers are allowed to speak in the various groups will depend on the chair and
available time.

3) On Saturday 3 December, PRRI will organise in collaboration with like-minded
organisations a — by now tradition- MOP/COP preparatory meeting in which we
will explain how the MOPs and all these negotiation groups function, and go
through the topics on the agenda. Details about the 3 December meeting will
follow to the larger like-minded group. Anyone welcome, but we need to know
names to keep track of numbers and Iogistics and to arrange access. The same
goes for the social event that mentioned, for which details will also follow.

3) Side events: there is indeed a multitude of side events, some of which pretty
disconcerting. On 3 December we will take stock of which side events we should
attend and who will go where.

4) h1: a side event on the last day may not sound very attractive, but it may
offer an opportunity to discuss the — by then emerging - outcome of the MOP and
COP, and how to deal with that on the home front.

5) NGO advocated bans on Synbio and Gene Drives: there are unfortunately
several calls for unjustified, blanket bans on SB and GD, similar to the German
letter distributed. There are several initiatives of colleagues to send letters
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to their Governments and open letters to all Partjes to the COP and MOP, not
support any ban, but in fact to increase R&D on GD and SB. Once finalised, we
will circulate these letters. NB: One important thing that keeps coming up is not
to mix SB and GD, because those are different things and mixing the two only
confounds the debate. About GD: 1 think that ‘s comment at the end of her
email below hits the nail on the head.

6) Please make it a habit of copying E!” on any information you have
about countries’ positions on the various topics. is involved in coordinating
the EU positions and any information you can share will help her in her task.

Good weekend!

1
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Dear
It would be great to be introduced to your students and to coach and mentor the group as far as
possible!

1 am not sure how much time 1 will have between coordination meetings, contact groups and
plenary meetings on RA and synbio, but 1 will try.

Kind regards,

Phone number: 10.1e or

1 am very glad 1 will have the chance to meet you in Cancun. It will be a pleasure and an honor to
introduce you to our student group. We have some German and UK students in our group who
would greatly benefit from interacting with European scientists and get first hand experience on
how policy is shaped. 1f you are so iriclined, 1 would like to invite you to be a coach and mentor to
our student group.

DENK AAN HET MILIEU VOORDAT U DIT BERICHT PRINT
Dit bericht ken informatie bevatten die niet voor u is bestemd. Indien u niet de geadresseerde bent of dit bericht
abusievelijk aan u is verzonden, wordt u verzocht dat aan de afzender te melden en het bericht te verwijderen.
Het RIVM aanvaardt geen aansprakelijkheid voor schade, van welke aard ook, die verband houdt met risico’s
verbonden aan het elektronisch verzenden van berichten.

www.rivm.nI De zorg voor morgen begint vandaag

PLEASE CONSIDER THE ENVIRONMENT BEFORE PRINTING
This message may contain information that is not intended for you. 1f you are not the addressee or if this message
was sent to you by mistake, you are requested to inform the sender and delete the message. RIVM accepts no
liability for damage of any kind resulting from the risks inherent in the electronic transmission of messages.
www.rivm.nh/en Committed to heelth and sustainability

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Betr: Meeting you in cancun
20-11-2016 13:32

Aan: iJ @rivm.nl>
Van:
Datum: 11/19/2016 03:54PM
Onderwerp: Meeting you in Cancun

Dear

schreef:

1 look forward to meeting you in person soon

Best regards,
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject: Re: postion EU COPMOP8
Date: 30-11-2016 12:39

You’II need a roadmap to get through MOP

On 30 November 2016 at 12:38,
estelconsult.com> wrote:

Dear

Thanks for the update. 1 agree with that this is depressing indeed, a lot of countries do
look at what the EU does. 1 wish you good luck in Cancun!

1 will be travelling there on the 7th Hopefully you will all know your way around and can guide
me throughl

Rega rds

Estel Consult Ltd

Tel:

Mobile:

Skype:

www. Estelconsult.com

From:

Date: Wednesday, 30 November 2016 at 11:30

To: (rivm.nI>

Cc: )umn.edut’ @)umn.edu>,

)estelconsult corn>,

• Subject: Re: postion EU COPMOP8

Hi
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Thanks for this — indeed depressing — update. When one us spoke with the EC
today, they said that the EU positions were not yet available, and will only be
finalised in Cancun.

Your approach on Fish and SynBio is at least better.

Later today 1 will copy you all on an email that 1 will send to the large like
minded group, with an update of the various discussions we have had in
various groups people over the last couple of weeks and months

Cheers

On 30 November 2016 at 08:52, (rivm.nl> wrote:

Dear all,

Thank you all for keeping me up-to-date on positions of other Partjes. We finalised
our position and, as indicated before, the EU and its 28 member states will endorse
the Guidance. There was not too much room for me to move on this topic. The only
adjustment that we managed to get into the adjusted text of the CBD secretariate
was to indicate that for capacity building inter alia’ the Guidance could be used.
Otherwise the text could be read that the Guidanee would be the only document for
capacity building in risk assessment.

We were we more successfull in the subject of further guidance on fish and LMOs
obtained by synthetic biology. Our position is that the AHTEG should establish a
process to in which cases further guidance would be necessary. So the focus is now
more on the proces than on the further guidance. We already have been thinking
about how this process would look like.

Hava a good trip to Cacun and see you soon!!

Kind regards,

Ii_

__

Ph one nu m be r

_________

or

DENK AAN HET MILIEU VOORDAT U DIT BERICHT PRINT
Dit bericht kan informatie bevatten die niet voor u is bestemd. Indien u niet de geadresseerde bent of dit
bericht abusievelijk aan u is verzonden, wordt u verzocht dat aan de afzender te melden en het bericht te
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1 follow up on the various discussions that we have had the last couple of weeks
and months about topics on the agendas of MOP8, COP13 and MOP2.

Given that quite a number of you were involved in the discussions on multiple
topics, 1 have merged the varlous email Iists into one.

Below a partial update and request for additions and reactions from your side. (T
write ‘partial’ as It is midnight and T prefer to send this out now and add the rest
tomorrow).

Best regards and safe travels to those who are travelling to Cancun!

General

‘Cancun’ seems to become a massive event, with three meetings running in
parallel and whereby each of the meetings will be atlended by more people than
before.

PRRI will participate with 30 - 40 delegates, of which 10 delegates with substantial
COP/MOP experience and 20-30 biotechnology/SynBio students. PRRI is teaming
up with likeminded organisations such as ISAAA, the Cornell Alliance for Science,

1OZeFrom:
To:

Subject:
Date:

[Spam] Follow UP 0fl discussions about MOP8, COP13 and MOP2.
30-11-2016 23:55

Dear All,
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the Danforth Centre and several other student groups

Likewise, a very large number of ‘biotech-critical’ NGOs will participate and
organise events.

Frequently quoted recent afticle: Hawking: Humans at risk of lethal ‘own goal

https ://www. biosafety-info. net!.

Documents

On the PRRI site there is a page dedicated to MOP8
(http://www. prri . net!cartagena-protocol-biosafetycpb-mops/cpb-mop8,I), with:

- a link to the official documents on the CBD website

- a zipped folder with the key MOP8 documents (with the titles of the documents
pasted in the filenames)

- a password protected PRRI ‘Member area’ with further background documents
and space for internal discussions.

During the COP and MOPs, communication experts of PRRI and the Cornell
Alliance for Science

will use Twitter and other social media to frequently report on what is happening
during MOP and COP.

Request to all: please share websites with positions on MOP and COP topics, such
as: http :,‘/croplife.org/pla nt-biotechnology/cartagena-protocol-on-biosafety,/.

Preparatory meetings

Over the last months there have been several MOP/COP topic-focused preparatory
meetings, as well as regional preparatory meetings where MOP/COP topics were
discussed, such as:

- Asia: 24 - 26 October, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. Ain organisers: ISAAA and PRRI
(Chair’s notes )

- Africa: 26 - 27 October, Accra, Ghana, main organiser: ABNE

- Latin America: 10 - 11 November, San Jose, Costa Rica. Main organiser: IICA.
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PRRI-ISAAA COP/MOP preparatory workshop, 3 December, 13.00
-17.00 Cancun.

As with previous MOPs, PRRI and ISAAA will organise a preparatory workshop for
ISAAA and PRRI delegates in the weekend before MOP/COP. The workshop aims
to 1) give the newcomers an introduction to the CBD, CPB and MOP procedures,
and 2) to discuss topics on the agenda of MOP and COP.

In this workshop we will also take identify contact persons for each agenda item,
and for side events, media contacts, social media, etc. 1f other groups have
similar contact persons, please share names.

Although the workshop is intended for ISAAA and PRRI delegates, others are
welcome to participate as observer. Requests can be sent to:

The workshop will be held on 3 Deember from 13.00 — 15.00. The workshop will
be held in a venue in the ‘zona hotellera’. Details of the exact venue will be
forwarded to registered participants.

Side events

An large number of side events has been registered. (https://www.cbd.int/side
events/).

PRRI and ISAAA will identify contact persons who will keep track of past and
upcoming the side events. 1f your delegation has similar side event contact
persons, please share contacts.

SUBSTANTIVE TOPICS

General

As with earlier COPS and MOPS, most of the discussions circle around agricultural
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topics. This is also the case in the draft Cancun Declaration.

General feedback from public researchers during the preparatory discussions:

1) the Cancun Declaration has an encouraging flavour of innovation, but that the
text is stili ambiguous at places.

2) Some general thoughts for the international debate: the future of agriculture
does not lie in a choice for a particular technique, but in combining the best
available techniques, tailored to local needs. In the interest of food security, the
toolbox of farmers should be expanded, and no form of agriculture should be
excluded.

Interesting recent publications and articles:

- 2016 FAO annual State of Food and Agriculture

- 2016 the OECD Green Growth Studies.

- http ://www.sundaymai 1 .co.zw/zim-scientists-seek-approval-for-gm-crop-tria Is!

Risk Assessment.

Background: Proposed elements for a MOP decision inciude: endorsing the draft
guidance, deciding to develop further guidance on specific topics, and asking the
CBD Secretariat to conduct capacity building.

Discussions in the preparatory meetings focused on:

- the original MOP4 decision, which asked for a ‘roadmap’ to help risk assessors
applying existing guidance documents in a way that is consistent with Annex III;

- whether the current draft guidance is useful, in particular for novel risk
assessors,

- what the consequences are of ‘endorsing’,

- whether a term as ‘noting’ would be more appropriate given that there are many
other specia lised guidance documents available;

- whether the document would better be called ‘reference’ document, given the
explanation given in the introduction,

- whether the system of AHTEGs is best mechanism for developing new guidance
for highly scientific topics
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- the need for criteria to decide for which areas new guidance needs to be
developed;

- whether capacity building is best left to specialised agencies, such as FAO;

- the ‘package deal’ nature of the draft elements of MOP decision, linking
endorsement to producing more guidance to capacity building activities

Genome editing — New Breeding Techniques

Background: the topic of NBTs as such is not on agenda of MOP or COP, but
various groups are advocating with their governments that the use of any NBT
resuits by definition in an LMO.

Important to explaining that ‘NBTs’ is a collection of many different techniques,
and that the resulting organism is only an LMO of It possesses a novel genetic
combination.

Gene drives.

Background: the topic of gene drives as such is not on agenda of MOP or COP,
but various groups are advocating with their governments a ban on gene drives.

Several groups, including a group of German students, have prepared letters to
governments emphasising that a blanket ban on gene drive would have no
scientific justification and would in fact be an irresponsible course of action.

The organisation Target Malaria has produced an open letter: -

http: //targetmalaria .org/gene-drive-open-letter/. Anyone wishing to add his/her
siqnature to the open letter, please send name and affiliation to

danforthcenter.org.

The Danforth Center will also hold a side event on gene drives:
http ://targetma aria .org/eblasts/gene-drive-invite/.

Synthetic Biology
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Background: Synthetic Biology is on the agenda of COP13 under the heading of
‘emerging issues’ and on the agenda of MOP8 under the question whether
additional guidance for risk assessment is necessary. Various groups have
advocated with their governments that current biosafety systems are not
sufficnet for SynBio, and that a separate system is needed

Main points in the preparatory discussions:

- as with NBTs, Synbio is not a particular technique, but more an approach based
on ‘design’, which may involve many different techniques. (Or — as one of the
students said - “Synbio is not a method but a mind-set”).

- current and foreseeable Synbio applications all involve LMOs and therefore the
current system of case by case assessment applies;

- there has been no discussion under COP whether SynBio is an emerging issue

There are several side events on SynBio.

Unintended and Illegal transboundary movement.

Background: The proposed NOP decision is to endorse the opera tional definitions
of “ilegal transboundaîy movements” and “unintentional transboundary

movements” as proposed by the Compliance Committee;

Main points in the preparatory discussions:

The proposed definitions seem to step over the fact that

- article 17 (unintended transboundary movement) deals with cases of LMOs that
are likely to have significant adverse effects

- article 25 (illegal transboundary movement) is aimed at the domestic situation

- What terms as ‘adopt’ and ‘endorse’ mean

Socio-Economic Considerations

To be continued tomorrow
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Phone number: or

@rivm.nl>

Many thanks for you message and for sharing this information.

1 am copying
delegation.

1 and IDJiI from the Mexican delegation and from the Brazilian

So it seems the EU and Mexico will “Endorse” the guide. Honduras will ‘Take note” that the guide
will be one of other RA resources, to use by partjes and for capacity building purposes.

The Latin American ERA guide in its second English edition (useful for other regions too) will be
also available and it inciudes sections on how to address synthetic biology, genome editing by
CRISPR Cas9, gene drives and other related technologies.

1f you are in Cancun on Saturday 3, please come to the PRRI workshop at the Convention Center
(1- 5 pm, venue to be confirmed) , followed by a social event at the Carisa & Palma Pool rea (6
pm onwards).

Everybody on this list is welcomed to both the PRRI workshop and social event, where you will
have the chance to meet air student group “Biotech Students at the UN”

Best regards and see you in Cancun.

Thank you all for keeping me up-to-date on positions of other Partjes. We finalised our position
and, as indicated before, the EU and its 28 member states will enciorse the Guidance. There was
not too much room for me to move on this topic. The only adjustment that we managed to get
into the adjusted text of the CBD secretariate was to indicate that for capacity building ‘inter alia’

Re: postion EU COPMOP8
01-12-2016 07:21

Dearj

Good to keep in contact in this way, also with and ». And thanks again for your feed back.
1 really hope to be able to attend the workshop and the social event afterwards, but 1 have been
invited to attend other (formal) meetings at the same time. However, 1 hope skip these other
meetings as much as possible.

Have a good trip everybody and see you in Cancunl

Kind regards,

schreef:
Aan:
Van:
Datum: 11/30/2016 05:21PM
cc:

OnderF: Re: postion EU COPMOP8

Dear

On Wed, Nov 30, 2016 at 1:52 AM,
Dear all,

IO.2.e IO.2.e rivm.nl> wrote:
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the Guidance could be used. Otherwise the text could be read that the Guidanee would be the
only document for capacity building in risk assessment.

We were we more successfull in the subject of further guidance on t’ish and LMOs obtained by
synthetic biology. Our position is that the AHTEG should establish a process to in which cases
further guidance would be necessary. So the focus is now more on the proces than on the
further guidance. We already have been thinking about how this process would look like.

Hava a good trip to Cacun and see you soon!!
Kind regards,

Phone number: +

DENK AAN HET MILIEU VOORDAT U DIT BERICHT PRINT
Dit bericht kan informatie bevatten die niet voor u is bestemd. Indien u niet de geadresseerde bent of dit
bericht abusievelijk aan u is verzonden, wordt u verzocht dat aan de afzender te melden en het bericht te
verwijderen. Het RIVM aanvaardt geen aansprakelijkheid voor schade, van welke aard ook, die verband houdt
met risico’s verbonden aan het elektronisch verzenden van berichten.

www.rivm.nI De zorg voor morgen begint vandaag

PLEASE CONSIDER THE ENVIRONMENT BEFORE PRINTING
This message may contain information that is not intended for you. 1f you are not the addressee or if this
message was sent to you by mistake, you are requested to inform the sender and delete the message. RIVM
accepts no liability for damage of any kind resulting from the risks inherent in the electronic transmission of
messages.

www.Hvm.nI /en Committed to hee/th and sustainability

DENK AAN HET MILIEU VOORDAT U DIT BERICHT PRINT
Dit bericht ken informatie bevatten die niet voor u is bestemd. Indien u niet de geadresseerde bent of dit bericht
abusievelijk aan u is verzonden, wordt u verzocht dat aan de afzender te melden en het bericht te verwijderen.
Het RIVM aanvaardt geen aansprakelijkheid voor schade, van welke aard ook, die verband houdt met risico’s
verbonden aan het elektronisch verzenden van berichten.

www.rivm.nI De zorg voor morgen begint vandaag

PLEASE CONSIDER THE ENVIRONMENT BEFORE PRINTING
This message may contain information that is not intended for you. 1f you are not the addressee or if this message
was sent to you by mistake, you are requested to inform the sender end delete the message. RIVM accepts no
liability for damage of any kind resulting from the risks inherent in the electronic transmission of messages.

www.rivm.nhJen Committed to hee/th and sustainability
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Reply To:
To:
Subject:
Date:

(6)icvLpra
Re: Gene drive workshop report
06-12-2016 21:04
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Thanks,

Kind regards,

Delivered to you by RIVM Mobile environment.

From: jcvi.org>

Sent: 6 dec. 2016 14:17

To:jJ @rivm.nl>

Subject: Gene drive workshop report

Hi

The workshop report 1 mentioned this morning. 1 also have submitted a paper (co-authored by most of

the participants) to Nature Biotechnology focusing specifically on guidance (what is available now, what

needs to be updated). Take a look at suggestions for researchers (especially design for multiple

objectives, pp. 7-8).

Regards,

J. Craig Venter Institute
4120 Capricorn Lane, La Jolla, CA 92037
phone:
ceIl phone:
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From:
To: IO.2.e

Subject: [Spam] Summary analysis participation in COP/MOP
Date: 24-01-2017 16:53

Dear All,

T hope that you had a restful holiday period after COP/MOP 2016, and T send you
my best wishes for this year!

Overall feedback from the delegates of PRRI and of like-minded organisations with
whom PRRI teamed up in COP/MOP 2016, is that there seems to be some light at
the end of the tunnel in the form of a ‘counter force’ that puts the need for
science, research and evidence central again. Coupled with that, there is a
general feeling that it is important to keep the momentum.

With that in mmd i have produced for the delegates of PRRI, ISAAA, and like-
minded organisations a summary of how COPS and MOPs developed over the
years and an overview of their feedback on:

- the signs of change in MOP8 and COP13,

- experiences with holding COP13, MOP8 and MOP2 in parallel, and

- suggested activities to keep the momentum in 2017 and 2018.

1 paste that overview below for your information, with the request not to
distribute it but with the request to share your personal impression/analysis of
COP/MOP 2016.

Regards!

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Copy of email to COP13/MOP8 delegates of PRRI, ISAAA and other like-minded
organisations with summary of feedback on:

- how COPS and MOPs developed over the years

- the signs of change in MOP8 and COP13,

- experiences with holding COP13, MOP8 and MOP2 in parallel, and

- suggested activities to keep the momentum in 2017 and 2018.

1) How COPS and MOPs developed over the years.
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The negotiations have not always been like what we experienced in Cancun. In
the negotiations to establish the CBD in the late 80s, protection of diversity and
science were leading principles, and there was dear recognition that modern
biotechnology can contribute significantly to the conservation of biodiversity
(hence articles 16 and 19 of the CBD).

Somewhere between COP1 and COP2 (1995), things changed, around the same
time when in Europe the attitude towards biotechnology changed. While the
intention of article 19 of the CBD is to ensure biotechnology transfer, the
negotiations leading to the Cartagena Protocol (1996-2000) were very much
influenced by the changing attitude towards biotechnology, and as of MOP1
(2004), an anti-biotechnology tone was set, largely driven by some NGOs.

NB: It was in fact MOP1 that triggered a number of public sector scientists to
establish PRPJ, with the aim to bring more science to the negotiation table. From
MOP2 onwards, PRRI has participated in all MOPs. Here is a flavour of how PRRI’s
participation has developed over time:

- At MOP2 (2005), PRRI presented itself with interventions and side events
emphasising the importance of public research and countering misinformation.
Feedback from Party delegates was that the arrival of PRRI made a dear and
positive difference in the debates.

- During MOP3 (2006) and MOP4 (2008), an additional focus of PRRI became
‘damage control in the form of statements and side events aimed at helping to
steer away from calls for blanket bans on gene switches (e.g. GURTS) and GM
trees.

- As of MOP5 (2010), PRRI started urging colleagues who had participated once or
twice as part of the PRRI delegation to MOP, to participate in next MOPs under
their own institute, 50 that there would be more voices expressing the same
message.

- In the run up to MOP6 (2012), PRRI and ISAAA teamed up in organising regional
NOP preparator’,’ meetings, and went a step beyond organising side events by
arranging a weli-attended field trip for MOP delegates to Bt cotton fields outside
Hyderabad.

- In the run up to MOP7 (2014), PRRI broadened its internal ‘NOP Skype group’
with many other colleagues. Aware that several biotechnology related topics
were increasingly coming up under the CBD, PRRI also participated with several
members in COP1 1.

- At MOP8 (2016), PRPJ and ISAM aimed to bring the focus back to the potential
biotechnology for biodiversity and human weil-being. To this end, they teamed up
with organisations such as Target Malaria, DDPSC, Island Conser’ation, iGem,
Biotech Youth, DVI, Corneil Alliance for Science, and EUSynBio. 35 biotechnology
students participated in COP/MOP as part of the PRPJ delegation.

Returning to the MOP and COP processes themselves: As those of you who
participated in this and previous COP/MOPs have experienced, over time these
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processes developed some disconcerting characteristics where it concerns
discussions on biotechnology, such as:

- An underlying atmosphere that LMOs are fraught with risks and uncertainty,

- No apparent widespread awareness of the potential of these technologies for
protecting biodiversity and enhancing human weli-being.

- Littie scientific foundation in the discussions on biotechnology topics.

- Discussions going beyond the scope of the CBD and CPB.

- An AHTEG process resulting in draft guidance for risk assessment that kept
receiving serious concerns during subsequent MOPs about the scientific base and
usefulness

- Calls for more guidance despite the concerns expressed, and a sense that the RA
AHTEG process was on an ‘automatic pilot’ that was not being reigned-in by the
MOP or the CBD Sec.

- Calls for blanket bans on new scientific developments without justification and
without consideratiori of potential benefits.

- An underlying atmosphere that innovation goes against the interest of
indigenous people.

- A misperception that the Precautionary Approach (Rio Principle 15) means ‘zero
risk’.

- A practice of some NGOs to tarnish individuals and groups with different views,
rather than discussing the substance of those views.

2) Signs of change in MOP8 and COP13

Although the trends described above were still very visible at MOP8/COP13 (and
sometimes to an even more surreal degree), we also noticed some significant
signs of change in several directions, such as:

1) Unlike at previous COP/MOPs, calls for bans on technological developments
such as Synthetic Biology and Gene Drives, were not immediately repeated by
large numbers of Parties, and the Party interventions about those calls for bans
were more balanced. None of the suggested bans were taken over in the final
decisions.

2) More than before, Parties inciuded before in their interventions recognition of
the potential benefits of certain technological developments.
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3) Concerns about the draft guidance on risk assessment, and the process of
developing it, were expressed much more explicitly. The negotiations resulted in
the decision that the draft guidance was ‘taken note of’, that ‘interested Partjes’
were invited to use it as a voluntary tool, and for now there will be no further
development of new guidance documents.

4) Clear, repeated signals that the negotiations and intersessional activities such
as AHTEGs need to stay within the scope of the CBD and CPB, and that straying
into the mandates and work of other fora should be avoided.

We have already had some discussions among ourselves about what contributed
this change, and it is dear that it was not one single (f)actor that achieved this,
but rather a combination of factors and actors:

First, the change in COP13/MOP8 was only possible because a significant number
of Partjes took strong, weli-founded, science and evidence-based positions. In
MOP7 there were already some ‘pioneers’ in this respect, and in MOP8 we saw
that number growing, with some dear champions.

Second, as is dear from feedback from many delegates: the participation of our
organisations clearly contributed to this change in MOP8 and COP13.

With a view to preparing for the next round of COP/MOP, it is good to analyse our
informal, like-minded group a bit further.

From your feedback it is dear that we have concurring ideas about the strengths
of our group:

Diversity of organisations: A great asset of our group was that our organisations
brought different backgrounds and expertise, e.g. : PRRI (COP/MOP process, risk
assessment, SECs, regulatory), ISAAA (technology transfer, science
communication, public awareness and participation), DVI, iGem and EUSynbio
(Synthetic Biology), Target Malaria (e.g. malaria, gene drives), DDPSC (gene
drives, risk assessment), Island Conservation (e.g. conservation, gene drives),
Corneli Alliance for Science (science communication), et cetera.

Participating People: Our group counted over 60 colleagues in total, and during
the first 10 days, we had at any given moment around 50 scientists in the
negotiations and side events, allowing us to have eyes and ears in every forum,
and to bring the voice of science where possible and countering misinformation
where necessary. At this point we should specially mention the students: In the
same way as the arrival of PRRI at MOPs in 2005 had a positive effect on the
process, so had the participation of this very motivated group of young scientists
a significant and positive impact.
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Modus operandi: key to the functioning of our group were: 1) the collective
preparatory meeting on the Saturday before the COP/MOP; 2) daily coordination
meetings in the mornings; 3) excellent collaboration, 4) ‘real time’ communication
through WhatsApp, and 5) dear and consistent statements on all key agenda
items.

Outreach, e.g.:

- Side events: the Gene Drive side event of Target Malaria/Island
Conservation/DPPSC and the SynBio side event of PRRI/ISAAA/students were
well attended and appreciated by party delegates for giving factual background
information and for allowing ample time for discussion.

- Collaboration with the Corneli Alliance for Science allowed for an formidable
boost in outreach through social media.

- Publishing the statements on the PRRI and ISAAA websites, and making
translations available into Arabic, Bahasa Indonesia, Bulgarian, French, German,
Portugues, Russian, and Spanish.

This is just a compilation of your first reactions. - In the run up to the next
COP/MOP we will organise more detailed exchanges and analyse as to what
worked well and what can be strengthened.

3) Experiences with holding COP13, MOP8 and MOP2 in parallel.

For the first time, the CBD-COP, the CPB-MOP and the NP-MOP were held in
parallel. From your feedback it is dear that this was experienced as having some
advantages and disadvantages.

The obvious disadvantages were in logistics and funding due to extended time
(two weeks instead of one). Regularly changing meetings also made it difficult to
follow at times. An advantage was that one and the same topic (e.g. SynBio) was
no longer discussed in isolation in two fora. Another advantage was that we were
exposed to the Nagoya protocol on Access and Benefit Sharing, which for many
public researchers is still a somewhat distant topic.

4) Keeping the momentum in the run up to MOP9 and COP14

As we already discussed in Cancun: to be well prepared for MOP9 and COP14, it is
important to keep the momentum from very early 0fl:
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• Early 2017:

Until 30 January 2017 we can send to the CBD secretariat a summary of the side
events that we held, so that those summaries can be included in a compendium
that the CBD Secretariat will publish. For the PRRI/ISAAA/students side event:

please send me the Word version of the flyer. Students and
please send me one paragraph of your presentations. To whoever took notes:
please send.

• 2017

On several occasions we have discussed the need for regional ‘COP/MOP de
briefing’ meetings, in which we discuss the outcomes of COP/MOPs, the
discussions behind those outcomes, and workable ways to incorporate those
COP/MOP outcomes on the national front. These meetings could be organised in
collaboration with regional organisations such as IICA and ABNE.

These regional meetings could also address some general issues, such as:

a) The impact of blanket bans (e.g. the paper mentioned about the costs of
the rapeseed ban in Australia, and see the article below);

b) The fact that CPB procedures are not intended as a blue print for national
regulations, and that governments should not be passively waiting for things to
come out of MOP,

c) Providing clarity on terms such as SynBio, NBTs etc.

d) Dealing with the concerns of local community organisations, bearing in mmd
that governing and cooperation will be become harder in the near future, as
segments of society and countries become more polarized, as global trends
suggest.

e) The need to find we better and less polarized ways for coherent formulation of
global policies towards biotechnology.

f) Reaching out to country teams early enough to help reduce contradictions, e.g.
between biotech and environmental policies.

We should also use this period to start preparing students (i.e. the next
generation of scientists and negotiators) who may wish to participate in
MOP9/COP14. Student participation is likely to continue in future COP/MOP and
other similar fora. Students are becoming aware of the bottleneck that a paucity
of coherent regulation brings to their field. With the characteristic energy and
passion of youth, students are ready to get engaged and many are already
planning to attend COP14/MOP 9 in Egypt. A concerted effort should be made to
encourage student participation in every meeting. Students are an inexhaustible
source of new talent and energy and will ensure the continuation of the work we
started. Our group greatly benefited from this and conversely the students
benefitted from the experienced delegates in our group. The presence of young
people may change the perception with many party delegates that
biotechnologies are not solely beinq developed and deployed by big corporations.
It is great to see that for example - are already developing ideas
how to mobilise students at their universities. We look forward to your
suggestions on how to coordinate that and will come back to that. In this context
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we also ask all the students who parucipated in COP/MOP to send us a one
paragraph impression of their participation, which we can publish on the PRRI
website. (NB: talking about students: see also the article below about the Kenyan
biotechnology students).

We will seek resources to organise such COP/MOP debriefing meetings.

In the course of 2017 we will also update you on related initiatives and events in
2017 outside COP/MOP sphere, e.g. OECD work on risk assessment, the manual
that are working on, ISBGMO, the Arhus Convention,
ABBC-2017, ICABR 2017, et cetera.

2018 - Preparing for COP14/f40P9/MOP3

The feedback from the regional preparatory meetings that PRRI/ISAAA and other
organisations held in the run up to MOP7 and MOP8 shows that this kind of
informal meetings is very useful.

We hope to conduct similar preparatory meetings in 2018, possibly back to back
with other regional meetings and will seek resources for that. We will keep you
posted.

As said, this is just a summary of your first feedback plus some background. What
we need to do in the time to come is analyse what the actual or potential impact
of the various actors and elements is, and brainstorm ways to improve
preparation and participation in the next COP/MOP in view of the lessons learned.

Looking forward to hearing from you!
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From:
To:
Cc:

Subject: [Spam] Re: Acknowledgment of contribution to the development of the Guidance on Risk Assessment of Living Modif1ed
Organisms and Monitonng in the Context of Risk Assessment

Date: 06-02-20t7 05:27

Dear I[’Jl dear all,

T could not agree more with you . Here are my thoughts on how T see the process of
the Guidance, the Secretariat’s role and what it is at stake for developing countries. At
this stage with the AHTEG dissolved, 1 have little to loose by sharing a candid appraisal of
my experience as an AHTEG member and my concern for developing countries if the
Guidance document is published.

After COP13-MOP8, 1 am now certain that our only role in these UN fora (CBD, CBP, etc) is
damage control.There is no hope for any of us to contribute to any meaningful, non

politicized, science-based and coherent policy. We need to find other platforms to develop
international oversight for biotechnologies. 1 believe there are alternatives.

Kind regards to all,

The process of developing the Guidance has always been flawed (to be science-based), or
rather, It has been highly politicized and biased from the start, using techniques that are
becoming main stream like: “truthiness” (LMOs are risky); 11alternate facts” (developing
countries concluded the guide was useful and practical after the testing of the guidance)
and to push a pre-defined agenda (keep GMOs out, we don’t like them).

The Secretariat has always had a very Eurocentric approach to GMOs, and thus has
adopted a precautionary approach to risk assessment. From the beginning, the
Guidance was conceived as a legal tool to put as many hurdles as possible to stop
adoption of GMOs, mainly in developing countries. Other legal tools are moratoria and
GMO labelling.

Keeping the guidance long, complex and difficult for regulators so GMOs are banned from
developing countries, has worked very well. 1f one accepts this premise, why would the
Secretariat want a different guidance? This agenda was pushed on by those who had the
same view as the Secretariat. These people won their favour.

All members of the AHTEG should be equal, but are they? No. 1f you are an AHTEG
member who agrees with this eurocentric, precautionary view of the guide and want to

block adoption of GMOs, your opinion is highly valued ( from Austria, from
Mauritania, ‘? from Mexico, ‘ from Moldavia, from Finland, from
China etc) or TTindependent experts” from activist NGOs.

The legitimate experts from parties like (Mexico), LtJ (Colombia), (India),
myself (Honduras), where treated differently as where experts from non-partjes (

) or experts from industry or our NGOs (j ).
We were all‘Tsecond-class citizens” compared to the powerfüffirst group of “friends of the
Chair’T and our opinions largely disregarded. We are “second class” because we disagree
with them, and it does not matter if you represent a party or not.

O.2.g en 11.1
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you are knowledgeable on this. What is the procedure to follow now?

Conciusion: it took 8 years, a huge amount of funds, dozens of people and hundreds of
hours of work (many members do this as unpaid, voluntary work) to develop the
Guidance document that came crushing down during MOP8, much to the Secretariat’s and
the “Friends of the Chair” surprise. These resilient and resourceful small group of people
now want to keep the document alive (after all, It is a “living document”), so they can

mount a capacity building project on risk assessment, mainly for development countries
who have not develop their own ERA processes, get funding through the financial
mechanisms of the CBD and perpetuate their influence and their well paid international
travel.

Who are the winners and the losers? As a representative from a developing country
(Honduras) and a national from Bolivia (1 know what is going on inside the country) 1
have an answer: developing countries, will lose by having the AHTEG guide pushed by
the Secretariat and Friends, into their future legislation that makes it difficult to adopt
GMOs. This will have important consequences for the future development and adoption of
biotechnologies.

It is not difficult to see that the future plan would be to develop another RA & RM guide for
synthetic biology and repeat the pattern. Industrialized countries and emerging economies
are protected from this through their own legislation, yet it some of these same countries
who insisted that AHTEG guide be endorsed by parties at MOP8. The irony does not
escape me.

Most people in this mailing list are nationals from industrialized countries or emerging
economies. Developing countries are not well represented on this side of the science
based or “like-minded” spectrum. Colleagues and friends, 1 gently request that you, with
your higher influence with the Secretariat, help me raise these concerns. 1 know it is
difficult for some of you who have government appointments to speak up. The Secretariat
is simply disregarding my view, if 1 speak alone. You saw what happened with my
credential being revoked.

You are also seeing what is happening at the international stage when crazy legislation is
being pushed, without due procedure or consultation (the US travel ban for the 7 Islamic
countries). 1 don’t think this is a time for keeping safely quiet.

Thanks
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On Fri, Feb 3, 2017 at 3:59 PM, umn.edu> wrote:
They might ask the reps from Parties who were on the AHTEG why they ‘agreed’ to the
recommendations to the MOP (inciuding to endorse) when the report was drafted during
the AHTEG meeting, and now they are saying they don’t agree. This is, unfortunately,
what happened.

Probably should have a good answer ready for that one... for what it is worth.

There is something wrong with this. AHTEG members may be nominated by their
Parties, but do they necessarily represent the opinion of their party? 1 think they are
supposed to give their opinion as ‘experts’. The opinion of their Party should be
expressed in response to the AHTEG recommendation at the MOP, which is just what
happened. So this distinction the Secretariat continues to make between ‘experts for
Parties’ and ‘experts not from Parties’ is truly counterproductive to the purpose of an
AHTEG.

My two cents.

0fl Fri, Feb 3, 2017 at 3:40 PM, (inspection.gc.ca>
wrote:

1 got the same thing. 1 have the same question; how will they deal with
reps from the parties?

» 2017-02-03 2:49 PM »>
Yes. 1 got essentially the same response that my input really didn’t
matter from the start. 1 wonder how they will respond to Party
representatives?

Thanks,

Sent from my iPad

> On Feb 3, 2017, at 11:49, umn.edu> wrote:
>

> Hi all,
> FYI. Here below is the reply 1 received from
> I’m not sure what her point is at the end there about ‘observers’,
but she seems to be implying that It only mattered whether ‘Partjes’
agreed, i.e. It was never the expectation that ‘observers’ would agree.
> 1 recognize this as a critical flaw with the whole AHTEG process.
>
>

> Dear
>

>
>

> Thank you for your email. It is nice to hear from you.
>

>
>
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> After consultation with some Parties at COP-MOP and as explained
during the contact group and working group at COP-MOP, the Secretariat
will amend the disclaimer at the beginning of the publication to read:
>
>

>

> “The designations employed and the presentation of material in this
publication do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the
part of the Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity
concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or
of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or
boundaries. This publication is the outcome of the Ad Hoc Technical
Expert Group on Risk Assessment and Risk Management at its meeting in
July 2016
(http://www.cbd.int/doc/meetings/bs/bsrarm-ahteg-2015-0 1/official/bsrarm-ahteg-
20 15-0 1-04-en .pdf)
The views reported in this publication were not considered, discussed or
otherwise adopted by the Conference of the Parties serving as the
meeting of the Parties to the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety and do not
necessarily represent the views of the Parties to the Cartagena Protocol
on Biosafety.”
>
>

>

> With regards to your point that not all participants agreed with
parts of the document, we may need to clarify that experts nominated by
non-Parties and organizations participated as observers, which would
automatically imply that they did not necessarily agree with the entire
text.
>
>

>
> 1 hope this answers your questions.
>
>

>
> Kind regards,
>
>

>

>
>

>
>

iø2e

> Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversily

> United Nations Environment Programme

> 413 Saint Jacques, suite 800

> Montreal, QC, H2Y 1N9

> Canada

1O2.e

IO2.ê

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

> Tel:

> Fax:
>

>

> Web: bch.cbd.int
>

>
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>

>

» On Tue, Jan 31, 2017 at 9:02 AM, Rï1
wrote:

» Hi Karen,
»
» 1 sent essentially the same thing. In fact 1 cut and pasted part of
» your response for consistency. 1 had feit all along that 1 wanted
the
» enormous effort 1 put into this project acknowiedged and that the
» Secretariate shouidn’t be abie to sweep dissent under the rug.
corn mon
» practice for all kinds of expert reports is to acknowiedge dissent.
Why
» shouid this be different?
»
» Thanks,
»
»

102.e @umn.edu> 2017-01-3 1 8:10 AM »» »

_______

» Hi all.
»
» Here’s my reply to:
»
»
»
» *Ic my conversations with many AHTEG members at the MOP and since,
1
» think the concern we share about having our names iisted in
» association
» with the Guidance is not because it indicates that we contributed,
but
» that
» it impiies that we support the f9nal outcome which many of us did
not.
» 1f
» you will be adding an acknowledgement page as proposed, then you
have
» an
» opportunity to make this clear.*
»
» *The draft states: ‘Members of the AHTEG on Risk Assessment and
Risk
» Management are acknowledged for their valuable contribution to the
» development of this document.’ *

» *1 suggest to add a sentence after this to say: *

»
» *‘Their participation as listed here does not in anyway indicate
their
» endorsernent of the document. This document was neither endorsed by
the
» the
» members of the AHTEG nor by the Meeting of the Parties. See
» decision: CBD/CP/MOP/DEC/VIII/12.’*
»
»
» *1 realiy appreciate you reaching out to the members of the AHTEG
who
» expressed concern about having their names listed. 1 know you are
» receiving similar responses from other AHTEG members, and 1 hope
you
» can
» find a way to address our concern.*
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»
»
» Ii

»
» On Tue, Jan 31, 2017 at 3:49 AM,
» <

» > wrote:
»

1O.2.e

» > Dear All,

» > Have a great day!
»>
» >
»>

»>Dear
»>

»>

» > Below my reply to iL—
»>

»>

» > 1 very much appreciate it that the Secretariat follows U on the
fact
» that
» > during the negotiations some Parties indicated that their AHTEG
» experts
» > would feel uncomfortable if the way in which their names are
listed
» would
» > suggest that they endorse the draft guidance as it stands and the
» process
» > that lead to it.

»>

»>

» > 1 share that concern, and agree that in the interest of
transparency
» and
» > completeness, it would indeed be appropriate to reflect this
» officially.
»>

»>
» > The question is how and where to reflect that.
»>

»>
» > You suggest to do this by removing names of experts from an
» acknowledgment
» > page of the typeset version of document
» UNEP/CBD/BS/COP-MOP/8/8/ADD1.
»>
»>

»>

».> 1 have some queries and concerns about that suggestion:
»>
» > 1) What do you mean by “the typeset version”? Does that refer

» an
» > intention to publish an update of the glossy version of the draft

»>
»>

» > Thanks for your email.
»>
»>

»>

»>

»>

to
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» guidance
» > that was distributed at the side event during MOP8 and placed on
the
» CBD
» > website, something that was heavily criticised by Parties at
MOP8?
»>
» > 2) Removing names of AHTEG members from any acknowledgment page
would
» be
» > factually incorrect and indeed misleading from various
perspectives.
» The
» > appropriate, transparent thing to do would be to acknowledge all
» AHTEG
» > members who contributed to this process (often in their free time
» and/or on
» > their own budget), but to add language to reflect that this
listing
» does
» > not necessarily mean that the involved persons fully support the
» content of
» > the guidance and the process through which the document was
» developed.
»>
» > 3) Adding an acknowledgement page to document
» UNEP/CBD/BS/COP-MOP/8/8/ADD1
» > raises the procedural question whether the Secretariat can change
» MOP
» > documents retro-actively.
»>

» > 4) Moreover, distributing that MOP8 document as a typeset-version
» would
» > run counter to the fact that the MOP did not endorse this document
as
» well
» > as to other MOP conciusions. In fact, already now that MOP8
document
» is
» > given a prominence on the CBD website (e.g. on the homepage) that
» gives a
» > suggestion that goes counter to the MOP conciusions about that
» document.
»>

» > Given the above, 1 believe that an acknowledgement of all AHTEG
» members is
» > best placed on the CBD website, under ‘AHTEG”, with the
» disclaimer that the
» > listing of their names does not necessarily mean that all AHTEG
» members
» > fully endorse the draft guidance and the process that lead to it.
In
» the
» > interest of completeness, this would then best be followed by the
key
» MOP
» > conclusions.
»>
»>

»>

» > Thanks,
»>
»>
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>
O2é

>

>
>

________________

> 0fl 28 January 2017 at 11:07

______________

<
> wrote:
>
» Dear All,
»
»
»
» Thanks for your thoughts. Like 1 found it very useful to

»
»
»

_____________

»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
have
» this
» » exchange before replying to the CBD Secretariat’s request to
» indicate
» » whether we wish our names to be deleted in the acknowledgement
of
» AHTEG
» » members in Document COP-MOP/8/8/ADD1.
»»
»»
»»
» » 1 take from our discussions that there is a general feeling that
» deleting
» » names in an acknowledgement would not be appropriate, because it
is
» » important that all those who have participated are duly
» acknowledged,
» » regardless whether or not they are content with the outcome.
» Moreover,
» » having all AHTEG members listed also gives the outside world an
idea
» of the
» » resources that have been spent on the draft guidance for over 8
» years.
»»
»»
»»
» » What would be appropriate in the interest if transparency, is
that
» with
» » the acknowledgement a disclaimer is added that the listing of
names
» does
» » not necessarily mean that each AHTEG member endorses the draft
» guidance and
» » the process that lead to it.
»»
»»
»»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
as
»
and
» this
» » raises the question whether it is procedurally correct to amend

» The next question is where this acknowledgement plus such a
statement
» should be placed.
»
»
»
» The SCB Secretariat talked about document COP-MOP/8/8/ADD1, but

1- raised: there is no acknowledgement in that document,
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a
» MOP
» » document after the MOP.
»»
»»
»»
» » This relates to another procedural matter that goes beyond the
» AHTEG
» » acknowledgement: document COP-MOP/8/8/ADD1 was submitted for
» » consideration by the MOP, which decided to ‘take note’ of
this
» document.
» » Yet, despite that MOP decision, document CÖP-MOP/8/8/ADD1
features
» » prominently on at least two places on the CBD website: 1) on the
CPB
» home
» » page, under “Guidance on Risk Assessment, and 2) under the
page
» » Biosafety Technical Series, where it now replaces the glossy
version
» of the
» » draft guidance document.
»»
»»
»»
» » This in turn relates to the question what will happen with that
» glossy
» » version.
»»
»»
»»
» » For information of those who were not at MOP: before the MOP had
» started
» » discussing the draft guidance document, the Secretariat and
AHTEG
» chair
» » held a side event in which printed, glossy versions of the
guidance
» were
» » presented and distributed. In addition, a pdf version of that
» glossy
» » version was placed under the Biosafety Technical Series
»»
»
<https: //www.google.be/url?sa=t&rct=j&g =8&esrc=s&source=web&c
d = &cad = rja&uact= 8&ved = OahU KEwizgZu pm-PRAhXmJcAKHfeCBAoQFggcM
AA&u ri = https%3A%2F%2Fbch .cbd . i nt%2Fprotocol%2Fcpb technical
series.shtml&usg=AFOjCNG7shhV26wrg4lejQM9ozcOw3a_ew&sig2=
UgCdhyOJagA6BRgxi-W62g>.
» » This led to the very admirable reaction by the Colombian
delegation
» » questioning the appropriateness of the Secretariat publishing a
» document
» » that has not even been discussed by the MOP. This concern was
» supported by
» » many other delegations, and several delegations asked that the
» glossy
» » publication be removed from that page and some delegations asked
» that the
» » document be withdrawn entirely.
»»
»»
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»»
» » Although the Secretariat insisted initially that it has the
ma ndate
» to
» » publish documents in the Biosafety Technical Series, the pdf
file
» was later
» » that day replaced by its front page only and with the note
» *“**Thjs
» » publication is the outcome of the Ad Hoc Technical Expert Group
on
» Risk
» » Assessment and Risk Management at its meeting in July 2016 (see
» report
»»
»
<http://www.cbd. int/doc/meetings/bs/mop-08/information/bs-mop-08-inf-03-en. pdf>).
» » The views reported in this publication were not considered,
» discussed or
» » otherwise approved or adopted by the Conference of the Partjes
» serving as
» » the meeting of the Partjes to the Cartagena Protocol on
Biosafety
» and do
» » not necessarily represent the views of the Partjes to the
Cartagena
» » Protocol on Biosafety.”* . That not is still there.
»»
»»
»»
» » Somewhere along the line, the Secretariat linked the document
» COP-MOP/8/8/ADD1
» » to the glossy front page.
»»
» » What remained unclear during the MOP and still remains unclear
is
» what
» » will happen with the glossy document.
»»
»»
»»
» » NB: As you will see in the glossy document, our names are listed
» there
» » under the acknowledgements, obviously without any disclaimer.
»»
»»
»»
» » Given that there are currently documents around without any
» » acknowledgement (e.g. the MOP8 document) and a document with an
» » acknowledgement but without disclaimer, 1 believe that the
» acknowledgement
» » to all AHTEG members is best be placed under ‘AHTEG” on the
CBD
» website,
» » with the disclaimer that the listing of their names does not
» necessarily
» » mean that all AHTEG members fully endorse the draft guidance and
»the
» » process that lead to it.
»»
»»
»»
» » 1 will draft my reply to the Secretariat along these lines and
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share
» a
» » copy with you.
»»
»»
»»
» » Finally, all this relates to the broader procedural question
raised
» » during the MOP to what extent the Secretariat can more or Iess
» ‘bypass’ the
» » MOP by publishing documents on the website that were not endorsed
by
» the
» » MOP. In this respect we should also be aware that on several
places
» on the
» » website there is reference to “The Guidance” rather than
» “draft guidance”,
» » and that the Secretariat also published on the home page a
training
» manual
» » and an e-training on risk assessment, which have not been
discussed
» by MOP
» » and which contain similar things as in the draft guidance
document.
» This
» » of course is more an issue for MOP, rather than for the AHTEG
only.
»»
»»
»»
» » Wishing you a good weekend!
»»
»»
»
»
»

»
»
»

»»
»»

____

» » PS: T inciude in this email the new email address of &L!

» who
» » changed jobs.
»»
»»
»»
»
»
»
»
»

» 0fl 26 January 2017 at 22:21,

» wrote:

1O.2.e

»
» Dear aH, this is a copy of my answer to.

»»
» »
» » 1 read carefuHy your message and this is a bit confusing to me.

» »> checked again the document CBD/CP/MOP/DEC/VIII/12 that contains
» the

» »
»
»
»
»

1

»
»
» Dear and all,
»
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» » decision on this matter and 1 cannot find any reference to a
» request for
» » the Secretariat to re-issue the Guideline in any form. Is there
» such
» » request in the draft report? (1 understand is not available yet
in
» its
» » final version)
» »
» »
» »
» » The most relevant parts of the aforementioned document related
with
» your
» » message, are highlighted in the text:
» »
» » *The Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the
» Parties to
» » the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety,*
» »
» » 1. *Acknowledges *the work of the Ad Hoc Technical Expert Group
on
» Risk
» » Assessment and Risk Management, having completed its mandate,
as
» well as
» » the Online Forum on Risk Assessment and Risk Management;
» »
» » 2. * Takes note *f the voluntary Guidance on Risk Assessment
of
» Living
» » Modified Organisms as the outcome of the Ad Hoc Technical
Expert
» Group with
» » input from the Online Forum;
» »
» ».> 3 *Invites* interested Parties, other Governments and relevant
» » organizations to take the Guidance into account as a voluntary
tool
» to
» » assist in conducting risk assessment in accordance with the
» Cartagena
» » Protocol while acknowledging that other guidance documents and
» national
» » approaches can also assist in conducting risk assessment in
» accordance with
» » the Protocol;
» »
» »
» »
» » 10. *Requests* the Subsidiary Body on Scientific, Technical and
» » Technoogical Advice to review the information provided and to
» recommend a
» »> way forward to address the needs, priorities and gaps identified
by
» Parties
» » for consideration of the. Conference of the Parties serving as
the
» meeting
» » of the Partjes to the Cartagena Protocol at ils ninth meeting,
» inciuding
» » the possible establishment of a new ad hoc technical expert
group,
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» with
» » the understanding that new guidance proposals should only be
» presented upon
» » approval by the Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting
of
» the
» » Parties to the Cartagena Protocol;
» »
» »
» »
» » 1 also asked the Colombian delegation about your question. 1f
» their
» » recollection is correct, there is no specific mandate for the
» Secretariat
» » to ammend the list of AHTEC members that participated in the
» drafting of
» » the guidance. Therefore, 1 will suggest that the text presented
to
» the MOP
» » is not modified in any way, reflecting a factual situation and
» respecting
» » what was discussed and agreed by the Parties in Cancun.
» »
» »
» »
» » The real and undeniable fact is that all the members of AHTEG
» » participated in the discussions and contributed with the best
of
» our
» » knowledge and with high commitment to this effort. Of course,
there
» are
» » always different opinions and approaches, which were part of
the
» » discussions, and constitute a very important part of the
richness
» and
» » relevance of the document. Consequently, 1 consider that the
list
» of the
» » AHTEG should remain complete. Nevertheless, this do not mean
that
» all the
» » members of AHTEG endorsed the draft, or fully support all the
» contents,
» » which must be clearly stated in the guidelines draft.
» »
» » The guidelines draft - not totally endorsed by AHTEG members or
by
» the
» » Parties-, should acknowledge disagreeing opinions, which is not
» rare in
» » these type of working groups.
» »
» »
» »
» » Kind regards,
»»
» »
» »
» »IL&
» »
» »
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» »
» »
» »
» » Enviado desde Correo
» czhttps://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?Linkld=550986>
» » para Windows 10
» »
» »
» »
» »
» » *jueves, 26 de enero de 2017 2:54 p. m.
» >),> *para:
» » *CC: *

» ».> *Asunto: *Re: Acknowledgment of contribution to the development
of
» the
» » Guidance on Risk Assessment of Living Modif9ed Organisms and
» Monitoring in
» » the Context of Risk Assessment
» »
» »
» » Dear all,
» »
» » As indicated in another email, 1 will respond personally and
» separately.
» » 1f someone were to draft a letter for a larger group to sign, 1
» will
» » consider it. However, this approach may have political
challenges.
» 1f the
» » Secretariat is not open to “concrete text proposals”, a letter
may
» go
» » nowhere. 1 am also sensitive to the fact that some
representatives
» of
» » governments may not be at liberty to sign.
» »
» » Thanks,
» »
» »
» »
» »
» »> Sent from my iPad
» »
» » On Jan 26, 2017, at 10:44, [l umn.edu>
» wrote:
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» »
» » 1-li all,
» »
» » 1 agree that it seems better now to leave names of participants
» listed,
» » but that there should also be some statement there to say that
not
» everyone
» »agreed. 1 like ‘s suggestion to use the text from the
» decision
» » too.
» »
» » Would It be appropriate for us to draft a letler explaining
this
» with
» » some suggested text, that we could be sent to the Secretariat
from
» all of
» » us?
» »
» » We might be able to flnd a few more people from the list, in
» fact...
» »
» » We would have to pull this together in short order, since
has
» » requested a response by Jan. 31 (Tuesday). 1f there is
interest,
» *would
» » someone be able to quickly draft something?*

» ».

» »
» » Thanks,
»»
» »
» »OnThu_Jan26,2O17at8;yj
»»

____

‘wrote:
» »
» » Dear all,
» »
» » T was one of the people who feit uncomfortable having my name
» » associated with a document that was presented “ready for
» endorsment” at
» » MOP as a nice glossy printed version -- and stated so at a
» Contact Group.
» »
» » Given that some sense prevailed and many parties protested
this, 1
» also
» »» support the view of having a full list of participanis in the
» AHTEG, and
» » that removing names would be counterproductive.
» »
» » Best regards,
» »

____

»
» »
» »iI!’
» »
» » *Qjnsu!t MRS*
» » *Biotechnology and Biosafety*
» » *341 San Arturo Oriente, Valle Real, Zapopan, CP 45019*
» ».> *Jalisco, Mexico*
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» »
»
» » *

» »
» »
»
»
»
»

»»
»»
»»
»»

»
»
»
»

»» On Wed, Jan 25, 2017 at 4:35 AM,
» wrote:
»
»Dear All,
»
»
»
» 1 guess you all have received the email below.

During the negotiations some Partjes did indeed indicate
that,
» given
» »> the process and given the resulting draft guidance, their
experts
» would
»» feel uncomfortable 1f the way in which they are listed would
» suggest that
»» they endorse the draft guidance as It stands.
»»
»»While 1 share that concern, 1 do believe that having names
» simply
»» removed would not be the most appropriate way to address
that,
» because:
»»
»» It would be factually incorrect to only list part of
» the
»» people who have contributed to this process;
»»
» »» It would give a wrong “black or white”
impression,
» i.e.
»» those on the list fully endorse the guidance and those not in
the
» list
»» completely reject it. 1 for one believe that while the draft
» guidance as a
»» whole is confusing rather than helpful, 1 do believe that
there
» are also
»» useful parts in It.
»»
»» Removing names would mean that those who pick up
this
» draft
»» guidance some time from now may have no idea that this
guidance
» was not
»» fully supported by all who contributed to the process.
Moreover,
» if people
»» have questions about the guidance they logically only go to
those
» listed as
» »» contributors.
»»
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»» 1 believe that the appropriate way to address the above is
that
» — to
»» be factually correct - all names are listed, but to add
anguage
» to reflect
»» that this listing does not necessarily mean that those
persons
» fully
»» support the content of the guidance or the process in which
the
» document
»» was developed.
»»
»»
»»
»»Looking forward to your thoughts
»»
»»
»»
»» Regards
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
» »» Forwarded messaqe

cbd.int>
» »» Date: 24 January 2017 at 17:42
»» Subject: Acknowledgment of contribution to the development of
» the
»»Guidance on Risk Assessment of Living Modified Organisms and
» Monitoring in
»» the Context of Risk Assessment
»»To: @cbd.int>
»» Cc: i(i’ cbd.int>
»»
»»
»»Dear Former Members of the AHTEG,
»»
»»
»»
»»Further to the discussions that have taken place at the
eighth
» meeting
»» of the Conference of the Parties Serving meeting of the
Parties
» to the
»» Cartagena Protocol in December 2016 in Cancun, Mexico,
several
» participants
»» indicated that they would like their name and/or the name of
the
» expert
»» nominated by their country removed from the acknowledgment
page
» (draft
»» attached) of the typeset version of document
» UNEP/CBD/BS/COP-MOP/8/8/ADD1
» »» “Guidance on Risk Assessment of Living Modified Organisms
and
» Monitoring in
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»» the Context of Risk Assessment” (available at
»» https://www.cbd.int/doc/meetings/bs/mop-08/official/bs-mop-0
»» 8-08-addl-en.pdf).
»»
»»
»»
» »> In following up with these requests we would like for you, as
a
» former
»» member of the AHTEG, to confirm whether or not you would like
» your name
»» removed from this acknowledgment page at your earliest
» convenience *but
»» no later than 3lst January 2017*.
»»
»»
»»
» »» Many thanks in advance for your prompt reply.
»»
»» Kind regards,
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

1O,2,e

»»
»»
»» Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity
»»
»» United Nations Environment Programme
»»
» »» 413 Saint Jacques, suite 800
»»
»» Montreal, QC, H2Y 1N9
»
»Canada
»
»
»
»Tel:j
»
»Fax:
»
»Web: bch.cbd.int
»
»
»
»

[image: International Day for Biological Diversity 2016]
<http://www.cbd.int/idb/2016/>

» --

»
»
»

»
»
»
»
»

»
»
» --

»
»
»

»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Dear All,

10.2e
—...— ,.

Session 6 today
23-03-2017 09:12

As T will unfortunately not be able to attend today’s session, T paste below some
quick thoughts with regard to your Session 6 today, with the kind request to
bring these on my behalf forward in the group you are participating in.

1) Gene drives have the potential to address some very serious problems in
areas such as health care (e.g. zika, malaria) and environmental protection
(e.g. eradication of invasive alien species) in a way that is complementary
with other approaches.

2) Given their modus operandi, the potential use of gene drives has also lead
to questions regarding safety, with reference to the possible eradication of
entire populations and off-target effects.

3) Such concerns can be addressed under existing biosafety systems,
because:

a) the current and foreseeable gene drive applications fall under the definitions
of GMO, LMO, GEO, et cetera of most national biosafety systems as well as of the
Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety and the EU regulations,

b) the case by case risk assessment approaches and paradigms of those systems
also apply to organisms with gene drives, but will need some fuither fine tuning
(in fact, in the same way as the current guidance for GM plants still needs further
fine tuning in case of trees, as most guidance for plants focuses on annual crop
pIa nts).

4) There is therefore no need to change the existing regulatory frameworks
because of the development of gene drives.

5) As regards taking into account the benefits of gene drives: most of the
current regulatory frameworks allow for taking into account benefits in the
decision making (e.g. the CPB talks about whether a certain risk is
“acceptable”, i.e. acceptability of risks of a certain application can only be
conciuded if compared with rusks of that application. 1 would strongly advise
against incorporating assessment if that kind of benefits in the risk
assessment.

6) Further research would be very welcome in identifying more cases of gene
drives nature and the effectiveness of qene drives vis a vis the development
of resistance against gene drive (see 1 ‘s talk for example).

When you bring these thoughts forward on my behalf, please feel free to say that
bringing them forward does not necessarily mean you agree with all of them.



Wishing you a great discussion!
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From:
Reply To:
To: ijcvi.oro
Subject: Re: Gene drive article to be published in Nature Biotechnology
Date: 08-06-2017 17:38

Dear ,Thanks!

Kind regards,

Delivered to you by RIVM Mobile environment.

From: @jcvi.org>
Sent: 8 jun. 2017 09:06
To: @rivm.nl>
Subject: Gene drive article to be published in Nature Biotechnology

StilI in draft, so please do not distribute.

J. Craig Venter Institute

4120 Capricorn Lane, La Jolla, CA 92037

phone:

celI phone:
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From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:

1 O2,e 1

lG.2.e.:.
RE: Invftation to exchange and discuss ideas on syn-bio-nano
09-07-2017 03:20

1 am delighted to accept your invitation. Thank you! After checking my calendar, 1 think early 2018 is
probably best for me. November might work, but knowing that 1 will be losing a full week to the CBD

AHTEG meeting in December makes me a bit cautious.

As you know, 1 have strong interests in regu!ation of biotechnology (including, of course, synthetic
biology). 1 have also worked quite a bit on biosecurity implications, and as we discussed, the US and the
Netherlands were both “center stage” in the gain of function debates.

Vet another interest may be too academic, but perhaps not. 1 have been working with colleagues in the
US and Canada on “soft governance” approaches for rapidly developing technologies such as synthetic
biology. 1 know in the UK is working in this area, too, but would be curious to find out about
new approaches being explored in the Netherlands. 1 am trying to get a US Foundation to fund a group
to go back and review the very long list of regulatory experiments going back to the late 1970s.

Finally,D , excellent posting on the online forum. 1f nobody else from the US does 50, 1 may
have to assemble the long list of NASEM (and other US) reports over the last two years as you did.

Thanks again and best regards,

J. Craig Venter Institute
4120 Capricorn Lane, La Jolla, CA 92037
phone:
celi phone: 1

From:’ @rivm.nll
Sent: Thursday, July 6, 2017 1:09 PM

To: @jcvi.org>

@rivm.nl>; 1r

Subject: Invitation to exchange and discuss ideas on syn-bio-nano

Dear

1 hope this email finds you well! It was nice to meet you at the ISBGMO and discuss
biotech over lunch.

We also briefly talked about the possibility of inviting you to the Netherlands to talk
about the Craig Venter Institute and share ideas about developments in synbio +
related topics.

(in Cc) and 1 are enthusiastic about this and exchanged ideas over coffee
last week on a joint GMQ office / COGEM lecture at the RIVM institute (“National
institute of public health and the environment” where we are both located). We also
included (RIVM. in Cc) in our initiative, as we all work on the same topics

@rivm.nl>

Hi
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(biotech, synbio, bionano). With the right setup, we think this could be a very fruitful
event for all parties involved.

With this e-mail we want to share some topics we would like to address and enquire
after your ideas concerning a potential visit to The Netherlands.

What we would be interested in:
- to hear more about the work at CVI on synthetic biology and related topics such as
bionanotechnology and gene drives,

- to learn about your perspective / view on (policy) issues that need to be addressed on
a national and/or international level,

What we can provide / offer:
- organise a lecture at the RIVM institute,
- set up additional meetings / visits with other organisations of your interest Cor a
shared interest by all of us),

- and of course, to share and discuss information on the work we ourselves
are doing in these fields,

- travel / accomodation costs

As for planning, we’re thinking of somewhere in November or start of 2018 (December is
usually a very busy month).

W&d like to know whether you’d be interested in this and we look forward to hear more
about your ideas!

Kind regards,

Scientific secretary Ethics and Societal Aspects
The Netherlands Commission on Genetic Modification (COGEM)
T:
M:r
E:iVZ tcociem.net
1: www.cogem.net
Twitter: ©COGEMflet

Dit bericht kan informatie bevatten die niet voor u is bestemd. Indien u niet de geadresseerde bent of dit bericht
abusievelijk aan u is verzonden, wordt u verzocht dat aan de afzender te melden en het bericht te verwijderen.
Het RIVM aanvaardt geen aansprakelijkheid voor schade, van welke aard ook, die verband houdt met risico’s
verbonden aan het elektronisch verzenden van berichten.
www.rivm.nl De zorg voor morgen begint vandaag

This message may contain information that is not intended for you. 1f you are not the addressee or if this message
was sent to you by mistake, you are requested to inform the sender and delete the massage. RIVM accepts no
liability for damage of any kind resulting from the risks inherent in the electronic transmission of messages.

www.rivm. nl/en Committed to health and sustainabiity
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From:
To:
Subject: Re: Follow up of COPMOP2O16 and preparation of COPMOP2O18 (1)
Date: 13-07-2017 22:04
Attachments: Follow ur of COPMOP2O16 and orenaration of COPMOP2O18 (1i.docx

Dear colleagues,

For your information T send you the update (below and attached) that was sent to
the COPMOP2O16 delegates of PRRI, ISAAA, iGem, CJVI, Target Malaria, DDPSC,
EUSynB10S, Alliance for Science and Island Conservation and other colleagues
about follow up of COPMOP2O16 and preparation of COPMOP2O18.

T look forward to any further updates or corrections you may have, but kindly ask
you not to distribute this update widely.

As you will see in the update, we will start again the email groups on the topics
mentioned in the update, and - as before — a small number of colleagues from
other organisations, governments and the private sector with long experience in
COPs and MOPs will be invited to join these groups as observers.

1 hereby extend that invitation to you, with the understanding that — as before -

we will have to limit the number of observers to a few per group.

Wishing you a most excellent weekend!

To the delegates of PRRI, ISAAA, iGem, DVI, Target Malaria, DDPSC, EUSynB1oS,
Alliance for Science and Island Conservation and other colleagues involved in
COP13/MOP8/MOP2, December 2016, Cancun, Mexico.

Dear All,

Greetings! - It has been a white since we sent you a summary analysis of our
participation in COPMOP2O16 in Cancun.
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As concluded in our analysis, COPMOP2O16 showed some cautiously promising
signs of change. For example, more Parties inciuded in their interventions
recognition of the potential benefits of biotechnological developments,
unsubstantiated calls for bans were not widely supported, concerns about draft
guidance were expressed much more explicitly, and there were dear signals that
the negotiations and activities should stay within the scope of the CBD and its
protocols. A combination of (f)actors contributed to this change, e.g. more Parties
took science and evidence-based positions, and also the participation of our
organisations contributed to this change.

As discussed in Cancun, it is important to keep the momentum and that we
prepare ourselves well in advance for the COP and MOPs in 2018 (dick bre for
the tentative dates and venue of COPMOP2O18).

With this email we send you an update on the follow up of COPMOP2O16 and the
preparation of COPMOP2O18, with the request for your feedback.

1f you have on the short term limited time to digest this entire update, please
have a look at the part on the on line discussions on Synthetic Biology and
consider submitting a post at the latest this Sunday.

We are aware that the attached update is long and detailed, but we want to make
sure that everyone is on the same sheet, including those who were not at
COPMOP2O1 6.

After this email, we will limit update emails as much as possible to one topic.

Part of the feedback we request is in indication whether you wish to attend
COPMOP2O18 and whether you wish to be inciuded in one or more of the email
groups per topic. Please only copy others on your feedback if you believe that
your feedback is important to others.

In addition to email groups on the specifc topics mentioned below, we will also
(re)establish email groups on:

- CBD-COP-general

- CPB-MOP-general

- NP-ABS — MOP

- NKL SP — MOP (if the SP comes into force soon)

For the updates we will use email, but for the communication about these topics
• during COPMOP2O18 we will use the corresponding WhatsApp groups.

Lookinq forward to hearinq from you and sending you best regards on behalf of
and
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FOLLOW UP OF COPMOP2O16 AND PREPARATION OF COPMOP2O18 (1)

1) Summary of COPMOP2O16 side events.

Several of our organisations have submitted to the CBD Sec a summary of their COPMOP2O16 side
events, to be included in a compendium that the CBD Secretariat will publish. (For the summary of the
PRRI-ISAAA side event, please dick here).

2) COPMOP ‘debriefing’.

As discussed in Cancun, it is important that Parties have, in addition to the official Iists of the decisions
of COP13, MOP8 and MOP2, access to the background on the discussions on the COP and MOP5 agenda
items as well as practical ways to incorporate the COPMOP outcomes on the national level.

This kind of ‘debriefing’ would preferably done in regional meetings in 2017. Unfortunately, despite
intense efforts, we have not been able to secure the necessary funding for that. Given the short term,
this is not surprising, and we will start initiatives in the course of this year to seek funding for
C0PM0P2018 debriefing meetings in the first half 2019.

Given that regional COPMOP debriefing meetings in 2017 is not an option, we aim to prepare a ‘debrief
package’ that we will make available to you so that you can use It in your communications with your
government and others.

3) Laying the groundwork for COPMOP2O18 preparatory meetings.

Laying the groundwork for COPMOP2O18 preparatory meetings means preparatory work on dates,
venues, collaborating organisations, programs, identifying participants, funding, etc.

Over the years, these preparations have become increasingly complex, because we have moved from
preparatory meetings focusing on CPB/MOP, to preparatory meetings looking at CPB/MOP and
CBD/COP, and later also included the Nagoya Protocol mi ABS/MOP. It is possible that this time we also
have will have to dedicate some time to the Nagoya-Kuala Lumpur Supplementary Protocol on Liability
and Redress (NKL-SP L&R), because if two more countries ratify soon, we will have in 2018 also have the
first MOP for the NKL-SP L&R.

We will start working on most of those preparations in the second half of this year, but for now we seek
your feedback for the following:

1
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a) Please alert us of any planned regional meetings pertaining to biotechnology in 2017 and 2018 that
might offer the possibility of holding back-to-back COPMOP2016 debriefings and/or COPMOP2O18
preparations.

b) Given the great success of having students participate with PRRI in COPMOP2O16, we hope to
increase the number of students in COPMOP2018. We are already discussing this with

and others, and suggestions and offers to help are warmly welcome.

c) Similar to the participation of students, we also hope to help a delegation of innovation oriented
farmers to participate in COPMOP 2018. We have already discussed this with the colleagues from ISAAA
Asia, ISAAA-Africa and the European ‘Farmers-Scientists-Network, and there is clearly enthusiasm for
this. Here too, your suggestions and offers to help are warmly welcome.

d) As discussed in Cancun, prior to COPMOP2O18 we should try to reach out to environmental
organisations that seem open to a balanced approach toward biotechnology and start a dialogue. One of
those organisations might be the Environment Defense Fund. You can find their position on
biotechnology on this link: https://www.edf.org/our-position-biotechnology.

Please send us your thoughts on this and any suggestions for other environmental organisations with
which we might start a dialogue.

e) All these plans depend to a large extent on funding, and we very much look forward to your
suggestions for potential donors, and your offers for help to approach those donors. Likewise, we urge
you all to inform your own organisations of the importance of participating in these international
discussions, and that they are encouraged to provide funding for your participation.

4) Intersessional activities organised by the CBD Sec.

As you will have noted, the CBD Sec has started quite a number of intersessional activities under the
CBD, CPB and NP-ABS (Nagoya Protocol on Access and Benefit Sharing).

Below is an overview of the intersessional activities the CBD Sec has started on the various topics.

As before, PRRI and ISAAA will establish email groups of colleagues who are interested in those topics
and intersessional activities, to inform each other and discuss input in those intersessional activities. As
you will see, certain topics are discussed under multiple fora. This is why we will need ‘all hands on deck’
and It is great to see that some groups have already started collating information and informing others
on the topic of SynBio. We will try to coordinate with those groups as much as possible.

Whenever the CBD Sec announces intersessional activities on additional topics, we will establish email
groups on those topics too if there is interest among colleagues.

2
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We seek your confirmations in which email groups you would like to participate. As before, we will also
invite colleagues from other organisations, governments and the private sector with long experience in
COPs and MOPs to join these groups as observers.

Overview of key intersessional activities

NB: as COPMOP participants you should have received the CBD notifications referred to below.

Convention on Biological Diversity

• SBSTTA

Background: The Subsidiary Body on Scientific, Technical and Technological Advice (SBSTTA) is an
important preparatory body for the upcoming COPs and MOPs.

SBSTTA 21 will take place from 11 to 14 December 2017. The pre-session documentation will be made
available at https://www.cbd.int/doc/?meeting=SBSTTA-21.

PRRI colleagues on this email are invited send to info@prri.net at the latest on 1 October any views on
the SBSTTA documentation they propose to be submitted on behalf of PRRI, and/or whether they wish
to participate in SBSTTA. ISAAA colleagues are invited to send their feedback to @isaaa.org.

SBSTTA 22 will take place from 2 —7 July 2018, and is expected to discuss risk assessment (see below
under ‘risk assessment’).

• Emerging issues.

Note: the discussions in the OP on Synthetic Biology were triggered by raising this topic under “Emerging
i ss u es”.

CBD notification 2017-014 invited to provide information on new and emerging issues relating to the
conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity and the fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising
from the use of genetic resources.

CBD Notification 2017-054 invites relevant information and views related to the proposals for new and
emerging issues, as well as on the process for the identification of new and emerging issues. The
information and views received will serve to prepare for the twenty-first meeting of the Subsidiary Body
on Scientific, Technical and Technological Advice. (SBSTTA).

3
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PRRI members on this email are invited to send to info@prri.net at the latest on 5 August any views and
information they propose to be submitted on behalf of PRRI. ISAAA colleagues are invited to send their
feedback toIillisaaa.org.

• Synthetic Biology

On line discussions on Synthetic Biology

Note: Participation in on line discussions is important, because those contributions are then “on the
record”, ie. the AHTEG and Secretariat will have to consider those comments. It is therefore important
that you participate by making statements that need to be “on record”, and by correcting things that
neeci to be corrected, in particular from a scientific perspective.

Quite a number of people on this email are included in the list of participants. (People can stili register
via: https://bch ,cbd.int/synbio/nomination nati experts!. ).

The topics for the current and Upcoming on line Discussions are:

Topic 1: Reviewing recent technological developmerits within the field of synthetic biology to assess if
the developments could lead to impacts on biodiversity and the three objectives of the Convention,
including unexpected and significant impacts 3-1 7JuIy 2017 (deadline Sunday 16 July)
Topic 2: Further analysis of evidence of benefits and adverse effects of organisms, components and
products of synthetic biology vis--vis the three objectives of the Convention 17-31 July 2017
Topic 3: ldentifying any living organisms already developed or currently under research and
development through techriiques of synthetic biology which do not fall under the definition of living
modified organisms under the Cartagena Protocol. 4-18 September 2017

Topic 4: Evaluating the availability of tools to detect and monitor the organisms, components and
products of synthetic biology. 4-18 September2017

Topic 5: Gathering information on risk management measures, safe use and best practices for safe
handling of organisms, components and products of synthetic biology. I8September-2 October2017

The on-line discussion on Topic 1 will end this Sunday 17 July.

Some impressions from this first discussion:

— Already a large number of posts (over 130), split in some sub threads of discussion.
— A number of you have contributed to the first round of discussions

— Some contributions are well focussed on the questions raised by the moderator, but many others
are all over the place.

4
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— As before, these discussions do not gradually mature, but have a tendency to start from square one

at various moments, reopening decades old debates, and thereby adding to the fatigue.

— There has some discussion on the unease of some participants on the current operational definition

of synthetic biology. Yet, the moderator reminded the participants that this operational definition is

a compromises outcome of SBSTTA and COP13, and not open for discussion in this forum.

— A number of contributions focus on Gene Drives. Although Gene Drives is by many scientists not

considered a form of Synthetic Biology, a group of Gene Drive experts has been formed to prepare

reactions where need be (see below under Gene Drives).

After consulting some colleagues who have been following this debate closely, we urge all of you to take

the following into account when making contributions to the this and the next online debates on SynBio:

Urge people to focus on the questions posed by the moderator and to be concise

— Urge participants to focus on real life examples of SynBio rather than on hypothetical applications;

— Remind participants of the difference between research activities and final commercial applications

of Syn Bio.

— Remind participants that SynBio is not any particular technique but rather a ‘mindset’ that starts

with “design”.

— Give examples of the potential benefits

— As regards risks, underline that the current biosafety systems (e.g. CPB) apply and are adequate

— Gene Drives in themselves are not SynBio (see also below under Gene Drives)

— When talking about “off target”, speak of “off target changes” rather than “of target effects”, and

remind aprticiapnts that off target changes are not unique to SynBio, they also occur (and even

more so) with conventional breeding (see the sublime Post of of CSIRO).

Other information:

We draw your attention to ETC list of SB applications compiled at the site “synbiowatch”

• Integrated Implementation of the CBD and its Protocols

As we have seen in COPMOP2O16: there is a movement to integrated implementation of the CBD and its

protocols. This as such makes sense, provided it is done sensibly. In this context it would be good to

alert your government colleagues to the calI for expression of interest to participate in the project on

“Integrated implementation of the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety, the Nagoya-Kuala Lumpur

Supplementary Protocol on Liability and Redress, and the Convention” (CBD Notification 2017-040).

Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety

• Socio-Economic Considerations (SECs)

5
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Background: SECs are mentioned in article 26 of the CPB as a certain discretion in decision making.
Although article 26 does not contain an obligation, SEC is an important topic, because It may
significantly influence decision making and/or confuse risk assessment. In the background package we
will outline some important distinctions to be made.

CBD Notification 2017-050 — called for the nomination of experts to participate in the Ad Hoc Technical
Expert Group on Socio-Economic Considerations and submission of information (deadline 22 June 2017).

A meeting of the AHTEG is tentatively scheduled for the fourth quarter 2017.

• Gene Drives

Gene Drives was not a specific topic in the agendas of COPMOP2O16, but it did come up under SynBio
(COP) and Risk Assessment (MOP), and is expected to return with some intensity during COPMOP2O18,
possibly also under the topics ‘socio-economic considerations’ and/or ‘liability and redress’.

To be prepared for possibly multiple discussions under different headings, we are working with some
organisations to see how best we can inform and help each other.

For now we have identified the following areas/groups:

- Cross cutting and regulatory aspects of Gene Drives: PRRI/ISAAA

- Application of Gene Drives in mosquito/vector control. Target Malaria
- Application of Gene Drives in control of invasive alien species: Island Conservation

- Application of Gene Drives in agriculture: PRRI/ISAAA

These groups are in close communication and will keep the various groups informed.

Additional points of interest:

ILSI will organise the symposium: “Gene Drive Modified Organisms and Practical Considerations for
Environmental Risk Assessments” on 19 July 2017 from 1:00 pm — 5:00 pm, in : Washington DC, at the
National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, Keck Center, 500 Fifth Street NW. In-person
and live webcast participation possible. Click here for more information.

A recent article that has caused quite some discussion:

https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2017/07/a-scientists-plan-to-protect-the-world-by-

changing-how-science-is-done/532962/

• Public Awareness
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On the CBD website:
21 March 2017: The report of the second joint Aarhus Convention/CBD round table on public
awareness, access to information and public participation regardin living modified organisms
(LMOs)/genetically modified organisms (GMOs) is available.

2 March 2017: Two new biosafety self-paced learning modules 0fl public access to biosafety information
and public participation in decision-making regarding LMOs are available in the new e-Learning Platform

2 March 2017: Launch of the Biodiversity e-Learning Platform

Online discussions in April Reviewed a module on public education regarding LMOs (see:
http://bch.cbd.int/onlineconferences/portal art23/pe forum.shtml?forumid=17479&threadid=8230#8
230).

Other point of interest:

Several institutions are organizing a viewing of the documentary “Food Evolution”L produced by
Academy Award-nominated director Scott Hamilton Kennedy and narrated by science communicator
Neil deGrasse Tyson. As the documentary website announces: “FOOD EVOLUTION is set amidst a
brutally polarized debate marked byfear, distrust and confusion: the controversy surrounding GMOs and
food. Traveling from Hawaiian papaya groves, to bananafarms in Uganda to the cornfields of lowa,
FOOD EVOLUTION wresties with the emotions and the evidence driving one of the mast heated
arguments of our time”.

• Risk Assessment

MOP8 took note of the voluntary Guidance on Risk Assessment of LMOs as the outcome of the AHTEG.
With this, the work of the AHTEG had ended.

MOP8 invited interested Governments and organizations to take the Guidance into account as a
voluntarytool, while acknowledging “that other guidance documents and national approaches can also
assist in conducting risk assessment in accordance with the Protocol”.

Furthermore, MOP8 invited Parties to submit:
a. information on their needs and priorities for further guidance on specific topics of risk

assessment of living modified organisms;
b. proposals on criteria, including the technical justification, that may facilitate the selection of

topics for the development of further guidance; and,
c. views on perceived gaps in existing guidance materials.
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and decided to extend the Online Forum on Risk Assessment and Risk Management to exchange
experiences on risk assessment, provide information and views on, and perceived gaps in existing
guidance materials, and proposals to address any gaps identified.

MOP8 requested the SBSTTA to review the information provided and to recommend a way forward to
address the needs, priorities and gaps identified by Parties for consideration by MOP9, with the
understanding that “new guidance proposals should only be presented upon approval by the MOP”.
The 22nd meeting of the SBSTTA (2-7 iuly 2018) is expected to consider related to risk assessment and
risk management.

A tentative calendar of activities will be available in due course.

Nagoya Protocol on ABS

Digital Sequences

COP13 and MOP2-NP-ABS decided to consider at COP14 and MOP3-NP-ABS potential implications of the
use of digital sequence information on genetic resources for the three objectives of the Convention, and
for the objective of the Nagoya Protocol.

CBD Notification 2017-037 gives the timeline for undertaking this process, an invitation to submit views
and information pursuant and a call for expressions of interest for the fact-finding and scoping study.
CBD Notification 2017-049 calls for nominations to the AHTEG on Digital Sequence Information on
Genetic Resources and sends a Reminder Regarding the Submission of Views and Information.

The AHTEG is to:

(a) Consider the compilation and synthesis of views and information as well as the fact-finding and
scoping study being commissioned in order to examine any potential implications of the use of digital
sequence information on genetic resources for the three objectives of the Convention and the objective
of the Nagoya Protocol and implementation to achieve these objectives;
(b) Consider the technical scope and legal and scientific implications of existing terminology related to
digital sequence information on genetic resources;

(c) Identify the different types of digital sequence information on genetic resources that are relevant to
the Convention and the Nagoya Protocol;

(d) Meet at least once face-to-face, subject to the availability of financial resources, prior to the
fourteenth meeting of the Conference of the Parties and make use of online tools to facilitate its work,
as appropriate;

(e) Submit its outcomes for consideration by a meeting of the Subsidiary Body on Scientific, Technical
and Technological Advice to be held prior to the fourteenth meeting of the Conference of the Parties.
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PRRI members on this email are invited to send to info@prri.net at the latest on 5 August:
- their interest to be nominated for participation in the AHTEG on behalf of PRRI.

- any views and information they propose to be submitted in behalf of PRRI.
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Sutjeeb 0e: Oom pear5 from lam ‘moGe,,,
Oct.: 1601-2017 19:11

Hi

Good to hear from you.
1 e

About the gene drives: my colleegue 1 Dl — is working with a small group of European biosafety officers on an harmonised risk
asseesment for contained use of organisms with gene drives, to be able to come to the right containment level.

As far as t know the biosafety officers from Germany and France am included, T do not know of others in the EU who are working on this, T had the
impreasion from the workshop in Leiden (Lorentz workhop) that the Netherlands has teken the leed on this subject, et leest in the fl1,1.

About your second remerk, the celI free systems. My colleegue, - , wrote the first version of our joint respons. T edded to that end posted it.

T reelise this is in conflict with my post in the online forum that started yesterday, hut t hope to start some discussion

Met vriendelijke groet,

V lo ---17-07-2017 23:21:43--jjj— Glad you jumped in rioht away to fone hopes) set e tone for this session. 1 have been meen

From: @Jcul.o,qu
To, eWow.oIo,
Dvie 11-s/-lot? 13:21
Subject: Your posting t,o,o Loot soosoe,,,

Hi

Glad you jumped in right away to lono hopesj sot a tone for this session. 1 have beoo meaning to follow up on your post from last session.

First, your cowwent on gene drives ie., that you ero workiog with “seoerul toropoao partners”. We hoard from Fraoce and Germeoy lust wontioned in
my postingj. Aro you workiog with or do you know of othors?

Second, why did you inciudo celi-free systems? Thoso are not lioing Icannot reproduce or hijack roproductioe wachinory like oirusesj. Are you worriod
about vptake of ONA end incorpuration into wicrobes in the enu:ronwent? Why would this ho more likely theo any other free ONA?

Thanksi

2. Craig Venter Institute
4120 Capricorn Lene, La Jolle, CA52037
phone: ‘‘ -.

celi phooe’ :

From: bch@chd.mt (wailto.bch@chd.intl
Sent: Friday, July 7, 20t7 1:16 AM
To: tJ• @jmi,org>
Seb)ect: Synbio Forum: Reuiewing recent technological developwents within the field of synthetic biology - A new wessege hes been posted to the forum

Dear

The fullowiug ruessuge bes heen pested by , Netherlsnds 0e 2017-07-07 eo:12
RELanenina,QLP.IscussiQm (#8439]

Deer all, dnettrv,,,,j

It is e pleesure to contribute to this online forum, As requested hy , we like to focus on the specific questions
posed.

1) Whet ere the potentiel negetive impects, inciuding unexpected end significent edverse effecte, of the most recent
technological developments in synthetic biology on biodiversity end the three objectives of the Convencion?

We would have preferred if this qunstion would mention the potential for both positive and negetive impects of the moet
recent technologicel developmente in synthetic hiology es well ee of their epplicetione. On e ceee-by-ceee basis these
technologicel developmente end their epplicetions cen heve positive, neutrel of negetive effecte on biodiversity end the
thren objectives of the Convention. This topic hee been itereted in depth in both the previoue on-line discuseion es well
ee the AHTEG, end we coneider this topic done not need further deliberetion.

2) Whet research end cooperetion ectivitiee ere being conducted on the poseible benefite end potentiel edveree effecte of
orgenieme, componente end producte of eynthetic biology on biodiversity to filI knowledge gepa end identify how those
effecte relete to the objectives of the Convention end ite Protocole?
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In the Netherlands the following activihes have been and are currently undertaken,
•Four reports commissioned by the Dutch National Institute for Public Health and the Environment (RIVM) were delivered.
They describe experience gained with environmental risk assessment of LMO’s and new developments in white, green
and red biotechnology. These RIVM reports van be can be found 0fl: httpLLwww.stwnl/nh/content/biotechnoloov-and

safety.
•Based on these reports a calI for research into the safety aspects of these new developments in modern biotechnology -

including synthetic biology - was released last year.
•Ten different research projects have been awarded and will make a start this year. The overall budget of the program
was 9 million Euro’s.

•Last year the RIVM issued a policy report on gene drives resulting in adjustment of the Dutch legislation for working with
gene drives in contained use facilities
(http ://wwwjivm.nI/Docurnenten en pj.tbIicatjes/WetenuheppeljjkL.RupportenL2D16ffbn,ri/Gere drives Pohcy report).
RIVM is now working on aspects of risk assessment for contained use of gene drives in cooperation with several
European partners.

•Modern biotechnology - including synthetic biology - is developing and maturing rapidly. At RIVM the potential impact of
these new developments on risk assessment methodology is currently being researched. A policy report is expected
towards the end of 2017.

•The Commission of Genetic Modification, together with the Health Council of the Netherlands, published in 2016 a report
that describes major new developments and applications in biotechnology and possible stumbling blocks and (ethical and
societal) dilemmas which arise from these developments and trends. This trend analysis can be found 0fl:

3) Are there other recent technological developments that have taken place within the field of synthetic biology that need
to be considered in this discugsion?

•The application of CRISPR Cas-based gene drives in organisms, especially in insects, needs to be considered with respect
to potential benefits and potential risks mi ecosystem level.
•The accessibility of the biotech tools (e.g. CRISPR) is increasing and is now also more or less available for the public
(CRISPR kits can be ordered over the iflternet). This technology in general will become more and more accessible to e.g.
DIY and other communities.

•Another new development is the development and application of external genome regulation methods, eg. RNA
interference in the form of sprays to control pests or influence plant characteristics, which raises questions about the risk
assessment framework (if needed) for these applications.

•GM algae production platforms might be an important route for the production of chemical substances. The intrinsic need
for relatively ‘open’ (due to the need of sunhight) production ponds/facilities requires well designed safety and
containment measures, either physical of biological.

•Whole celI sensor development is being pursued more actively. Sensor use inside and outside the laboratory may require
well designed containment strategies.

•Cell free systems - eg. again for sensor type applications - are being developed. Risk assessment methodology for these
type of applications needs to be scrutinized.

•An important element that rieeds to be stressed is the ever-increasing speed of development of the field of
biotechnology. New biotechnology tools (eg. CRISPR) combined with automated laboratories (eg. foundries’), DNA
circuitry design tools and bioinformatics are important enablers for developing new techniques and applications. This
developmerit is supported by substantial research and investment funding.

Kind regards,

GMO Office/Dept. of Gene Technology and Biosafety
Dutch National Institute for Public Health and the Environment (RIVM)

See this oost in the online forum 1 ReplyJ Untbscritzc

EURTHER ASSISTANCE
1f you have eny qaestions, suggestions or probleem with the use of this service, please Contact the Secretariat of the Convention en Biological Diversity

bchcbd.igt

22 May 2017-International Day for Biological Diversity:
Biodiversity and Sustainable Tourism
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